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PREFACE

The Sustaining Effects Study is one of the largest studies of elementary

education ever undertaken. The general design of the study was detailed in

the Request for Prcposal issued by the U.S. Office of Education in the spring

cd.! 1975, Dr. George Mayeske was the author of that docUment and was the

originator of the ideas expressed in it. After the study was started,

Dr. Mayeske was intimately involved in the implementation of the overall design.

Much of the credit for whatever success this study has is due to his basic

.ideas. In addition, Dr. Mayeske devoted himself to giving the study superb

administrative support. Within the Office, and later the Department of

Education,"he secured financial support, expedited forms clearance, arranged

meetings with Title I staff members, and contacted chief state school officers

to arrange for their cooperation in securing the consent of local schools to

participate in the study. In short, he was everything one could want in a

Project Officer. From the beginning, Dr. Janice Anderson was associated with

the study as Associate Project Officer. When Dr. Mayeske transferred-out of

the Department of Education, she became the Project Officer and carried on in

the same fine manner as Dr..Mayeske had during the first five years of the

study. She continued to support the project in an exemplary fashion with good

budget support and excellent critical reviews of the first drafts of all the

technical reports. These two dedicated government project officers deserve the

sincere thanks of both the educational research community and our project staff

for their dedication to this project and educational research in general.

We were most pleased with the willingness of so many schools to work with us

for three full years., When initially approached. about participating, a sur-

prisingly large number of schools agreed to be part of the study. They

committed themselveSto having a fall and a spring test administration, to

supplying us with data on the instruction received by each individual student

in the school, and to supplying information on the staff. With very few

exceptions, the schools remained with the study for as long as they were needed
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and cooperated willingly in a demandingresearch schedu2e. We express our

great anoreciation to them for their participation.

Finally, I would like to thank the staff and the advisory committees that were

so essential to completing the work. They are listed on pa7,::s xvii and xix

?J.1 of our advisors were very helpful and made material ccr.:ributions'to the

improvement of the design and conduct of the study. Some of- them stayed with

the study for eight years They deserve oar real thanks. The senior staff

also stayed with the project as long as they were needed. As the Project

Director from 1975 to 1991, I. can attest to their devotion and work in

making the study a success. I hope that when all the technical reports are

examined and this final remOrt is studied and evaluated, there will :ce some

consensus that this cooperation and effort_have made a lasting contribution

to our understanding of elementary education.

Launor F. Carter
January 1983-
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CHAPTER I. AN INTERPRETIVE SUZ.igARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE

SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

AN OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

The purpose of this report is to present an integrative summary of the results

of the Sustaining Effects Study (SES). A short summary of the questions asked,

and the findings follows:

'1. What Is Compensatory Education?

This question cannot be answered simmly. Compensatory Education (CE) is

an amalgam of many different services delivered in different ways. How-

ever, it is clear that CE students receive services that are to some extent

different from those they would have received had they not been selected

for CE services. CE students, relative to regular students, receive more

hours of instruction in reading and math. The instruction is in smaller

classes; more of it is in small group settings, and more of it is given

by special teachers and aides. The instruction is more varied, involves

different content and methods of instruction, and more materials.. and

equimment are used. The typical mode of CE instruction is in a pull-out

setting. The mull-out setting'seems to offer a positive learning environ-

ment and rates very favorably when compared to other instructional settings.

Although CZ students receive significantly more expensive instruction, and

although they receive much more basic reading and math services, while

they receive their compensatory instruction, they lose out on some of the

instruction that regular students receive.

2. Who Receives Compensatory Education?

, .

It is clear, inoterms of percentages, that poor children and educationally

needy children are the principal recipients of Title I and other Cr

services. However, there are more'non-poor than poor children, and more

children achieving above an educational cut-off point (such as performing



one year below grade level) tzar there are children below such a

level. The absolute number of childrenreceiving CE who are non-ocor

and achieving higher than one year below grade level is greater than

the number of children receiving CE services who fall below these cut-

offs. Thus, while the trends are in the intended direction, it appears

that there could be a better operation of the selection process to

assure that more poor children, and more educationally needy children

receive CE services. Possible improvements partially depend on a

clarification of the intent of Congress regarding who should be ser7ed.

3. How Effective Is Compensatory Education?

Based on the results of data from the first year of data collection

and from analyzing three -year longitudinal data, it appears that Cr,

and particularly Title I, is effective in improving the reading

achievement of students in the first, second, and third grades. It

is effective in improving the math performance of students in all ele-

mentary grades. The amount of improvement relative to siMilar students'

who have not had CE services is .not large, but it is statistically

significant. The results of the three-year longitudinal study confirm

the results for the first year. A number of different analyses show

that many of the less disadvantaged Title I students benefited from a

year of Title I services and who 'promoted out'. However, the most

severely disadvantaged students usually received Title I services during

all three years of the study and. did not show gains relative to similar

students who did not have Title Z.

4. What Hancens to the Achievetent of Students When Their CE Ser7ices A.re
Discontinued?

There is considerable turnover among students receiving About; 40

percent of the students receiving Title I services in. a given school

year will not be receiving them the ensuing year. The figure is even

higher for other forms of CE. The data show that' students who have
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had their CE services distontinued do, in fact, receive services

similar to regular students. Discontinuation of CE services does

not seem to have a deleterious'effect. Students who lose their CE

services because they achieved at a level that 'promoted them out' of

*CE continue to perform at their relatively higher level,

S. What Happens to Student Achievement Over the Summer, Pra Is Summer
School Effective?

Generally all groups of students continue educational growth over the . .

summer, This growth is greater in reading than in math. There

appears to be a slightly greater summer growth for regular students

than for CE students in reading but not in math. This differen6e is

judged to be practically insignificant. In comparing students who

attended summer school with students who did not attend summer school,

nb increased achievement was evident. It is emphasized that the

amount of instruction in reading and math in the typical summer school

is quite small and it is probably unrealistic to expect much academic

growth.

6. What Classroom Practices Influence Learning?

The many factors influencing classroom instruction were examined. A

model of the elementary education process was developed. The model
included the interrelationships between school achievement gain and

student's economic background, opportunity to learn, instructional,

practices, resources available, staff characteriitics, coordination

of instruction, and principal's instructional leadership. The model

was fitted to the data obtained from interviewing principals and

teachers, and from observations in the classroom. The best fitting

model showed the process of elementary. education to be surprisingly

complex and not dependent on any simple or straight-forward relation-

, ships.



7. What is the Nature of the Home Environment of Elementary School
Children?

The usual home of an elementary school child .is a two-adult family home,

with parents about 35 years old; they are white, living in a single-

family dwelling and have graduated from high-school. However, there

a are from 20 to 35 percent who crime from homes with differentcharac-

teristics. The usual child smends about two hours during the day

playing, about one hour doing chores, about two hours watching TV, an

hour reading for pleasure, and an hour doing homework. Almost all

parents expect -heir, children to graduate from high-school, and ahout

25.percent-ex. ct them t8 graduate from college. Over 75 percent of

the parents e the quality of their children's schools as excellent

or good. Wht. e home environment of Title I students is compared to

that of regular tude:its, the wo home environments are quite similar,

although there is a slight tendency for Title I-children to come from

less advantaged homes.

8. What is the Relative Contribution of Backcround and schooling to the
Students' Academic achievement?

Eased on data collected from home interviews, from the schools, and

from the students, it was possible to form indexes for student back-

ground, school characteristics, and school learning experiences. In

analyzing these relationships, it was found that while background

characteristics were importantdeter-ninants of achievement, '.the school

learning exneriences were also imnorant, particularly in the early

grades.

These are the major results of the study. In the sections that follow these

results are given in more detail and their implications are discussed. The

detailed results of the study have been reported in the series of technical

reports listed at the end of Chapter II. Generally, the technical reports do

not contain extensive interpretive or policy-oriented discussions. it is the
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intention of this report to summarize the imuortant highlights of the reports,

to integrate them, and to draw policy .implications. Tie drawing of policy

implications is necessarily a somewhat smeculative activity because, when

done by a technical contractmr, it reflects a limited perspective and one

largely based on research data. Questions of congruence with other orogram

objectives, and political considerations are frequently not adequately

reflected in a researcher's thinking.. While the interpretations offered here

need to be viewed as reflecting a limited perspective, they do have the

distinct advantage-of being based on the analysis of factual data.

In this cheater a statement of the problem as studied in each of the sub-

sequent chapters will be given; there will be a summary of the data available,

and then a discussion of the possible implications of that data. Each of the

subsequent chapters contains a more detailed presentation, so written as to

be of interest to policy makers, educators, and citizens seriously concerned

about elementary education. Each of the chapters in this report is based on

the relevant technical reoorts.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER II - INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins with a short history of the Sustaining Effects Study (SES),

pointing out that it started in July 1975 and, after a year of planning and

preparation, data collection was begun at 329 public elementary schools in

the fall of 1976. Data were collected for three successive school years.

Each fall and spring all of the students in each school took achievement and

attitude tests; their teachers indicated the amounts and kinds of instruction

each child received in reading and math during the school year, and the

teachers and principals rported-on their own training, characteristics, and

methods of instruction.

The data collected were designed tohelp obtain answers to a series of policy

questions. The two major issues were:

r.
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1) Who receives ccmoensatory education?

2) now effective is combensatory education?

Related to these primary issues were a number of secondary questions:

3) What is compensatory education?

4) What is the nature of the process of classroom instruction in
elementary education?

5j What haooens to the achievement of students.when their CE services-
are discontinued?

6) Is there an optimum duration and period for receipt. of CE services?

7) What happens to student achievement over the summer and is summer
school effective?

8) What is the nature of the home environment of elementary school
students?

9) That are the relative contributions of socio-economic background
and schooling to school achievement?

The remainder of Chapter II discusses the design of the Sustaining 7"=e-"s

Study, the various samples used in the study, the test and survey instruments

used to collect data,. relations with the schools and
11

how the data were

collected, the 'in7depthLstudy of high-ooverty schoola,and the series. of

technical reports; It is believed-that data of high quality were collected

cn a very large number of regular and CE students'. The .resulting data base

constitutes the largest and most thoroughly integrated body of information

about elementary education that has ever been collected.

. HIGHLIGHTS CF CHAPTER III - WE AT IS COM2ENSATORY :7:'JUCATICN?

CE cannot be defined or desOribed simply. It is an amalgam of many d'=',-It

programs, practices, and services. Chapter III contains several descriptions

of CE programs. These qualitative descriptionS succort cuantified material

gathered from the schoois.by the use of survey cuestions completed by school
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superintendents, principals, and teachers. From data collected in 1976-1977,

we determined that for the SES schoOls the average amount spent op the educa-

tion of regular elementary students was $1,189. For students receiving

Title I services this basic amount was supplemented by about $436. The exact

additional amount is hard to determine because of the difficulty in deter-

mining precisely the number of students receiving Title I services, but the

general magnitude of these figures is illustrative of the cost of the

additional services Title I students receive. This additional money buys a

considerable mix of different services. The largest amount of T =ends

pays for additional regular teachers, soec'.al-teachers, a-ides,-a-nd other

instructional personnel. Smaller, but significant, amounts go for adminis-

trative services, training, planning, and evaluation. Also, Title I funds

are used for instructional materials and audiovisual equipment, as well as

for building alterations. Students receive guidance, counseling, health, and

nutritional services from Title I funds. In Chapter III the relative costs

of these services are given.

Knowing where the money goes is interesting, but one wonders what actual

impaCt it has on instruction. In terms of the number of hours of readirfg and

math instruction, Title I students receive more hours of instruction than

regular students in the same schools. In reading, in the first two grades,

there are only small differences, but as grade increases there are large

differences. For example, by the sixth grade Title I students receive 6.6

hours of reading instruction per week, while regular students receive 5.0,

a supplement of 32 percent. In math there are significant differences in all

grades, with Title I students receiving about 5.7 hours of instruction per,

week, while regular students receive about 4.9 hours, a supplement of 29

percent. These figures are reassuring insofar as they show that Title I

students actually receive more instruction in basic subjects, but there is

another side to the picture. The length of the school day is usually the

same for all students and while the Title I students are receiving additional

reading and math instruction, the regular students are receiving other
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instruction. For example, teachers report that, while Title T students

receiving additional reading instruction, the regular students are receiving

instruction, in reading, math or other subjects; are engaged in individual

instruction; or are engaged in student-selected activities. Thus, while

Title I students are getting more basic instruction, they are losing out on

other instruction. Unless the number of school days is increased or the

school day is extended for Title I students, this result is inevitable, and

one can question if Title -I students are receiving a net benefit.

Are there qualitative differences in the services delivered to Title Z.

students? In terms' of class size the data-show that Title I students are

instructed in slightly smaller classes than regular students. The size of

classes varies by grade, but for both reading and math and. for all grades,

the classes with Title I students are smaller than those with regular

students only, with the average difference being about ore student out of 19

in reading and one out of 24 in math. In the elementary grades, much of the

instruction is given in small groups rather than to the class as a whole.

This is particularly true in the first two grades but, for reading, even in

the sixth grade, 80 percent of the instruction is in groUps rather than the

whole class. Title I students receive much more of their instruction in

snail groups.

The number of students in a class and the size of the instructional group are

potential indicators of the quality of instruction. These areboth favorable

for Title I 'students. But probably more imnortant are theteaChers and the

methods used in instruction. The teachers of Title I children. tend to have

less teaching experience than do the teachers of regular students. This is
._ _..

true of their total years of teaching exterience and of their tenure in their

present school. However, the teachers of Title I students tend. to have had

more college courses in instructional techniques and =ore inservice training.

Both groups had similar amounts of total college training. In Report 10 it

is shown that the total amount of teaching experience is associated with
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higher student achievement. Whilethe differences are not large, it is of

concern that the teachers of Title I students have less teaching experience

than the teachers of regular students.

The setting in which Title I students receive their instruction is quite

different from the setting for regular students. For both reading and math,

Title I students receive considerably less instruction in the whole-classroom

setting from regular teachers. In contrast, they receive more of their in-

struction froM special teachers, teaching assistants and aides, it small

groups, both within a small part of the classroom or in some other room.

Regular students-receive more of their instruction from regular teachers in

the regular classroom and they engage in considerably more individual study

on their own. The major difference between Title I students and regular

students is the difference in the amount of instruction in small groups with

instructional personnel other than regular teachers.

Title I instruction frequently takes place in a pull-out setting. Although

some have been critical of the use of pull-out settings, our data shows that

this setting should be conducive to learning. The pull-out groups are two

and a half time smaller than regular instructional groups, and each student

has almost three times as much staff time available. In pull -out settings

40 percent of the groups were taught by a CE or specialist teacher with

special instructional material or equipment. La the pull-out setting, a

larger percentage of the students were'on-task' than inother settings.

Generally, the setting for pull-out instruction seemed superior to that for

regular instruction. To us, as researchers, it seems appropriate that the

Title I students should receive instruction in small groups but we believe

it would be preferable that the instruction be given by the regular teachers,

since, as shown in Report 10, students seem to learn more when instructed by

regular teachers.

We examined in detail the kinds of activities and approaches used in teaching

reading and math to Title I and regular students. There tended to be similar



practices in the first two grades but then large differences aopeared in the

higher grades. In generalizing over the dif,--Pn`' activities, it anoears that

both the Title : and the regular students receive instruction in basic sub-

jects in the lower grad:4s, but, as grade increases, the regular students

receive instruction in more abstract and advanced materials while the Title I

students continue to be taught more basic subject matter. The use of a number

of different approaches was examined. In the first grade, both Title I and

regular students were most frequently taught reading through 'graded sight

phonic analyfes,"graded letter sound relationshios,' and 'literal and

implied comorehension.' By the sixth grade the methods-used to instruct the

Title I students were completely di4.4'.=,--nt from those used to instruct

regular students. In the sixth grade, the. three most frequently used methods

with Title I students were the least frequently used with regular students,

and the three most frequently used with regular students were the least

frequently used with Title I. students. For the regular students in the sixth

grade, the most frequent methods used were 'literal and implied comprehension,'

'reading in content field,' and 'literary forms and appreciation.' In con-

trast, the three most frequent methods used with Title I students were

'modified alphabet,' 'self instruction with reinforcement,' and 'student

reading own writing.' It is clear that the methods used with Title I students

are different from those used with regular students.

There are also differences in the methods used in teaching math. Relative to

regular students, Title I students receive more math instruction by 'learning

about the structure of number systems, "working with math games, "working

with physical models,' and 'learning about sets.

Finally, there are data on tne uses of teaching materials and audiovisual

equipment. Title I students, carticularly in reading, tend to more

instruction from non-textual material and from audiovisual equitmont.
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It is clear that Title I students receive instructional services that are in

addition to, and different from, the instructional services of regular students.

But it is not so clear that these services add up to a net positive effect. In

theory, receiving more reading and math instruction in small groups from instruc7

tional personnel who can devote more individual attention to the Title I

student should result in greater learning, but while the Title I student is

receiving more reading and math instruction, the regular student is frequently

receiving instruction in a different subject or a different setting, but still

getting something the Title I student is not. Also, the regular student is

more frequently receiving the instruction from a regular teacher with more

---teaching-experience-then-the-spectet-tmatructional-personneI-instructi-ngth

Title I students.

After the first two grades, the methods and techniques used in instruction for

the Title I student and the regular student differ. Title I students tend to

be instructed at a More elementary or basic level, while the regular students

are receiving more advanced and abstract instruction. The methods used with

the Title I students in the higher grades are quite different from those used

with regular students. It is not intuitively obvious that the methods used .

with. the Title I students are the best methods that might be used. It is also

clear that Title I students' teachers more frequently use non-text teaching

materials and audiovisual aids, but from results in Report 10 it is not clear

that these materials are helpful; it is possible that they are used because

they are available, and that they are available because there is Title I money

to buy them. In Chapter V we will examine the extent to which Title I services

seem to lead to greater learning.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER IV - WHO RECEIVES COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

There are many kinds of Comoensatory.Education programs. The Sustaining

Effects Study was mainly concerned with Title t of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, but since Title I operates in an environment that .



includes other CE programs, it was necessary to consider both Title I and the

other programs in evaluating the effects cf Title I. Congress mandated the

Participation Ste ncl specified that information be obtained on the number

of students receivi:Lg and not receiving Title I services as a function of,

first, the poverty status of the students and, second, as a function of the

academic achievement of the students. To obtain the economic status informa-

tion, home interviews were conducted with a random sample of about 15,000

parents of students in the study. The students all took achievement tests in

reading and in math during the fall of the 1976-77 school year to provide the

inform -.!ion academic achievement.

The results s'now that among students coming from a poverty* background, 40 per-

cent receive CE services** and 60 percent do not, while for students coming

from a non-poor background 21 percent receive CE services and 79 percent do not.

In terms of the receipt of CE services it is clear that a greater proportion

of cocr students receive CE services than do non -poor students. However,

because thee are many more non-poor students than there are, poor students,

the number c= non-poor students receiving Title I is greater than the number

of ;poor students receiving such services (1,690,000 and 1,230,000 respectively) .

Ln the same population of students there are about 2,600,000 poor children not

CE services and about 12,600,000 non-poor students also not receiving

CE. To the extent that the Congress intended Title I and other CE programs to

be programs for both the poor and the educationally needy, it seems that there

are many poor children Who are not served while at the same time there are

many non-poor children who are receiving CE serVices.

However, it is not clear that it was the Congress' intent that Tit..le I was

largely to serve the moor; rather it may be argued that it was the Congress'

intent to provide serviced for the educationally needy. Of those students

*See Chapter II/ and Report 2 for a discussion of how poverty was defined.

**These figures are- for all CE. Generally the trends are the same for Title I

and other CE, but there are some differences. For data on these differences

the reader should consult, Chapter III and the relevant technical reports.
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whone achiovcmont is one grade 1,11eL or more below their asnignecl qrwle level

(low achievers) , 31 percent participate in Title I. Among those above this

level of achievement (regular achievers), 10 percent participate. But there

are many more regular-achieving students in the nation than the are low-

achieving students, so there are about 2,000,000 low achievers not receiving

Title I services, while there are 1,300,000 regular achievers who are.

Certain undesirable measurement problems are associated with using grade-

equivalent scores, so the data were also analyzed in terms of percentiles. The

percentage of students being serviced by CE increases progressively as the

achievement percentile decreases. Nevertheless, among students above the

national median in achievement level, 4 percent participate in Title I. In

terms of absolute numbers this is about 450,000 students. There are about

2,500,000 students below the average who receive Title I services.*

In judging the success of Title I in reaching the intended students, one is

faced with the ambiguity of Congress' intent.. Some feel that CE programs are

primarily for the poor and some feel they are primarily for the educationally

low- achieving. It is usually assumed that there is a high degree of relation-

ship between poverty and school achievement, and thus if one criterion is

satisfied, the other will automatically 'be also. This is not the case. The

relationship between economic status and educational achievement status is

very modest when viewed at the individual student level. rf one knows the

economic status of a student, one can predict his academic,achievement somewhat

better than at the chance level, but not by a very large amount (the correla-

tion is .30). The relationship is considerably stronger at the school level

(.67). While students are selected for Title I as individuals; they must be

in a school having Title I funds. Thus, funding schools in terms of poverty

criteria tends to make Title I available to the most educationally needy

students.

*The numbers presented depend on the definition of poverty and achievement level.
With different definitions the numbers vary. See Chapter III and Report 2 for
numbers using different definitions.
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When the joint relationship :etwoon poverty alld achtvement, and electin f.ar

Title I arc consideted, the relationship i become more comple:.:. When all

elementary school students are conoldored, then among the poor and low

achievers,* 40 percent receive Title I and 60 percent do not; among those who

are non-poor but low achievers, 26 percent receive Title I and 7 :.I percent do

not; among the poor who are regular achievers, 22 percent receive Title I and

79 percent do not; and among the non-poor and regular achievers, 8 percent

receive Title I while 92 percent do not. In terms of absolute numbers it is

clear that a large numher of students who are non-poor and regular achievers

are receiving Title I, about 868,000 students, while there are about 1,626,000

receiving Title I in allthe other categories.

What do all these percentages and figures mean in terms, of Congress' interest?

First, it is clear that in a general way the intent of Congress that Title I

funds should go to the poor and the educationally disadvantaged is being met.

It is the case that poor students receive Title I services relatively more

frequently than do non-poor students; similarly low-achieving students

Title I services relatively more. frequently than do higher-achieving students.

But because there are more non-poor students and there are more regular-

achieving students, the absolute number of children receiving Title services

is largei%among both the non-poor and the regular-achieving students than it

is among the -poor and lower-achieving. While the general intent of Congress

is being met, there are large numbers of students receiving Title I who do not

fall within the intended target groups.

There are a number of reasons for this apparent misallocation of services?

Most frequently p--incicals and teachers report that they use some combination

of teacher judgment and tests to select students for CE services. Both or

*"Low" and "Regular Achievers" are defined here as being below or above one

year below grade level. As discussed later, selection for Title I is based

on a different criterion.
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LhOnC MOth011:i Assioment aro somewhat unreliable And will mLiciassify :iomo

students. Also, within a given school district, some schools will receive CE

funds and others wilt not. When the 'dtudents in a particular school aro

selected for CE, some will be selected who are less educationally needy than

are low-achieving students in other district schools without CE. Also, some

schools can be designated as 100 percent Title I schools and all students will

receive CE whether or not they need it. There are also significant regional

differences in the distribution of achievement scores. Title r funds are

generally distributed to districts based on national poverty criteria, but

the selection of students is based on local academic need. Thus, since there

are regional differences in achievement, some schools in higher-achieving

regions will have the funds to enable them to select students for Title I

whose achievement would be too high to be selected if they were in a region

populated with lower-achieving students..

Many analysts and administrators reviewing these data note that from the per-

spective of the national academic achievement, the number of regular-achieving

'students receiving Title I is so large that the whole selection system should

be carefully reexamined. Congress should be more definitive regarding the

intent of the Title I program: if it is a program simply for the educationally

disadvantaged it will be aimed at a different, but moderately overlapping

population. The present selection system results, at the national level, in

many children receiving Title I who, from a national perspective, do not need

it, and at the same time there are many children who need Title I but do not

receive it. The solution to this problem requires a clearer definition of

the intent of Congress and probably the funding of *larger Title .1 program,

As.will be seen later, Title I does have a positive impact on achievement and

"providing Title I services to many educationally needy students can raise

their levels of achievement. A better selection of students:to receive Title I

services would help some, but even with the best selection system-there are not

enough funds to serve all students who are below the national average. However,

3(
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While the relationships among poverty, educational achievement, and selection

for CE constitute the major focus of Chapter III, other important findings

are related. In terms of selection 'for CE, .Hispanics are selected relatively

most frequently, followed closely by blae<,s, and 'then somewhat fur!Lher behind

by whites. ThA- appears to be the proper order in terms of what we know.aboet

relative ajlievement. In terms of urbanism,' students from large cities and

rural areas are, relatively, selected most frequently. This particularly

true for the Title I program. Surprisingly, when all CZ'programs combined are

considered, the suburbs show the highest relative frequency of selection for

low-performing students. This is because the.suburbs offer a proportionatelY

larger amount of services to students from other than Title I, funds. This

implies that if a student in the suburbsiis low-achieving, the local community

or the state will find CE funds to support extra service. In terms of regions

of the-country, the West and the Northeast have the highest relative selection

rates of students for CE services, while the South and Mid - atlantic hate the

lowest. However, the South is the highest for Title I but lowest for CZ

programs funded from other sources. These differences in regional and urban

selection rates interact with the source of funding-OfCs services. National

programs interact with state and local progra-ns, and the fairness of distribu-

tion of .rationally- funded programs depends on whether one believes. that one

region of the country should benefit at the expense of another because of its.

relative povertv.

There are sex di==,-.,nces in the rate of selection for CT.'. Boys receive Cr

services more frequently than girls. However, this should not be attributed

to sex discrimination. It is well known that in the lower 'grades girls have

someWhat higher achievement scores than bays and thus the.boys have a some-

what greater need for CZ than girls. The differences in selection rates are

Small, and it seems that the schools are not intentionally selecting students

to receive CE services on the basis of gender.
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putation. Technical Report 13 contains a table that ummari....es the relevant

features of each index and Indlcatos how well it fulfills a number of

requirements.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER V - HOW EFFECTIVE IS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

This chapter examines two questions. First, it considers whether Title I

students gain relative to a comparison gro'up.of similar needy students who

do not receive Title I services. Second, it examines the evidence to deter-

mine if there are school practices, instructional techniques, staff character-

istics, and organizational settings that increased educational achievement.

There is also discussion of how students were classified as 'Title I,'

'Regular Needy,' and 'Regular' students. Briefly, 'Title I' students are

selected to receive Title I services, 'Regular Needy' students are students

judged by teachers to need CE services but riot receiving any, and 'Regular'
7

students are not judged to need CE nor are they receiving any. The method

/
of defining a student's status is not straightforward; it is complicated by

the fact that over a period of three years a student may belong to each of

the above groups. Because students frequently changefrom one group to

another, the composition of the groups changes, particularly at the

beginning of each school year. Because the Title I and Regular Needy groups

are composed of relatively low-achieving students, at the beginning of the

school year these groups tend to have lost the previous year's higher-

achieving students as the better students are 'promoted out' to the Regular
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Thus, the so-called increasing achievement gap between Title I students and

regular students is .partly the result of the working of CE.policies.

,Chapter V examines the evidence for achievement gains based on the data for

one school year, and for three-year longitudinal data. Graphs are presented

that show the relative growth of Regular, Title I, and Regular seedy students.

Title I students in grades 1, 2 and 3 grow at a faster rate for reading than

similar Regular seedy students. The Title I students do not grow at quite as

fast a rate as the Regular students in grades 1 and 2 but seem to grow at a

slightly faster rate in grade 3. For grades 4, 5 and 6 in reading, all three

groups seem to grow at about the same rate. Thus we conclude that, for reading,

Title I seems to have-a positi%ie effect in grades 1, 2 and 3 but not in the

other three grades. For math, the picture is considerably more poSitive. In

all grades for math the Title I students improve more than the comparison-group

cobnosed of Regular seedy students. Furthermore, the Title I students apoear

to imorove at a faster rate than the Regular students, while the Regular Needy

students grow at a slower rate than the Regular students. We conclude that

Title I services have a positive effect in math at all six. grade levels.

results of the three-year longitudinal study generally confirm the results for

the first year. A number of different analyses show that the less disadvantaged

Title I students benefit from a year-of Title I services and are 'promoted out.

40.
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However, the most disadvantaged students usually received Title I services

,during all three years of the study and--di-d-not-showrelative gains_

There is a discussion of the reasons why Title I may be more effective in

math than in reading. ft is suggested that learning to read is

not limited to the schools. Children practice reading at home, in shopping

malls, on the street, most everywhere. On the other hand, math is largely

learned and practiced in school. Thus, additional Title I exposure to math

is of much greater consequence.

Chapter V also examines the educational practices and other factors that

might be associated with improved educational performances. Among the factors

investigated were.: student background characteristics, the amount and kind

of instructional services, the type of school and instructional setting, the

characteristics of instructional personnel, the characteristics of the

instructional environment, and the characteristics of instructional practices.

The effects of these variables were explored by a number of different tech-

niques, such as regression analysis and causal modeling. Generally, po strong

relationships were found between any of the school-related variables and

increases in achievement. There were some relationships that were statis-

tically significant but not strong enough to clearly guide policy. The most

noteworthy findings were':

Students of more experienced teachers achieve more for in both

reading and math.

The amount of regular instruction and tutor/independent work showd

some positive, but modest, effects on achievement growth. In con-

trast, the amounts of instruction by special teachers or in very

small groups does not often contribute to the explanation of achieve-

ment growth, and when it does, a negative relationship is observed.

This is probably due to the fact that these services are dis-

proportionately received by the lowest potential achievers.
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_ _ ______L_In=both_roadi'n.s and math, temporary disruptions of instruction tend

to be unfavorable conditions for learning in the upper grades but not

in the earlier grades.

The frequency of feedback on progress sometimes relates positively to

reading and math achievement growA.

In reading only, a teachers' effort in planning and evaluation shows

a positive relationship to achievement growth in some grades.

School principals expressed a very positive attitude toward CE. Teachers

expressed both positive and negative attitudes. There was considerable

evidence that CE students had a positive attitude toward CE and did not feel

stigmatized.

In summarizing this chapter, the evidence indicates that Title I services are

:positively_related to achievement in reading in the first three grades, and

that Title I services are positively related to achievement in math in all

grades: But just what aspects of Title I services are responsible Is not clear.

Students who receive instruction from more experienced teachers seem to profit
0

more than those 'receiving instruction from Less ,experienced teachers. Also,

instruction in the regular classroom setting seems to be a positive factor,

as does receiving instruction in a setting without disruptions.

From a practical. point of view, the implication of the finding that Title

can help students improve their performances in basic, skills is that Title I

services should be increased so that they might be available to all educa7

tionally needy students if our goal is to help all educationally needy students

improve their achievement. Since only about half of all the needy students

are now receiving Title I services, this would require a very large increase

in the amount of Title I funding. A political judgment is required as to

whether the amount gain is sufficient to justify this increased funding,

but it is-clear that a very large number of children who could benefit from

Title I services are not receiving them.
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The findings also suggest that educationally needy students should be the ones

to receive instruction from the most experienced teachers in a regular class-

room setting. At present this tends not to be the case. Title I students

tend to receive instruction from less experienced teachers, and not in the

regular classroom. While pull-out settings have characteristics favorable to

learning, it would probably be better if these same characteristics could be

.obtained with regular teachers in the regular classroom. These are matters

that could be corrected at the local district and school levels.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER VI - HOW COST-EFFECTIVE IS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION?

It seems reasonable to many that as more resources are made available for the

instruction of low-achieving students, the achievement of the students should

increase. One of the assumptions underlying the federal funding of educational

programs is that poor school districts are not able to marshall enough local

resources to provide the extra services to help low-achieving students to

improve their performances. Thus, it is hoped that the federal funds will

help improve the performances of these students. We attempted to test these

assumptions by investigating the relationship between the amount or cost Of

.resources used and changes in student achievement. The finding is that there

is no positive relation between the total cost of the personnel and other

resources used in instruction and growth in achievement. Because this finding

_ ____is-contrary to conventional wisdom and the assumption underlying Title I (and

many other social programs), it deserves to be scrutinized carefully.

Early studies of cost-effectiveness were usually based on obtaining the total

expenditures involved in a CE program and dividing them by the number of parr

ticioating students. This gives a per-pupil cost, but there are many reasons

why this approach gives untrustworthy results. In an attempt to overcome the

limitations of this approach, researchers have recently developed a resource-

cost model based on the idea of applying a standard price to each service

actually received by students in their instruction. This bottom-up approach,
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as contrasted with the top-down approach, starts with a teacher's report of

how much instruction each student receives. Standard prices are developed

for each element of instruction given. These prices are uniform for all

students and thus ignore actual variations in teacher salaries and the cost'

of instructional material from one region of the country to another. The

basic assumption is that a teacher with a certain amount of education and

teaching experience does as effective a job in one location as in another.

Thus, a uniform, common metric is developed and used to cost the instruction

received by each student. Chapter %TIT reports the results of applying t his

resource-cost technique to the SES data. Achievement gans acre studi="4 in

relation to the cost of instruction. Overall the results show that there is

no significant positive relationship between these two variables. For s=e

grades there seems to be a slight positive relationship but it is countered

by other grades with slight negative relationships. In Report 7, detailed

statistical tests are reported and tote overall conclusion is that there are

few statistically significant trends and, where they are significant, they

tend to be negative. This negative correlation means that the more costly the

services a student receives, the less the achievement gain made by the student.

It can be argued that.the slightly negative relationships found are due to

the fact that more resources are given to the more needy students than to

less needy ones. It is argued that the most needy students will have more

difficulty in improving their levels of achievement than less needy students

and thus the negative relationship found is determined by the nature of the

students. receiving the more costly services rather than the ineffectiveness

of the increase in services. This idea was investigated and it was found

that lower-achieving students do -=,-=;v= more costly services than higher-

achieving students. While the relationships are not strong, they are at least

large enough to supoort the idea that the negative .relationship between cost

of service and achievemert gain is a function of the achievement level of the

students being served.
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While it is possible to offer explanations for the negative relationshio, it

is still important to ask why a fairly strong positive relationship was not

found. The idea that increasing the funding, and thus services co needy

students, will lead to increased achievement is so pervasive and fundamental

to federally-funded prograMs that these findings need to be most carefully

examined for faulty analysis. One way of checking the possibility that the

results are due to a faulty, resource -cost model is to undertake the same

analyses using total hours of instruction received by the student. The use

of hours of instruction received is independent of any cost model and in a

sense is more, basic than a cost-effectiveness analysis. Yet the results are

the same as those found with the resource-cost model.

The resource-cost model used has been criticized by some researchers as faulty.

We believe these criticisms are not valid; nonetheless, the importance of the

relationship between the cost of services received and gains in achievement

is such that we recommend that an independent analysis of the SES data be

Undertaken. We believe it is important either to confirm the results reported

here or to clarify the methodological problems in such analyses.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER VII - WHEN AND FOR HOW LONG SHOULD STUDENTS RECEIVE
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION, AND WHAT HAPPENS TO, THE ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS WHEN
THEIR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION SERVICES ARE DISCONTINUED?

Opinions differ about the best grade in which students should receive compen-

satory education. Some have thought that compensatory services should.be con-

centrated in the primary grades, particularly in the first and second grades.

ThiswaS based on the idea that if students received assistance early, they

could catch up with students entering at a higher achievement level. Others

have argued that additional-services should be available at whatever, grade

the student demonstrated a need for the services. We examined this question

using several different methods. The result was that there is no one grade

where CE is most effective, but there is evidence that it is most effective

in the primary grades.

fl
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Another concern has been the optimum.Length. of CE services. Some have felt

that one year's worth of services should be sufficient, while others have

urged that the same child should receive services for as long as needed.

Again we could find no evidence to support either position. Rather, there is

an interaction between the level of achievement of the student and the

benefit derived from CE. Students who are selected for CE but achieve at a

relatively high level seem to benefit from one yea': of CE services, while

very low, achieving student's do notseem to benefit: from services.at the

intensity they are receiving them. Thus we cannot say that there is a general

optimum length of CE services.

There has_teen considerable concern over what happens to students when their

CE is discontinued. Particularly in Title I, the goal is to serve the most

needy students. From year to year, the partiCular students to be served will

depend_ on a number of factors such as the availability of funds for CE programs

in specific grades and subjects. When students whose achievement levels in-

creased during the year are considered for services the next year, it may be

that they have progressed sufficiently, in comparison to other students with

lower achievement levels, 'to make them no longer the most needy. It'has been

argued that, as soon as these students begin achieving at higher levels, they

are promoted out of CE programs and thus lose the imPetus that has built up

and then may fall back to previous lower levels.

In the Sustaining Effects Study we examined three questions related to this

problem. First, we studied the frequency of changes in CZ participation of

students from year to year to see if it was frequent enough to merit attention;

next we determined whether or net there really was a change in the instruc-

tional services received by students once they had lost their CE status; and

finally, we exP*ri'.ned 'whether those students losing their CE services continued

to achieve at a relatively higher ,level or reverted to the lower' level

characteristic of CE rtudents. The findings are relatively clear, Among CE

students there is considerable change in status from year to year. Among
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Title I students, about 40 percent of the students who received Title I

services in one year will not receive Title I services the next year. There

is even greater turnover in other programs. rOr the other federeIly=funded

programs, the turnover figure is about SO percent, and for state and.local

programs it is about 65 percent. ThUs it is clear that there is a large

amount of student turnover from year to year. Next we examined the hours and

costs of instructional services offered to regular students, to students whose

CE programs continued from one year to the next, and for students who had

received services in one year but had their services discontinued for the

second year. The results show. quite clearly that regular students receive

services costing considerably less than CE students and also that the .students

who had received CE services the previous year, but were not now 'receiving

them, got services that cost about the same as the cost of services for

regular students, rather than the cost of services for CE students. Thus,

we know that thereare.many students who have their services discontinued,

and that.the services they receive subsequently revert to those received by

regular students. What happens to their achievement levels as a result of

this change? The results indicate that those students who ha-lbhger-reoeived----

CE services since they were no longer qualified becaUse of relatively high

achievement continued to maintain their achievement growth during the next

year. In other words, there do not seem to be deleterious effects resulting

from the discontinuation of CE services. The policy implication of these

findings is that there is really no great problem associated with the turn-

over of CE students who lost services because of high achievement. While it

may be wise to give school personnel flexibility to handle the cases of

individual students judged to remain in need of CE services, there is not a

national problem of CZ students being 'promoted out' only to fall back

because their CE services were discontinued.

Although the SUstaining Effecti Study was not designed to follow students

into high school, it became apparent in the later stages of the study that

it would be desirable to try to obtain data on students in high school, to
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see if we could detect any long term, sustained effects of CE. A small

sample of students was followed into the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.

The students were tested for reading and math achievement, and ih-formation

was gathered on the courses they took in junior high-school. We found no

evidence that achievement effects of CE in the elementary grades carried over

into junior high-school. However, the data available for making a definitive

test were not available. The former Title I students took more remedial

courses in junior high-school than other students who had not been Title :

students. We also found evidence that the students' socio-economic back-

ground still played-an important role in achievement levels even as the

students moved through the junior high-school grades. We believe this portion

of the study should be viewed with caution because of the difficult nature of

the problem investigated and because of the less than ideal data available.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER VIII - WHAT HAPPENS TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT OVER THE

SUMZR, AND IS SUMMER SCHOOL EFFECTIVE?

-All-groups of-students show achievement growth during the regular school year.

But what happens to that growth over the summer? To what extent do students

continue to ,mature even though they receive no formal instruction? We have

already seen- that during the regular school year the rate of growth for CE

students is roughly equivalent to that of regular students. Sorg have

suggested that during the swomer regular studentS continue to improve due to

informal learning ex=eriences, but that CE children lack both the motivation

and resource's to engage in these informal learning activities. However, the

evidence is less than clear-cut. Some have argued that, for all students,

achievement, suffers an absolute decline over the summer; other evidence sug-

gests that CE students suffer a loss relative to regular students. It has

been further suggested that among Cr students those who achieved the highest

gains during the regular school year su"-,,.d the sharpest losses during the.

summer.
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Based on these ideas, it has been suggested that summer school has an un-

usually important role to play. If CE students have learning experiences

during the school year that enable them to achieve more, it is important

that efforts be made to continue or maintain the benefit, and summer school

seems a reasonable way of doing it. Since summer schodl classes are avail-

able to only about half of all students, it has been argued that their

availability should be increased, particularly so that they would be avail-

able to CE students.

The question of whether achievement levels increase or decrease over the

summer has implications for both the evaluation of CE programs and for the

wisdom of funding summer schools. Starting in 1976, research indicated that

there was an absolute loss in achievement over the summer and that CE

students lost relatively more than regular students. This research was

influential in shaping federal thinking about the whole question of the

intellectual growth of CE students and the Executive Branch's position on

legislation to increase support for summer schools. Since then several

reports have produced data that seemed to refute the earlier conclusions.

The Sustaining Effects Study provided a large amount of high-quality longi-

tudinal data to evaluate these contentions. The results are quite clear.

For reading, there is not a summer loss but a consistent gain for all grade's

and all kinds of students. For math, there is also a summer gain, but it is

not as large as it is for reading. It is reasonable to suggest that in

reading the students have considerable exposure to reading material over the

summer, while for Math there is less opportunity for summer learning. The

earlier research had suggested that. there was a relative loss for CE students

in comparison to regular students. Here the SES results are less clear-cut.

For the non-CE students in reading there is a decrease in the rate of growth

over the summer in the lower grades but very little, if any, in the higher

grades.. For the CE students in reading there is a similar decrease in the

lower grades, but considering their slightly slower rates of growth during
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the regular year, there may be slight summer gains relative to non-CE students.

In the higher grades, the CE students_ in reading drop off slightly more than

their non-CE Peers. For math, the picture is somewhat diFF,,-=nt. Both the

CE and the non-CE students show a lessening in the rates of growth over the

summer at all grades. The change for.CE and non-CE students iS very similar

with, perhaps, slightly larger drops for the non-CE students. In summary,

the'results show that.there may be a very slight overall relative summer drop

for CE students in reading, but not in math. Neither the SEE data, nor other

data reported by NIE, give credence to any large or particularly significant

summer loss.

It had also been proposed that CE students who were high achievers daring the.

school year lost more, than low achieverS, where achieVement was defined in

terms of the level of performance, not in terms of gains during the school

year... The SES data show that low-achieving students continue to grow over

the summer and at about the same rate as during the school year, and there is

no significant difference between CEand non -CE students. On the other hand,

high-achieving students grow at a faster rate 'during the school year. For

reading, non-CE high-achieving students continue to grow over the summer, but

high-achieving CE students show a loss, particularly a relative loss. For

math, both CE and non-CE high-achieving students show a loss over the summer,

but the CE students have a larger loss.

The importance to be attached to this relative loss for high-achieving students

depends .on where the emphasis for CZ resources should be -placed. There are

about six times as many Cr students below the national median in achievement

as there are above it. If the goal is to help the vast majority,of CZ

students, can one justify exceptional resource expenditures for high-achieving

CE students on the grounds that they lose more over the summer than their non,

CE peers? On the other hand, low-ac hievinc: CE students gain over the summer.

Perhaps low-achieving students would gain more if they had special summer

services. It has also been argued elsewhere ,that those CE students who are
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high gainers during the school ,/ar suffer high lOsses during the summer.

According to this argument students need the stimulation of intensive

instruction to achieve hin gains and, lacking such stimulation during, the

summer, they lose more than thote having smaller achievement gains. This

idea was tested by separating those who, had high regular school-year gains

and comparing them with Students who had relatively small gains. Comparisons

were made for both individual students and'for school classes having high and

low gains. The results show that indeed those who had high school-year gains

had quite high summer losses. But, at the same time, those who had low

school -year gains had high summer gains. In other words, the result demon-

strates the, regression -to -the -mean phenomenon. Because of measurement un-

reliability, the individuals at the extremes of both ends of a distribution

tend to move toward the mean on any subsequent measurement. Thus, the over-

all res, . q largely due to statistical artifact and do not represent a

real difference in gains or losses between high and low gainers.

From this wealth of data we conclude that ,there is no absolute summer drop-off,

and that there may be a slight, but not particularly significant, relative loss

for CE students in comparison to non-CE students. The more detailed analyses

of high and low gainers, and of members of high-gain and low-gain projects,

leads us to believe that reported relative summer drop-off is more of a

measurement artifact than a .:eality.

The practical implications of these findings regarding the "summer drop-off

phenomenon" are that it is not something that requires any special action or

concern. Our findings, and those of others, do illustrate, however, that

policy makers need to be very careful regarding the soundness of reports and

the appropriateness of any actions based on them. In hindsight, it is diffi-

. cult to understand why some policy makers placed so much confidence in reports

based. on quite limited data which was expressed in a poor metric.
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Some have suggested that students who have not performed well during the

regular school year should go to summer school as an additional learning

experience that would hel7 them in the coming school year. It has been

thought that this might be particularly important for CE students who are

having difficulty keeping up with their peers and, if high-achieving CE

students lose a large amount of'their school-year gains, it would be particu-

larly important that they attend summer school to help mitigate such losses.

Of course, summer school serves functions in addition to instruction in basic

subjects. There are recreational. and secial-interest classes tha': many

students find attractive. Summer school can also serve as a safe summer haven

for children whose parents are working or need to be away from home. Summer

school serves many purposes in addition to instruction in reading and math.

About half of all students have summer school available either at the students'

regular-year school or elsewhere in the school district, with larger schools

more frequently having summer prOgrams. SchOols with a high concentration of

minority students are more likely to have summer programs. About two-thirds

of all summer schools derive some support from Title I funds, but only a

quarter are completely supported by Title I. The average length of summer

sessions is five to six weeks, which is 25 to 30 school days. The amount of

reading and math instruction is not large. On the average, there are about

17 hours..of reading instruction and about '14 hours of math instruction. There

is no.difference in the amount of instruction as grade level increases, nor do

Title I students receive more instruction than others. However, CE students

are more likely to attend summer school than non-CZ students. By grade, the

percentages of CE students who attend range., from 21 to 32, while the percentages

of non-CE students who attend range from 7 to 20. In terms of judgment by

teachers of-need for CE services, twice the percentage of 'needy' students

attend summer school than the 'not needy.' In terms of achievement test

scores, students attending summer school score considerably lower than those

not attending, and this is true among both CE students and non-CE students.
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In judging the effectiveness of summer school-, it is not sufficient to show

that students who attend summer school increase their'performances over the

summer. Rather, one must compare students who attend summer school with

similar students who do not. First; we examined the summer growth of all the

SES students who attended summer school and compared their growth with that of

students who did not attend. For both reading and math, the students who

attended summer school grew at the same rate as those who did not attend.

Since these comparisons lump all students together, it can be argued that the

results would be different for CE students, so we made two other comparisons.

In one case we compared only CE students who attended summer school with CE

students who did not attend. In the other sample, we compared Title I students

who attended summer school and were from schools offering summer school, with

Title I students who did not attend summer school and were from schools which

did not have summer school. In neither case was there,any evidence that

students attending summer school performed better the next fall than those who

did not attend summer school.

All the analyses from the SES data discourage the idea that summer school, as

it is now conducted, is an effective mechanism for improving the performances

of CZ students. As we compare, students who attended summer schools with those

who did not attend, we simply find that present summer schools are not effec-

tive in raising basic achievement test scores. What effect should be reasonably

expected from four or five weeks of instruction of less than an hour a day for

reading or math? When children are rapidly maturing in their reading skills

and can have summer reading experiences without summer school, should we expect

summer-school-related reading gains? In the data there is a hint that summer

school in.the higher grades may be effectiVe in math, and, in comparison to

reading, there is less summer growth in math in the higher grades. Probably

there is less opportunity for summer math-related experiences than there is

for reading.



We should not construe these results to mean that summer school cannot be

effective. If summer school were longer, had more hours per day devoted to .

basic subjects, and had experienced regular teachers, it might well result in

achievement gains; but that is still to be demonstrated. Indeed, we will

never know how effective summer school can be until a careful study is made

of summer schools that are designed to give intensive instruction in the basi<

reading and math skills. If such summer schools proved effective, then there

would be a sound educational basis for legislation to provide funds for

similar .summer schools for CE students.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER IX - WHAT CLASSROOM PRACTICES INFLUENCE LEARNING?

We developed a model of the elementary education process based on information

previously analyzed and our understanding of the education process. 1We 'cane(

this the rational model and. it consisted of the following factors: Spring

achievement scores and fall achievement scores and the gain between fall and

soring, the socio-economic background of the students, their opportunity-to-

learn in the classroom, the instructional practices used by their teachers,

theresources- available for their instruction, the characteristics of the

school/staff, the coordination of instruction, and the level of the principal'

instructional leadership. Using the techniques of causal analysis we'tried

develop an understanding of the relationship between these factors and how

they affected student learning.

In studying the relationships, we were particularly interested in the way eac!

of the factors related to achievement and achievement gains. Fall achievemenl

was most closely, related to spring achievement, and the gain in achievement

was related in complex ways to the remaining factors. The relationship of

socio-economic.background to achievement was modest and the relationship to

achievement gain was still smaller but ocsitive. Coportunity-to-learn was

broken down into three subfactors: amount of time available for learning, thf

amount of on-task behavior, and the overlap between curriculum content and te!

content. The relationship between ooportunity-to-learn and achievement is
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quite high for reading and math in the second y:_ade for the poorer schools but

not for the higher achieving schools; it is quite high for both reading and

math at the fifth grade for all schools. The relationship of opportunity-

to-learn to achievement gain is more moderate but still quite positive. In the

model, instructional practices operate through opoortunity-to-learn to

influence achievement. A number of different instructional practices were

found to be positively related to opportunity-to-learn. Resources also

operate through ooportunity-to-learn in influencing achievement. Smaller

student/staff ratios were associated with higher percentages of students on-

task, higher percentages of student time devoted to instruction, higher

cuality of classroom management, and higher level of direct student supervision.

However, resources-available was not related to achievement, except in fifth

.
grade math where the relationship was quite strong. Staff characteristics also

operate through opportunity-to-learn. Years of teaching experience is somewhat

related to achievement gain. Teachers' job satisfaction is fairly strongly

related to achievement level and to achievement gain. Similar relationships

were obtained for the characteristics of school principals. Courdination of

instruction also operates through opportunity -to -learn and is fairly positively

related to both achievement and achievement gain. Principals' instructional

leadership should influence opportunity-to-learn, but it was found that there

was a negative relationship between principals' instructional leadership and

student achievements. It is believed that principals in poorer, low achieving

schools exert stronger instructional leadership and thus, the relationship

found is explainable in terms of the schools in which the principals work.

Based on these relationships and the interrelations between each of the

factors, the data were fitted to the rational model of the education process

that had been developed. It was found that the rational model formed a good

basis for modeling the educational process, but the actual process was con-

siderably more complicated than the rational model had postulated.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER - IS THE HOME E:TVIP.ONMENT OF ELE:.1.ENTAP.Y SCHCOL

CHILDPEN?

So far we have been largely concerned with the school experience of children,

but to understand the child's. total learning experience we should also look

to. the child's home. In connection with the Particioation Study, we inter-

viewed 15,000 Parents and asked a number of questions about the home environ-

ment and Particularly home-related learning activities. It was found that the

usual home of an elementary school child is a two-adult family home, with

oerents about 35 years old; they are white, living in a single family dwelling,

and have graduated from high-school. While these are the usual characz--

istics, there are from 20 to 35 percent of the children who come .from ho :.es

with different characteristics. At home the usual child spends about two hours

a day Playing, an hour doing chores, about two hours watching TV, an hour

reading for pleasure, and an hour doing homework. Most of the children come

from homes where the parents are involved in school related extra-curricular

activities, and most of the parents attend parent-teacher conferences at least

once a year. Over 75 percent of the parents rate the quality of their

children's schools as excellent or good. Almost all of the parents expect

their children to g.t....duate from high-school, and over 25 percent expect them

to graduate from college.

When the home environment of Title -I students is compared to that of regular

students, the two home environments are quite similar. It will be remembered,

that a large number of Title I students come from non-poor homes. However,

there is a slight tendency for Title I students to come frtm homes with less

well-educated parents, frOM minority homes, from homes with a somewhat less

intellectual environment, and with somewhat lower expectations regarding

school attainment.

These findings remind us of the number of factors in addition to the classroom

that influence a child's learning environment. While the above figures are

stated in terms of the typical, or usual, child, the data also remind us of
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the great diversity of background from which children come. Also, the data

emphasize the relatively high regard in which parents hold the schools their

children attend. This is in quite marked contrast to the picture oainted in

some of the media. While there certainly are individual parents who feel

their children's schools are poor, and that their children are not learning

much, these are far fromthe typical finding. The high regard parents have for

the schools and the high expectations they have for their children is more

encouraging than we are often led to believe.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAPTER XI WHAT ARE THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF BACKGROUND AND
SCHOOLING TO STUDENT ACHIEVE:ENT?

It was usually assumed that both schooling and background factors contributed

importantly to the achievement of students. However, with the publication of

Coleman's Equality of Educational Ooportunity, the question was raised as to

whether or not schooling made much of an independent contribution to children's

achievement. With the detailed data available in the Sustaining Effects Study

on both the student's home background, the characteristics of the schools,

and the learning experiences in the schools, it was possible to examine the

relative contribution of socio-economic background and schooling. Three

different composites were formed for: Student Socio-Economic Background,

School Characteristics, and School Learning Experience. The relationship

between these and studen achievement was explored using the techniques of

casual analysis. It was found that while background characteristics were

important determinants of achievement, the school learning experiences were

also important, particularly in the early grades. The fact that the relation-

ship of level of performance from one grade to the next is lowest at the

beginning grades indicates that there is a greater possibility of influencing

future achievement in the first and second grades. Also, it seems that socio-

economic background-has relatively little direct influence on final achieve-

ment, but rather that its influence is indirect, through initial achievement,

school characteristics, and school learning experiences. These facts tend to

point to the importance of schooling, particularly in the early grades.
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CHAPTER II. INTRODUCTION

Summary

This introductory chapter starts with a short history of the Sustaining

Effects Study. Next is a discussion of the overall design of the study

and of the way in which the sample was seZected. Then there is a descrip-

tion of the instruments (tests, questionnaires, forms, etc.) used to

collect data. This is followed by a short consideration of how :he data

were collected and analyzed. The in -depth study of hich-poverty school

is described. FinaLZy, there is a list of the reports issuing 'o the

Sustaining Effects Study.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

In March 1975 the U.S. Office of Education issued a Request for Proposal

entitled "A Study of the Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education on Basic

Cognitive Skills." The.project soon became known as "The Sustaining Effects

Study (SES)." The study was motivated by two major factors: one a mandate

from Congress and the other the educational community's concern over the

effectiveness of compensatory education (CE). The Introduction to the Request

for Proposal said,

"A near decade has passed since Congress enacted the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) which authorized the Federal
Government to join hands with State and local education agencies
in a partnership designed to enhance the education of educationally
disadvantaged children in areas with concentrations of children
from low income families. During this period and under the
authority of this legislation almost fourteen billion dollars have
been made available. These funds have affected.the'school lives of
six to seven.million children every year in myriad ways. The
evaluation requirements of this legislation have helped to create a
national concern for the benefits that children derive from their
years of schooling and for the costs of these efforts.

Recently Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 has been extended and modified in many important ways. In

particular, the Educational Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-380)



direct the U.S. Commissioner of Education to exmand his efforts
to describe the actual and potential recipients of Title I ser-
vices and to evaluate the effects of such participation. The
evaluative study proposed herein is both a response to these
new requirements and an outgrowth of prior experience in evalu-
ating this program."

The Educational Amendments of 1974 also instructed the National Institute of

Education to undertake a series of studies which became known as "the NIE

Compensatory Education Study." NIE was authorized to s=end fifteen

d011ars on those studies and entered into a number of contracts to study

di=ferent aspects of Title I compensatory education. A I'sz o= -he szudes s

given in the NIE Interim Report (22). In addition, the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare and the Department of Commerce investigated ways in

which poverty indexes could be updated more frequently than every ten years

through the census. Their report, "The Measure of Poverty" 32), Chows the

impact that alternative method!; of estimating poverty would have or. funding

for different geographic regions. This study and the NIE stLdies have oow

been published (see (23) for the fine.: report on the NIE ntuc:ies) .

Much of Congress' concern regarding tl:e.effec*Aveness and operaion of Title 7

stemmed from several evaluation studies which as doubt on effectiveness

of compensatory education. Wargo, et al. (3=7) reviewed a numbet- of evalations

. conducted in the first five years of Title I ant roucluded *_fat there

little evidence that TitlF; I had a poitive impact on oarticip.:ting

Subsequent to that report, the Office of i.ducation sOnnsored the Compensatory

Reading Study (31), While the results were more encouraging, they were limited

in the number of gradeS stUdied and in the length of exposure of students to

comoensatory services.

=first year of the SES (1977'6) was devoted to planning; to selecting the

sample and to persuading schools to join the study; t-o the selecting, develop-

ing, and clearance o;! instruments; and ".:o the formation of various advisory

groups. Data collection started in the fall of the 1976-77 school year and

continued for three successive years.
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THE PURPOSE OF THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

The Sustaining Effects Study is concerned with a number of issues; there are

two major policy issues and five secondary issues. The two major issues are:

1) Who receives Compensatory Education? Among children coming from
different economic strata, how many receive Title I, other federal,
state, or local CE services? Similarly, among children performing
at different achievement levels, how many receive Title I, other
federal, state, or local CE services?

2) How effective is Compensatory Education? Do those students receiving

CE services benefit from such services? What are their performance
levels relative to students who do not receive CE services? Similarly,

what are their performance levels relative to students who are judged

to need CE but who do not receive CE services?

Secondary to these two issues are a number of related questions:

3) What is Compensatory Education? Frequently we speak of Title I pro-

grams as though they had a cohesiveness of content or method of

instruction. To talk about the effectiveness of CE, we should know

what CE is.' HoW does it differ from the instruction children would

have received if they had not been selected for CE? How does it

differ from the instruction received by students not receiving CE who

are in schools where CE is offered?

4) What is the nature of the home environment of elementary school

students and how is it related to school environment? Questions 2

and 3 above are concerned with school instructional programs and

their effectiveness. Question .4 investigates the relationship of
home environmental factors to school achievement. How is school

achievement related to such factors as parents' educational and

economic status, intellectual stimulation in the home, homework, and

parents' involvement with the school.

5) What happens to the achievements of students when their CE services

are discontinued?. CZ services are discontinued for a number of

reasons. After receiving CE services some students improve to such
an extent that, relative to other needy students, they are no longer

eligible to receive CE services. Other students have CB* services
discontinued for administrative reasons, such as their new classes do'

not offer such services. Still others lose CE services because their

schools no longer offer CE services. If students have been receiving

CE services, but these services are discontinued due to one or

another of the above reasons, what happens to their achievement in

subsequent years?
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6) Is there an optimum duration and period for receipt of CE services?
It is sometimes argued that CE students need CE services throughout
their elementary education. Others believe tht concentrating
services in the first or second grade is most beneficial. Still
other periods or durations receive support.' What is the optimum
time for and duration of CE services?

7) What happens to student achievement over the summer and is summer
school effective? Do regular and/or CE students experience an
absolute or a relative change in achievement over the summer? Is

summer school effective in increasing the achievements of regular
and/or CE student!?

THE DESIGN OF THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

To obtain answers to the policy cuestions it was necessary to obtain a large

amount of data through a very complex design. As initially planned the

Sustaining Effects Study consisted of five* substudies,' which were:

1 The Longitudinal Study. In the Longitudinal Study, educational
achievement was assessed in the fall -and, spring for three consecuziv
years. The children took achievement tests in reading and math, a
functional literacy test, and a measure of attitudes toward school
and toward themselves as students. The amount and nature of instruc
tion in reading and math was determined for each student four times
dur
rep

the school year. In addition, teachers and princioals
on their practices of instruction. 'Thus, it was possible

not 4.;7t-I-N to assess student growth over a three-year period, but to .

relate this growth to the kinds and amount of instruction being
'received.

2. The Successful Practices in High-Poverty Schools Study. This study
identified and described the instructional practices and contexts
that appear to be effective in raising the reading and math achieve-
ments of educationally disadvantaged students. In the longitudinal
study data were obtained by formal tests, cuesticnnaires and
schedules. In the High-Poverty Schools Study, these data were
supplemented by lin-depth' cr ethncgraph;c matr4a1 obta4ned
from 53 high-poverty schools that were a part of the simple of
the Longitudinal Study.

* Another substudy was added later and involved following a lLmited sample
of students into high school.



3. The Participation Study. The purpose of the Participation Study
was to determine the relationships among economic state:;, educa-
tional need, and instructional services received. Data on the
educational 'achievement of the students and the services they
receive were obtained in the Longitudinal Study. Measures of
economic status were obtained in the Participation Study. A random
sample of over 15,000 students was drawn from the schools and
visits were made to the homes of these students. During the visits,
information was collected on the economic level of the home and on
the parents' attitudeS toward their children's schools and learning
experiences. Thus, the level of student achievement and services .

could be related to the economic level of and academic support
in the home.

4. The Cost/Effectiveness Study. Information was obtained on the
resources and services to which each student was exposed during

reading and math instruction. Cost estimates were generated on the

basis of this information. Because achievement was determined in
the Longitudinal Study, it was possible to relate educational effec-

t

tiveness to the cost of each program.

5. The Summer Study. The Sustaining Effects Study also examined the
effectiveness of summer-school programs. Information about the
summer-school experiences of the students was combined with other
data from the Longitudinal Study. The amount of growth over the
summer was determined, as was the effect of attending summer school.

THE SAMPLE FOR THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY

The sample for the Sustaining.Effects Study was not ideal since it had to meet

two somewhat conflicting objectives. For the Longitudinal Study it was

desirable to have a sample of schools and students with a wide variation in

the variables to be studied, such as the kinds of schools, the extent of CE,

the nature of instructional practices, the kind of school leadership, the

abilities of the children, and the level of the funding. On the other hand,

the Participation Study required that projections be made for the nation's

schools regarding the number of students receiving CE services, such as

Title I. It was also necessary in the Participation Study to report the

number of students at various poverty levels who were receiving CE and to

find the number of children at various levels of academic achievement who

were not receiving CE services. Since the federal government'was funding
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Title I programs at a level of about three billion Jollars a year, it was

particularly important that the study be able to describe the of

Title I activities. To meet these requirements, three different samples were'

formed: a Representative Sample, a Comparison Sample, and a Nominated Sample.

The Representative Sample. The Representative Sample was drawn to be

representative of the nation's schools. It was a stratified, random

sample. Three stratification variables were used, namely:. geography,

size of the school district, and a district poverty index. The technical

details describing how the sample of 243 schools was drawn are retorted

in Technical Report 02- In that report there are a number of tables

showing comparisons between the characteristics of the Representative

Sample of schools and population estimates derived from other sources.,'

From these comparisons, and from the sampling procedures used, it is

concluded that the Reoresentative Sample allows quite accurate*projec-

tions of the characteristics of the nation's elementary school students.

The Comparison Sample. In trying to assess the effectiveness of CE it

would be desirable to be able to compare the achievements of CE students

with other similar students who were not receiving CE. We were able to

locate 29 schools situated in high poverty areas that were not receiving

-CE funds. These form the Comparison Sample.

The Nominated Sample. Because one of the major purposes of the Sustain-,

ing Effects Study was to determine the ,,,=4,.-ts of Title :, it was

essential that the total' sample of students contain a large number of

Title I students. Another Purpose of the study was to determine those

teaching Practices which seemed particularlyef=..ot'v. Thus a Nominated

Samole was formed which consisted of 43 Title I schools that were thought

by state departments of education, the U.S. Office of Education, and

other agencies, to be particularly gcod examples of e,'=0,--'vA CE

practices.
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In the first year of the study there Were 329 part.Ar.:ipatinq tii hoot. havinq

about 120,000 students. As will be described later, data were obtained en why

students in each school; thus there are data on regular sudents, Title

students, students receiving other CE, affluent students and poor students,

high-achieving and low-achieving students, students with different racial

backgrounds and, in short, all the different kinds of students that exist in

the nation's elementary schools. (There were some exclusions; excluded were

schools with instruction largely for handicapped students, students in

bilingual programs, students in English-as-a-Second-Language programs, etc.

These exclusions are described in Report 41.)

Originally it was planned to continue the study with all 329 schools through-

out the three years of data collection. However the full funding of the

project was not available during the second operational year of the study,

which resulted in a reduction in the size of the Representative Sample.

During the,first operational year we were able to collect all of the data

needed to make the national projections required by the Participation Study.

Since the analytical methods involved in the Longitudinal Study do not depend

on strict representation, but rather on maximum variation in the variables.

being studied, it was decided to drop some schools, from the Representative

Sample and retain the other samples intact. Even though the Representative

Sample was reduced by_60 percent it still remained a remarkably representative

sample. Of the 120;000 students in the first operational year, about 70,000

remained in the study during the second year. Readers interested in the

technical details of the sample should refer to Reportl 1 and 13.

THE DATA COLLECTED ?ND INSTRUMENTS USED

To undertake a study as diverse as the Sustaining Effects Study it was

necessary to collect information about the students, the kinds of instruction

they received, their teachers, their school principal's philosophy of instruc-

tion and administrative practices, and descriptive material regarding the
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schnol di'scrict. Table II 1 lists the major int!mments th the f,aheji-

ttAdinal. Study, what w,is described by each instmnent, the person cempletihg

it, the frequency of administrat:.on, and the month during the school year in

which it was completed. Most of the instruments used are compiled in Report

9A and the psychometric properties of the instruments are given in Report 9.

Each fall and spring students completed three instruments: The Comprehensive

Tests of Basic Skills, a Practical Achievement Scale, and a Student Affective

Measure. The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills were administered to

determine the students' achievement in reading and math.

There has been considerable criticism of standard achievement tests. It is

sometimes claimed that they are biased against minority or poor students and

also that they tend to measure academic subjects that are unrelated to real

life situations. In an attempt to overcome the criticism of the academic

nature of achievement tests, we developed a 'functional literacy' test, that

presented pictorially a number of situations that children commonly encounter

in their everyday lives. While viewing each 'picture, students were asked

questions about the situations pictured. This test involved both reading

and math problems set in the context of Practical situations. It was admin

istered to all fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students. Each 'student also

completed a measure of attitudes toward school and Lpward reading and math.

It turned out that the scales of this instrument were so.highly interrelated

that it was sensible to use only the total scale score.

Once a year the teachers filled out a questionnaire. The first part of the

questionnaire asked for demographic and general information. A second part

was for reading or math and asked about instruction in that subject area,

how students. were grouped, how lesson plans were used, how instructional

materials were used, what instructional methods were used, etc. Similarly,

each principal recorted on a set of demographic cuestions, as well as upon



Tahiti ii I

Thu Inntrnmontn dood In (ho 1,041.ndinfl qmily

Times Per Keith

Instrument NAMO 11080E 16i COMPIOLOO hy YOAE Administered

Comprehensive Tests of Basle

Skills Student Student rio14/0d ApK/M6y

PractIcal Achievement Scalo Student Student 2 Sept/Oot Apr/May

Student AffectIve Measuree Student Student 2 Sept/Oot Apr/May

Student Backgronnd Checklist Student Homeroom Teacher Marchi

Summer Activity Slipshest Student Student 1 Sept/Oct

Compensatory Edecation Router Student School Coordinator 1 March

Student Participation and

Attendance Record Student Homeroom Teacher 4 Nov Jan Mar Apr

Student-Teacher Linkage Router Student/Teacher Homeroom Teacher 2 Nov March

Ui

Teacher Questionnaire,

Section A Teacher/School Teacher 1 February

Teacher Questionnaire,

Section B Reading Program Teacher 1 February

Teacher Questionnaire,

Section C Math Program Teacher 1 February

PrincipaL,Questionnaire,

Section A Principal/School Principal 1 February

Principal Questionnaire,

Section B School Principal 1 February

District Characteristics

Questionnaire Section A District Superintendent 1 February

District Characteristics

Questionnaire, Section B Title I Program Superintendent 1 February

District Expenditure Infor-

mation Questionnaire District/School Business Manager 1 February
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his or ht3i: philoeophy or ineLructton, attitt1,10 tc)ward

coordinAtion 0E instruction, a(1 tr,o10, Tho prinC-1,P;AUi

t;hoir schools in terms of grade rango, f.iourclo at: tfilnilincj,

moot practicen, parent participation, and OhAf;i: traini,nq, the

distrlct superintendent and the busineSs manager complo 0i1 quosticmn.tirwi

describing district instructional policies and oxvonclituroe,

Two very.important instruments wore the Comperoiatzpry Educ:Ation Rotor .r\r1,1 mho

Student Participation and Attendance Record. At each school the Local

Coordinator completed the Compensatory Educaeion Roct by

each student whether or not the student was designated to receive CE ev.ndeld

by Title I or Other federal funds, by state funds, and/ol: by district or pri-

vate funds. This roster was important because it allowed us to classify

students in terms of. their CE status., A Student Participation and Attendance

Record was filled out by each student's teacher, for reading .and for math; it

reported the number of hours of instruction the student received in reading or

math during a 'typical' week. The teacher also reported on the size of the

instructional group and the person giving the instruction (regular teacher,

special instructor, aide, tutor, etc.).

The Student Ba5kground Checklist gives information on such items as age, sex,

race, previous education, grade, parent's education, parent's participation

in school activities, student's participation in school lunch programs, and

receipt of special services. The Summer Activities Slipsheet obtained

from the studenton activities during the previous summer, such as

whether or not the student went to summer school, to camp, took a trip, etc.

.
it also inquired aboutreading activities during the summer. Interested

readers should refer to SES Reports 9 and 9A-far the psychometric character-

istics and exact items contained in each of t'rle insti-iments described above.-



Data Collection. Because the amount of data to be collected was large and

the amount of time involved was long, special steps were taken to assure that

quality data would be obtained. As soon as a school agreed to participate

the principal was asked to appoint a Local Coordinator who would be paid by

SDC for his or her services. Frequently the principal acted as the Local

Coordinator but at other schools the Local Coordinator might be the Title I

director, the curriculum coordinator, or some other staff member. During the

summer of each year a training program for Local Coordinators was held which

included instruction on the procedures required in filling out the forms,

administering tests, maintaining confidentiality, securing cooperation of

the teachers, returning material to SDC, and similar matters.

Special steps were taken to assure confidentiality. Number-name identification

rosters were retained at the school so SDC had no record of the names of any

of the students in the study. Because of these efforts to maintain confiden-

tiality, particular attention was paid to the maintenance of the linkage

numbers for each student from year to year and also to link the students'

numbers with their teachers' numbers.

Data Collection in High-Poverty Schools. It is often argued that information

from formal tests, questionnaires,:and standardized forms do not give a real

understanding. of the capabilities of students or of the school or institu-

tional settings. Certainly the more intimate details of classroom instruction

are not captured. In an attempt to overcome this problem, 'in-depth' data

were collected at 55 high-poverty schools. High-poverty schools were sought

because they had the highest conceni: ons of CZ students, the students with

whom the Study was most concerned. 46 of two observers visited the 55

schools twice. The purpose of the first visit was to become acquainted with

the school organization, and to have. a preliminary meeting with the teachers

whose classrooms would be observed. The second visit lasted for two weeks

and involved the collection o4 information in a numher of areas including

instructional practices in the second and fifth grades. At each school a



lengthy interview was, conducted with the principal and each of the involved

teachers. Classrooms were visited and the way in which instruction was

conducted was noted. The teaching. techniques used were recorded. Period-

ically a count was made of the number of students exhibiting on-task behavior.

Much of the material was recorded on prepared forms, but lengthy narrative

descriptions were also recorded on audio tape. The data collected by the

in -depth techniques were combined with the more traditional data that had

been collected for the Longitudinal Study and the results are reported in

Technical Report 16.

THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY REPORT SERIES

The detailed..results of the Sustaining Effects Study are contained in a

series of reports. These reports contain tables giving very extensive

details about all of the data collected during the study from thousands of

students in 329 elementary schools. In addition to the detailed data, the

reports include the results of various statistical analyses. The report

series is made up of the following volumes:

Report Number

1. "The Sample for the Sustaining Effects Study and Projections.of
its Characteristics to the National Population" by Hcepfner, R.,
Zagorski, H., and WellIsch, J..

2. "Students' Economic and'Educational Status and Selection for Com-
pensatory Education" by Breglio, V. J., Hinckley, R. H., and
Beal, R. S.

3. "Student Economic and Educational Status and Receipt of Com-
pensatory Education" by Hinckley, R. H., Beal, R. S., and
Breglio, V. J.
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CHAPTEiz III. WHAT IS COAPEFSATOR- EDUCATION?

To describe Compensatory Education we contrasted the instructional

services received by CE students with those received by regular students

in the same schools. -It is clear that there are important difrences

in the services received by these groups of students. Some of the

important differences are:

Title I students receive services costing a:cut 6'435 r:ore .7%:ar:

the services regular students receive. A'ost of this r:oney is

spent on teachers, renedial specialists and aides.

Title I students receive considerably more instruction in

reading and math than do regular students. But while the Title

I students are receiving this additional reading and math
instruction the regular students are also receiving instruction
of some type. Thus it is not clear that Title I students enjoy
a net gain in total instruction.

Title I students, receive much of their instruction from
teachers who have had somewhat less teaching experience than
regular teachers. However, the special teachers have had
somewhat more coursework and inservice training in teaching
methods than regular teachers.

Title I students receive their instruction in somewhat smaller
classes than regular students.

dr. The major difference between Title I instruction and regular
instruction is that Title I students receive less of their
instruction in Large groups in regular classrooms and receive
much more instruction in small group settings from special
teachers and aides.

The typical mode of special CE instruction is in a pullout
setting. The pullout setting seems to offer a positive learning
environment and rates very favorably when compared to other
instructional settings.

Teachers of Title I students report using different methods
and practices in teaching Title I students than do the teachers
of regular students. In reading, Title I students are exposed,
throughout their elementary grades, to more elementary or basic



reading methods than are regular students, who receive inforTation
in more complex materials. In the first 7:4,0 grades the atTroaches
used in teaching reading are similar for Title 1 and regular
students, but then they begin to diverge. By the sixth grade the
approaches most frequently used with Title I students are least
frequently used with regular students and vice versa.

Teachers of TitZe I students report a rm:ch higher use of audio-
visual equipment in their instruction than do teachers of regular
students.

INTRODUCTION

There is no simple explanation or description of CE; it is an.amalgam of many

different programs, practices, and services. In the Sustaining Effects Study

we have two main sources of information about what constitutes CE. First, we

have information gained from questionnaires completed by teachers, principals

and district personnel. From this survey material we can determine what

services regular and CE student's are reported to receive. Second, we conducted'

an in-depth study of 55 poverty schools. At these schools we visited class-

rooms and observed the instruction being given to regular and CF. students. We

talked t3 the teachers and principals about what. their-programs included. From

these sitevisits we have detailed descriptive narratives of CE programs. In

this Final Report we'are including only two short descriptions to give a flavor

of the variety of CE programs in different schools.

School A

Three discrete .Title I program components serve identified students in this

fairly large, urban school. The kindergarten program, which will

not be described-here, serves 48 students. The primary grades' Title I

Reading Program servers 144 students in grades 1-3, while the Combuter-Assisted.

Instruction (CAI). Lab serves 256 students in grades 4-6 in both reading and

math.
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The .three primary grades' Title I reading teachers share a single huge room,

where each is scheduled to see Six groups of eight students for daily 50-

minute sessions. Each has responsibility for teaching students from a single

grade, but their teaching procedures are generally the same. Early in the

fall, a diagnostic test is administered to each pupil. A needs-assessment

sheet profiling the student's strengths. and weaknesses is developed based on

the results of the diagnostic test. On the basis of the needs-assessment

profile, the teacher develops a separate prescriptive educational plan for

each child, outlining the sequence of skills to he attacked and materials tO

be used by the student.

Students leave their homeroom classrooms to attend Title I reading instruction.

Upon arrival at the Title .1 room, students pick up their work folders, which

contain assignments for the week, and start to work independently, calling on

their teachers when they need help. The teachers also provide some small-

groupinstruction daily, usually to subgroups of three to four students who

have common instructional needs. Skill profiles are kept up to date as

prescriptions are completed, and the diagnostic test is readministered period-

ically. The Title I room is well supplied with a wide variety of high-

technology equipment and materials that are called into play in the various

prescriptions. Heavy use is made of controlled readers, feedback teaching

machines, audio tapes, filmstrips, records, instructional kits, and a variety

of texts, workbooks, worksheets, and dittos.

The CAI Lab is staffed by one teacher and one aide who oversee students'.

progress on the 14 teletype terminals in the lab. The terminals are connected
N

to a minicomputer, housed in the school, whith serves a number of other

schools as.well. The provider of the CAI software also provides a curriculum

guide, specifying for various levels of pfrformance on the CTBS where students

should start in the math and reading curricula. The curricula cover 14 levels

of difficulty, depending upon the students' grade levels, entry skills, and
,

1
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progress. The software also provides a "time-out" feature, whereby ,-epeated

slow responding is quickly brought to the attention of the teacher. This was

perceived to be very valuable for keeping.the students consistently on-task.

The teacher and aide monitor student work and nrovide assistance with either

content or machinery as needed by the students. The teacher or the aide

reviews the summary printed out on the teletype at the end of each student's

daily, amproximately 20-minute session. A student who has achieved 100

percent correct on the day's 11 in subject receives a colorful

ribbon award to wJ±ar back to the regular classroom. This is called "The ICC

Percent Club." When the teacher decides that one or more punils need

additional instruction, help is Provided in one of several ways. In most

cases, the teacher or the aide will work individually with students while

they are at the terminals. In some cases, if there are several students

having trouble.with a particular skill, the lab teacher will take a small

group into the adjoining room, which is equipped with a chalkboard and

several chairs, and will provide small -group instruction on that-skill. On

occasion, the CAI Lab teacher will also go into the regular classroom during

regularlmath instruction to give a special lesson to an individual or to a

group.

School
z.

The Title L program serving grades 18 in this small rural school consists

basically of tai full-time aides who provide tutorial and small-group instruc-

tion. One aide, who has, had one year of collcge, works primarily with second-

and third-grade students in reading and math, and occasionally in Spelling and

penmanship. Due to overcrowding in the school, she is forced .to.use'about

last 20 feet at the end of a hallway as her cla.Jsroom. The second aide is

a former teacher who has been a Title L teacher's aide at the. school for 15.

years. She meets with students from grades 1-8, variously for reading, math,

spe]ling, social studies, and penmanshin, in a combined office/kitchen/music

lounge room.
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There is fluctuation during the. year in terms of which students see the aides

for supplemental instruction. Regular teachers send students in need to the

aides, with a priority being given to those judged to be most needy. One of

the aides estimated that she had served 43 students for at least six weeks,

11 of whom she had worked with for the entire year. Students who are seen on

a regular and long-term basis tend to be those who generally have difficulty

understanding new concepts as they are introduced in the regular classroom,

and thus are behind the other children. Other students are sent on an as-

needed basis, when their regular classroom teacher sees that they are having

difficulty with a particular new concept or skill. In such cases, they may

go to the aide for a few days or a few weeks. Still other children are sent

to the aides long enough to catch up on work they have missed during absences

from school. For students who attend regularly, the scheduled number of

sessions weekly and the duration of those sessions varies from pupil to

pupil or from small group to small group. Some students see an aide daily

while others go only once.a week, in sessions ranging.from 15 to 45 minutes.

The aides work with a maximum of five students in a group, and usually with

only one or two students at a time.

The regular classroom teachers generally tell the aides fairly specifically

what skills need work by their students, with the aides having more or less.

latitude in selecting the materials and approach to be used depending upon

their relationships with the particular teachers involved. During the

1978-79 school year, no Title I-funded equipment or materials were received

at this school, but audiovisual equipment and instructional kits received in

previous years are available for use by any teachers in the school. In part

because of their distance from the equipment locations, the aides tend not

to use any of the equipment, and generally base their work on whatever texts,

workbooks, or'worksheets are being used in the regular classroom.'
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The two Title I programs described here are in marked contraSt, but even more

extreme pictures could have been chosen to highlight thg d4F=."-erces in inten-

sity and content of the instruction received by students, all of whom are

labeled Title I students.

Report 19 contains a number of additional descriptions of CE-programs. They

were selected to illustrate the settings in which instruction takes place,

the kiss of lesson material used, and the methods used to manage classroom

instruction. Survey techniques tend to 1,,mn stunts

quite different services, but in terms of the national program, survey data

can give a good summary of the Title I CE .program. The material that follows

is an amalgam of the information collected by questionnaires completed by the

district staff, school principals, and teachers, and reported in detail in

Report 5. The more qualitative material collected by visiting classrooms and

interviewing-principals and teachers in high poverty schools is given in

Report le.

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION FUNDSHOW MUCH MONEY IS THERE AND pN WHAT IS IT SPENT?

There are many different sources of CE funds; there is money from local, state

and federal sources. The. amount of these funds varies widely from district to

district and, within a given district,- schools vary considerably in the amount,

and kind of funds they have available. Title I is the largest single source

of CE funding, and we will examine Title I in detail throughout this chapter.

We asked the business managers of the school districts to describe the 'amount

of Title I finds that was snent for various kinds of services during *he 1975-

77 school year. Table III-1 shows the different services on which Title I

funds are szent for reading, math, and common services not associated with

either subject. It will be seen that the largest amounts are spent on

teachers, curriculum specialists, teaching assistants and aides. Smaller,

but in the aggregate, significant amountsare spent on planning and evaluation,



Table III-1

Per-Pupil Expenditures of Title I Funds*

Teachers

Remedial and Curriculum Specialist,

Reading Math. Conmon Costs

$237 $223

Teaching Assistants and Aides 181 109

Training of Instructional and Non-
Instructional Staff. 11 16

Administrative Services, Planning,
Evaluation 30 37

Instructional Supplies (texts, AV aids,
supplies) 26 21

New Equipment, Building Alterations, etc. 47 42

Staff and Materials for School PAC, PTA,
etc. $22

Other Costs** 94

*Columns cannot be added since different schools have different mixes of

services.

**Other costs include guidance, counseling, health and nutritional services.

Source: Report 9, Table 8-31

supplies, and equipment. Important amounts are spent on parent advisory

groups, parent-teacher associations, and the like. Also, funds go to

guidance, counseling, health and nutritional services. While these figures

cannot be added to find the expenditures per pupil, since different schools

have different mixes of services, they represent significant supplementation

to the regular school expenditures. For the schools in the SES sample, the

average annual per-pupil regular expenditure in 1976-77 was $1,139, and the

average additional Title I per-pupil expenditure was about $436 for Title I

students. The exact amounts for perl-oupil expenditures are difficult to

obtain because of different ways of counting the number of students receiving

various services. However, these figures do give an indication of the
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relative degree to which Title I students receive services over and teyohd

those given to regular students. The $436 Title I dollars pay for the variou

services that will be described throughout this chapter. There can be no

doubt that Title.I students receive instructional services different from

those received by regular students.

How are these special funds used? In the 55 high poverty schools we observed

1,257 instructional groups. Of these groups, 45 percent were regular instruc-

tional groups and thus received no special services, 30 percent received ser-

vices paid for by Title I funds and ocher-CE funds.

were maid by other CE funds or funds from special sources. Thus, we see that

in high-poverty schools over half of all instructional groups have services

paid for by other than regular school district funds, with Title I funds con-

tributing the largest source of outside funding.

WHO TEACHES TITLE I AND REGULAR STUDENTS

Table 111-2 shows a number of characteristics associated with teachers in

various classroom settings. In our total sample of schools about a tenth of

the teachers were in non-CE schools. Among the reading teachers in CE

schools 17 Percent teach only CZ students, 60 percent teach both CE and aon-

CE students, and 23 percent teach non-CZ students. The corresponding figures

for math teachers are 11 percent, 43 percent, and 46 percent. Thus, we see

that in reading in Cr schools most teachers teach both CE and nOnLCZ students

while. roughly a fifth teach only CE students and another fifth :each only

regular students. In math the situation is somewhat d4"0'-.r,*

somewhat fewer math teachers in CE schools who teach only CE students, tut

there is a considerably higher percentage of math teachers who teach on'y

non-CE students.

III-8
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Table 111-2

Average Experience and Training of Teachers

Teaching
Only CE
Students

Teaching'
Both CE

and Non-CE
Students

Teaching
Only Non-CE
Students in
CE School

Teaching
Only Non-CE
Students in

Non-CE School

Reading .

Percentage of Teachers Who
Were: 15 54 21 11

Percentage of Teachers in CE
Schools Who Were: 17 60 23 --

Number of Years Teaching in
Any School 10.3 11.2 11.0 11.9

Number of Years, Teaching in
Current School 6.1 6.8 - 6.6 6.6

Highest Earned College Degree* 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.5

Number of College Courses in
,7

.

Teaching Reading 1.9 1.3 1.1 1.2

Number of Hours of Inservice
Reading Training 14.3 12.0 10.2 . 10.9 .

Math

Percentage of Teachers Who
Were: 10 38 40 12

Percentage of Teachers in CE
Schools Who Were: 11 43 46

.

Number of Years Teaching in
Any School 9.3 .10.8 11.5 11.9

Number of Years Teaching in
Current School 5.8 6.6 7.1 6.7

Highest Earned College Degree 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5

Number of College Courses in
Teaching Math -.9 .7 .5 .6

Number of Hours of Inservice
Math Training _

8.2 S.0 5.5 ,6.9

*1 = less than 4 years of college, 2.= bachelor's degree, 3 = 5-year prepara-

ation, master's degree, or 6 years specialist degree,c71 = doctor's degree.

Source: Special tabulation done for final report:
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Forfboth reading and math, teacher_. Wh,11 teach only CEstudentshave

.had less total teaching experience and less teaching experience at their

.current schools. However, those who teach only CE students have slightly

more college eduCation, have more college courses in teaching, and somewhat

more inservice training than other teachers. Presumably such training should

make. these teachers more effective. On the other hand, the regular teachers

have had more teaching experience, which should make them mon

Report 10 the one teacher characteristic that seems to have been associated

with greater student achievement. was the amount of teachi:-..r experi.=n& of the

teacher. Thus, to .the extent that Title I students are recE,iving their

instruction from,less experienced teachers--and our evidence suggests this Ls

the case--they may be at some.disadvantage relative to regular students.
0

COMPENSATORY` EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

What are CE instructional services? In the elementary grades they are largely:

reading and math instruction. .Thus, much of this chapter will be devoted to

comparing the amount and kind of instruction received by regular and CE

students in reading and math. The school setting in which CE instruction is

given varies significantly from school to school. Our approach,to defining

CE is to determine what services CE'students receive in contrast to those

received by regular students. Thus, throughout this chapter we will be

'comparing the amount of instruction CE students received with that received

by regular students; we will compare the kinds of teachers instructing CE

students with those,instructing regular students; and we will contrast the

instructional approach and techniques apolied to Cr students with those

applied to regular students,

The number of hours in the school day is aLmost always fixeL11, with CE studen-s

and regular students in a school attending a similar number of hours, but the

amount of instruction CE students/receive in reading apd math is different

from the amount of instruction received by regular students. Figure
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shows the number of hours of reading' instruction b three grcuos of

students: Title I students, regular students in the same schools, and

students in= schools that do not have any CE students The figure shows that

in the first and second grades Title I students and regular students in Title

I schools receive essentially the same amount of reading instructioa. However,

students in schools not having CE program's (schools probably being in more

affluent attendance areas and having somewhat higher-achieving students),

even in the first and second grades arc and p--esumaby

hours of reading instruction. Starting in the third grade and continuing

through the si::zn grace, Title I students much more reading instruc-

tion than regular students in either Title I or non-CE schools.

Since Title I students spend more of their time on reading instruction than

regular students; are the CE students missing out on other instruction?

. Figure 171-2 shows the amount of reading-related activities received by Title

I and regular students. 'Reading-related activities' are in addition to regular

reading and include spelling, vocabulary study, grammar, 'and writing. It

seems that the Title I students- spend a little less time in reading-related

activities thansregular students, but the di.Y:',:ence is only about a tenth of

an hour a week while the difference in readin instruction is as much as 1.5

hours per week.

We asked reading teachers, "When 1...*udents are participating in compensatory

reading activities, in what types of activities are their non - participant

peers involved?" Teachers were asked to check all items that applied.

.response from grade to grade tended to be quite similar. A majority checked

other reading activities, 30 cercent checked 'a:' activities, about 45percent

checked' activities related to other subject matter areas, about 30 tercent

checked "study time," and about 25 tercent checked activities

About 15 percent checked "visits to the library," about 5 percent indicated

physical eduCation activities, and about 2 percent checked "field trios."

84
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These are confirmed by similar resconses given bv teachers in the

high-poverty schools. The teachers ",. 1Len any of your students

receive compensatory reading/math instruction, what subjects are your non-

commensatory students usually studying?" Table 111-3 shows the results.

Again, it will be seen that while the CE students are receiving reading

instruction their regular classmates are usually receiving reading or reading-

related instruction. As will he seen later the 2E students are receving

reading instruction of a different character and in Ovalle,- groups with more

indi',!idual attention.

Table 111-3

Subjets Missed by Compensatory Students While They Receive
Compensatory Reading Instruction

SUbject(s) Unually Beio.g Studied by Percent of

Non-Cbcpen.tc.,:-y Students 193 Teachers 7.stonding

Regular -reading or mixed reading and
lam °guagy. arts block

5,1v-ral subjects, including regular
.1:d.ing and/or regular math

48

15

Zanguage arts 10

Several sujezts, othcr tLan regular
readiag or math

Regular math .

Scflial studies

5tuy period

Svljects mi3stld varied and were not
spec4tied

0--.!Yr (includes zcience,..7E, penmanship,
r;:.?.*Lnish)

7

5

4

4

3

.1,
Sou:._. Remort :3, Table 2-5.
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Thus, while the CE stuuents get more reading instruction, they are missing

other instruction. Given the fixed length of the school day, this is almost

inevitable and it means that regular students get more instruction in other

subject areas than CE students. Reading is basic, and CE studentE, need

instruction in reading, but they pay a price for it in terms of other instruc-

tion missed.

Figure 111-3 shows that Title I students receive much more instruction in

math than do regular students. On.the average, regular students receive

about 4.3 hou'r:s per week of math instruction while Title I students recive

about 5.8 hours per week; the difference in favor of the Title I students

starts in the first grade and continues through the sixth grade. In reading

we saw a sharp decrease in hours of instruction as grade increased, but in

math this is not the case;'in math there'is a very slight tendency for hours

of instruction to increase from the first to the fifth grade and then to drop

in the sixth grade. Math teachers were also asked to indicate what the

regular students did during the time when Title I students were receiving

additional math instruction. The results are very similar to those reported

for reading. The regular students are involved in other math activities,

reading activities, activities in other ',..ubjects, general study time, and

student- selected activities while the CE students are studying additional

math. Similar results were obtained when teachers in the high-poverty

schools were asked this same question.

In summarizing the results for hours of instructional .service, it is clear

that CE students receive very significantly more hours of reading and math

instruction than do regular students. But while the CE students receive this

additional instruction regular students are often receiv instruction in

.these and other subjects. Thus, CE students have a gross gain in reading and

math instruction, but it is questionable whether they have a net instructional,

gain when the whole curriculum is considered
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CLASS SIZE

CE students receive more hours of instruction in reading and math than do

regular students, but is it of the same or a different quality? One frequently

suggested measure of quality is the size of the class in which instruction is

given. Figure 111-4 shows the average class size by grade for Title I students .

and for regular students in Title I schools. It w.11 be seen that for both

reading and math the size of the class increases as grade increases. It is

also apparent that classes cc,icosed of Title I students are smaller. The

differences are not large, but even a difference of one or two students should

result in somewhat more individual attention for the CE students. At the

elementary level much of the instruction in basic subjects is not given to

the whole class but rather to smaller groups of students, Figure 11I 5 shows

the way in reading instruction is given in terms o...7 the use of subgroups

of the full'class. In the first four grades almost all of the reading instruc-

tion takes place in a subgroup setting and even in the fifth and'sixth grade

subgroup instruction is the predominant mode of instruction. The use of sub-

groups characterizes in-truction for both Title I students and regular stu-

dents. There is sorE. Lendency for the use of subgroups'to decrease as grade

increases, and there s a tendency for regular students to be more frequently

in groups composed of students at similar levels of achievement than is the

case with Title I students.

A figure similar to Figure III-5 far reading could be presented for math, but

the si:c lines cross so much that the figure would be more confusing than

illumnating. The interested reader can refer to Table 4-17 in Report 5 for

detailed figures. The general results are that grouping is used considerably

less frequently for math than it is for reading. For Title I students math

instruction is given in groups about 7C percent of the tire while fc. re

students the figure is about 60 percent.
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In summary it can b. -Jai,1 that Title I studenJ ruceive

somewhat smaller claL;Llo.s than regular students. Nuch of the in::;truction in

reading is given in subgroups rather than to the whole clas. For math the

situation is somewhat different with more of the instruction being whole-class

instruction.

IN WHAT INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS to TITLE I AND REGULAR STUDENTS RECEIVE
INSTRUCTION?

As already indicated instruction can be given in many d;",..-=,n'

can be given to the whole class in the regular classroom by the regular

teacher, or it can 'oe given in small groups-by a special teacher, or in a

special room by a special teacher, and any number of other combinations. Four

times a year teachers completed a Student Participation and Attendance Record

which,. for each student, gave us a report on the setting in which the student

received instruction. From this record we can compare the setting for Title

and regular students in Title I schools. Figure 111-6 shows by grade, the

hours of instruction for Title I and regular students, in the regular whole-

class-oom setting by the regular teacher. It will be seen that Title T stu-

dents receive considerably less instruction in reading in this setting.

Figure 1:1-7 shows the same thing for math instruction with the same results

Figures 111-8 and 111-9 show the amount of. instruction in reading and math

with the regular teacher when the class is broken down into smal'i_er groups.

For reading, both Title I and regular students` receive about equal amounts of

instruction in this setting, but for math; the Title I students receive con-

siderably more instruction from the regular teacher small groups than do

the regular students. Figures 7.1I-10 and 11T-11 show the amount of readinc

and math instruct.:.ch given by scecial teachers and aides (usually in a small

group setting) for Title and regular students. will be nc;ted that the

much more instruction in these settings than do

regular zt-udents. Finally, Figures 1:1-12 and 11:-13 show the amount of

instruction where the student is working alone without the immediate assistance

92
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of a teacher or aide. It will be noted that regular students e'lgage in con-

siderably more of this kind of learning than do Title I students. This should

be to the advantage of the Title I :;tudents since they should learn more when

being actively taught rather than when working by themselves.

We have included so many graphs on this subject because we think it presents

one of the most important distinctions between Title I and regular instruction.

It should be remembered that all of these students come from the same Title I

schools. The graphs show clearly that in both reading and mar...h Ti:le

students receive less instruction from the regular teachers in whole-classrocm

settings and that Title I students spend much less time working on their own

with workbooks, dittoed sheets, etc. But the most significant difference is

that, in contrast to regular students, Title I students,receive much more

instruction from special teachers and aides in small group settings. The

Title I dollars largely go to buy this difference in instructional personnel

and setting, a setting that should be favorable to learning. (In Chapter V

we will see whether this is indeed the case.)

The difference is further illuminated by our study of high-poverty schools.

In the high-poverty schools observers visited instructional groups and counted

the number of .students present and the number of staff members giving instruc-

tion. Table 111-4 shows the number of students present in four different

instructional settings: the regular classroom, pullout instruction, instruc-

tion where additional staff assist the regular teacher, and self-contained

classrooms (where students are given a special curriculum, such as in Follow

Through classrooms). (

The figures of-major interest are those for regular instructional groups and

those for pullout instructional groups,.since most compensatory education takes

place in Pullout groups. It will be seen that the pullout groups are two and

a half times smaller than regular instructional groups and that each student

has almost three times as much staff time available as in a regular instruc-

1 0 i



Instruotional Croup Size and Staff Tim..; for Eath 5tu0.e::t
In FoUr SQttings

Average Instructional Staff Minutes Per Hour
Group Size for Each Student

Regular Instruction 18 5

Pullout Instruction 7 14

Li -Class Instruction 20 6

Self Contained Classroom 16

Source: Report 18, Table 4-1

tional group. In the other two settings the number of students and amount of

staff time are similar to those in the regular classroom. Here we see tnat

.

CE students receive much more intensive instruction than other students.

In pullout settings, 40 percent of the groups were taught by a CE or special-
,

ist teacher with smecial instructional materials or equipment and in another

36 percent there was also a paraprofessional. In 11 percent of the groups

there was only a paraprofessional. When the CE instruction was in the regular

classrOom the resource, in addition to the regular teacher, was a paraprofes-

sional 60 percent of the time and in another 20 percent a paraprofessional

plus smecial materials or equimment.

:n addition to simmle class size, the.ouality of instr=tion can be juc:.:et

the proportion of students who are actually involved in the inst,-ucticn.

Ou-4no each obse-vation meriod the observers noted number of students.who

apmea-ed to be 'off-task', that is who were rot apc ..:ently er aged in learninc



act ivitis. In addition they nov.od apparent cauAc: Lhu

behavior. Tablo IV-5 shows tho amount of 'on-Las%1 an(1

bThaiior as a function of intructional

Table 111-5,'

'On-Task' Behavior and Instructional Setting

Percent of Students
'On-Task'

Percent of Students 'Off-Task'
25% or more of 1.,2sson Time

Regular Instruction 79 19

Pullout Instruction 85 14

In-Class Instruction 75 22

Self Contained Classroom 78 18

Source: Report 18, Table 4-2

It will be seen that there is somewhat more 'on-task' behavior among pullout

groups than in other settings and that somewhat fewer of the students are

'off-task' in the pullout setting. The observers noted the appatent reason

for the 'off-task' behavior and reported that about 45 percent of it was self-

initiated as evidenced by day-dreaming, leaving the instructional group, and

similar activities, about 30 percent for'.the regular classrooms and about 20

percent for the pullout 'off-task' behaviot was caused by distractions- from

another student, about 10' percent by lack of assignment or unclear directions,

about ,5 percent by external disruptions and the remainder by miscellaneous

sources. Again we see that the pullout instruction seems superior to regular

instruction.
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Roport la ,_:ultain a numher of other ;Rea l)rwi of ac:.Avi !n

the clror.:,m and relates them the e ni

For example in both regular and pullout in-.ruction about 75 per_.:r!n of the

teacher' time is spent in actual instruction, clh,out 20 pe:;ont .. spent in

behhvior management. Table 4-5 of Report 19 roport!,.; on classroom atmosphere

as evidenced by such items as teachers making negative comments, efficiency of

instruction, classroom tension/harmony, etc. These are reported in terms of

the instructional setting. Generally the results tend to favor pullout

instruction.

Table 4-6 of Report 19 summarizes all of the observations made in d".,.-eht

classroom settings and attempts to determine the favorableness of different

classroom settings in terms-of-their-presumed nositive impact on-learning:

rh 96 of the 120 comparisons, pullout instruction ranks ahead of the other

three instructional settings. It thus appears that the instructional setting

in which most CE students receive their soecial instruction is one which

should be conducive to learning.

ARE THE TYPE AND CONTENT OF INSTRUCTION DIFFERENT FOR T:TLE : AND RESULAR
STUDENTS?

We have seen that the Services given Title I and regular students differ in

terms of total hours of instruction, size. of class, experience of the teachers,

and the setting in which instruction is given. We will now exp.nine thein-

structiOnal practices used by teachers to see if the way instruction is given

differs between Title I students and regular students in the same schools.

Teachers were asked a series of ouestions about how they gave instruction in

reading and math. Teachers :Jere asked, "To what extent are the following

asoects of your reedi.ng (or math) instruction tne samg. fc- ." or

most of your students ?" They could answer "basically the same for most

the students" or "tends to vary among students." Table 111-6 shows the per-

centages of students whose teachers reported that instruction varied in a
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P11uc,M(1.1j0 Titjo awl 'i.),,I(Jilt.Ar L

who:10 TtL,.0-Thu1,-..; V.,Apor vckr Lt Aninnq

TA.
ype of Instruction:

.... Sh....,.

flooding Math

Title I
Students

Rogulor
Studontn

t444 I
Studo."

Rogular
Studonts

Total Tim2 in Subject 32 29 32 23

Instructional Objectives 62 54 50 37

Sequence of Activities 56 48 46 34

Expected Rate of Progress 91 92 89. 85

Teaching Method 72 69 64 54
-.-
Types of Instructional
Materials 68 62 56 44

Content of Instruction:

Based on Approved
Curriculum 33 43 32. 46

Based on tested needs
assessment 19 11 22 10

Both approved curriculum
and needs 48 46 45 43

Source: Retort 5, Tables 4-20 and 4-21.

number of areas. In contrasting Title I students and regular students we see

that there were a number of areas where instruction varied more for Title I

students than for regular students: the amount of time spent in instruction

,tended to be more variable for Title I student-7. particularly in math; the

instructional objectives tended to be more va.: .ble for Title I students;

the sequence of activities was more variable, again particularly in math, as

1n5
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shows that there is a noticeably greater effort to individuali....e the type an.'

content of instruction for Title I students than there is for regular students,

Many believe this should be a positive factor leading to greater learning.

ARE THE READING AND MATH ACTIVITIES OF TITLE I STUDENTS DI::... = FFCM TFCSF
CF .REGULAR STUDENTS?

As this chapter progresses we are examining in finer detail the activities that

teachers use to instruct their students. It is the actual process of inYtruc-

tion that determines the intellectual content or material that the student

,receives. Teachers were asked to describe the frequency with which they

engaged in a variety of instructional activities. There were twelve different

reading activities that the teachers described as being used "very frequently"'

(scored 5) to "never or almost never" (scored 1).

A number or activities were used with great requency in the first grade, cut

withprogressively declining frequency at successive grades. These activties

Which tended to be used w' 'h Title 1 students than with

regular students, were:

Identifying and practicing letter-sound correspondence

Identifying and writing letters or groups of
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were:

Dividing words into syllables

Answering comprehension questions based on timed reading

Using reference materials such as dictionaries and encyclopedias

These are more complex activities than those, in the previous list. There is

some tendency for regular students to engage in these activities more fre-

quently than Title I students, as might be expected since the regular students

are achieving at a higher level. Finally there was a group of activities that

showed no changes with grade. The following two activities were engaged in

frequently throughout the elementary grades:

Using context clues to gain meaning

Answering questions requiring comprehension

The following activity was low in the first grade and then at the "sometimes"

level in the remaining grades:

Reading and writing stories created 1).y self or other students
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to see if teachers used different practicuu in teaching Ttt.L t studentu frfm

those they used with regular students. We have just oeon that there are

significant differences in the activities that are most freciuontly used. We

went further and attempted to see within those ,,:LVitiO2 if there wore

ular approaches favored in teaching Title t children. For Lloh,approach

teachers were asked to indicate whether the approach was "used as a major

approach," which was scored 3; was "used as a secondary approach," and was

scored 2; or was "not used," and scored 1. Listed below are approaches that

increase with increasing grade and which are also used more frequently with
4

Title I students. The approaches are listed in the ordel: c the difference

in their use for Title I and regular students.
c)

L. An approach that uses a modified alphabet system which either augments

or marks the regular alphabet so that it corres-onds more closely to

the sounds of the language.

2. A self-instructional approach that uses a series that presents

material in 'frames' containing .small bits of information to which

the children are' asked to respond. :mmediate confLrmation as to the

correctness of their answers is given in the text.
1
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3. An approach in which children select their on reading materials,

such as library-type books, and receive instruction primarily through

teacher-child conferences.

4. An approach that uses a reading series and/or library-type books to

teach forms of literature and literary appreciation.

5. An approach in which children read their own writings. These 'stories'

provide the material on which reading instruction is based.

6. An approach that includes reading in the content fields, such as

science and social studies; teaching of study skills, such as how to

use tables of content, indices, graphs, dictionaries, encyclopedias,

etc.; and instruction in how to organize materials into outlines,

summaries, and reports.
4

There was only one approach that was used more frequently in the first few

grades and was then used less frequently as grade increased. This approach

was also one which was used by teachers of Title I students much less fre-.

quently than with regular students..

7. An approach that uses a graded reading series containing a vocabulary

based upon words that occur frequently in the language. New words

are introduced by sight and by a phonic analysis presenting the

letter-sound relationship of consonants before. that of vowels.

These were two approaches that were used as frequently in the. higher grades as

in the lower grades; these approaches were used significantly more frequently

with Title I students than with regular students.

8. An approach that uses a graded reading series containing a vocabulary

based primarily upon words that are regularly spelled. The most com-

mon patterns, those containing short vowels, appear first, a typical

sentence in an early reader being: Nat is a fat cat. Gradually,

1 0
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more complicated, less frequent patterns are introduced. New words

are learned by analysis of spelling patterns or by sounding and

blending.

9. An approach that uses a graded reading series containing vocabulary

that rapidly introduces the letter - sound relationships of all the

sounds in the language. Long and short vowels are introduced at the

onset. New words are learned by sounding and blending.

Finally, approach 10, below, differed by having one trend for *Title students

and a different one for regular students. This approach was used with equal

frequency for both groups in .the first grade, increased with frequency of use

in the second grade, and for regular students continued to increase to the

sixth grade. But with Title I students its use decreased after the second

grade and was lower in the sixth grade than it had been in the first grade.

10. An approach that uses a reading series and/or other bookS to teach

both literal comprehension and understanding of implied meanings in

the text.

The previous results have been presented in terms of changes in frequency of

use of the approaches as grade changes and in -terms of the size of the differ-

ences in use with Title I and regular students. This presentation may give a

wrong impression regarding the frequency of use of the various approaches.

The frequency of use varies greatly from the first grade .`o the sixth. In

the first grade the same approaches tend to be used with Title students as

with regular students, but the di" °- nnc.ss increase with grade.. The follow-

ing list gives the rank order of the `-',,,,-2,e^cy of use of the approachet for

Title I and regular students in the first grade. The ana-each listed first

is the Most-used approach while the last one is least used. (:n the list the

number is the one used in the text above. to identify the descrittion of each

approach while the short sentence is a catsuled statement of the major charac-

teristics of the approach.)
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-Title I Students in the First Grade Regular Students in the First Grade

Graded sight phonic analysis (7)

Graded letter-sound relationships (9)

Literal and implied comprehension (10)

Graded spelling, sounding/blending (8)

Literary forms and appreciation (4)

Students read own writing (5)

Modified alphabet (1)

Students select on materials (3)

Reading in content fields (6)

Graded sight phonic analysis (7)

Literal and implied comprehension (10)

Graded letter-sound relationships (9)

Graded spelling, sounding/blending (8)

Literary forms and appreciation(4)

Students read own writing (5)

Students select own materials (3)

Self instruction with reinforcement (2)

Reading in content fields (6)

Self instruction With reinforcement (2) Modified alphabet (1)

In the list for the sixth grade the contrast between the approaches used for

Title I students and regular students is striking. The first three approaches

used with Title I students are the last three used with regular sixth grade

students. The three most-used approaches with regular. students are the last

three approaches used with Title I students. The most-used approaches used

with regular students in the sixth grade are advanced approaches, that is,

they assume a mastery of elementary reading and emphasize comprehension,

literary form, and content-field reading. The first three approaches with

Title I students are different. Title I students who are having reading

difficulty are exposed to approaches emphasizing modified alphabet, self

instruction, and reading their own writing. And this is no fluke of the data.

The list for the fifth grade is almost identical to that for the sixth grade,

with the first three items for the fith grade being the same ones as for the

sixth grade for both Title I students and regular students. It seems that

Title I students are much more frequently taught by special teachers and aides

and are assigned to self-instruction and the reading of their own writing in

the higher grades.
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Tn sanmarizing this material it is clear that both the activities engaged in

and the approaches used vary considerably with grade. Some tractices are used

more frequently as grade increases, others are used less frequently, and some

retain about the same frequency. For many of the teaching practices there are

clear differences in the activities and approac:les used with Title I students

and with regular students, and these d';'.=o-oncs vary with grade.

For math the trends are not as strong as they are in reading.

that are used relatively frequently in the lower grades and less =re7uent2.7

in the higher grades are, in the order of their frequency of use:

Learning about number sentences

Learning about sets

Learning symbols

Working with math games

Working with physical models

To those of us who have not directly observed the changes in elementary school.

curricula over the years, this may be a surprising list.

The activities that are low in the first grades and increase as grade

.increases are, again in order of most use:

Reviewing computational skills

Learning about number theory

Learning about measurement

Learning properties and axioms

Activities which are flat and ordered from high to low use are:

Learning about fundamental operations

Learning math vocabulary

Learning geometric conceots

Learning about structure of number systems
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One final activity, solving word problems, starts with a low frequency in the

first grade, increases through the second, third and fourth grades, and then

decreases. There are small-differences-between-Title I and regular students

in terms of the activities used'in their math instruction. .Relative to

regular students, Title I students receive more "learning about the structure

of number systems," 'working with math games," "working with physical models,"

and "learning about sets.'

DO TEACHERS USE HATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT DT272a2NTLY NTTH TITLE 7 AN REGULAR

STUDENTS?

In teaching reading and math, teachers use a number of different approaches.

They all use some kinds of materials and equipment. Among the materials used

by teachers are regular texts, supplemental readers, 'free reading' books,

reference books, workbooks, dittos, programmed texts, games, puzzles, geo-

boards, and many others. We compared the use of these materials for regular

students and low achieving students and found some differences although all

these materials were used with all kinds of students. There was a slightly.

lower use of texts with low-achieving students and a slightly larger use of

programmed materials. Generally it seemed that the low-achieving students

were given more instruction with materials in addition to the regular text.

The same tendency was definitely the-case with equipment such as sound pro-__
jectors, individual viewing.equipment, tape recorders, listening centers,

special reading machines, study carrels, etc. Title I students receive more

instruction through the use of equipment than do regular students as is shown

in Figure :11-14. If such-use of equipment is effective Title I students

should certainly show achievement improvements.
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What is compensatory education? There is no single thing that can be called

compensatory education. It is a whole collection of things that ate different

in the education of Title I students than would have been the case if they had

been regular. students.

Our results show that there are clear and significant differences in the

instruction received by Title I students and regular students. In Chapter V

we will see whether there is evidence that these differences lead to greater.

achievement.



Chapter IV. WHO RECEIVES COM2ENSATORY EDUCATICN?

Suranani

Based on economic data gathered by home interviews, and achievement data

based on achievement tests, it was possible to determine the percentages

and numbers of students receiving Title I and other CE services in terms

of poverty and academic achievement classifications. The results show

that:

Among economically toor students ercent receive .e

percent did not. Among the non-toor students 27 er,::ent

CE while the remainde:. did not.

Because there are many more non-poor students than poor students,

the absolute number of non - poor.. students recei ing CE is larger

than the number of poor studentsJ-receiving CE. In 1976-77there
were about .1,230,000 poor students and 1,693,000 non-poor students

receiving Title. I.

There were about 2,500;000 poor students who did not receive any CE.

Among low-achieving students 46 percent received CE while 54 per-

cent did not. Among regular-achieving students 19 percent

received CE.

Because there are many more regular students than there are low

achieving students, the absolute number of low-achieving students

receiving CE is smaller than the number of regular-achieving
students receving CE. There were about 1,200,000 low-achieving
students and 1,300,000 regular-achieving students receiving
Title I.

About 2,000,000 low-achieving students did not receive any CE.

Among students who Ogre both poor -and low achievers, 40 percent

received CE while 60 percent did not. Other ccmtarisons show

that there were significant numbers of non-poor, regular

achievers who received CE.



Relative to their num:oer in the 7.-07C; student rcouLation, the

students most to receive CE services were gisoanic and

black, were in are cities and rural areas, and were in the

West and fr.:(d-Atlantic regions (calt:..ough if only '7'it:e 2" is con-

sidered, 7;:0 Largest protortion were in the South).

Schools are selected for CE funds by a number of different

criteria but the most frequently used are free or red:,ced-price

lunch counts and/or AFDC enro/l.-nent. Within schools, students

are most frequently selected in ter7ls of .7eachers' judgments or

test scores.

Several tarating n ewes are resented at meas t;:e

ciency with which sc;:ools select studts for

INTRODUCTION

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was first authorized

and funded in 1965; by 1980 it was distributing over three billion dollars

annually. Title I funds are received by all the states and.by 96 percent of

the nation's school.districts. As McLaughlin (21) points out, the original

Title I authorization was supported by a mixed and powerful constituency.

Those whose major concern was with poverty and ways of alleviating it believed

that the fluids would go to poor schools and districts and thus directly/help

the poor.. Those who were principally concerned with improving the education

of low-achieving students felt that the funds would help such students and

thus they supported the Title I program. It was assumed that there was a

close, relationship between poverty and low educational achievement. McLaughlin

makes the point that:

"Senator Robert Kennedy did not share the general euphoria that
pervaded Washington when the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education

Act (ESE?) was ratified. ESE.; was enacted with high hooes for

benefiting disadvantaged children. Title I of that act, which
targets more than $1 billion a year to 'meet the special educational

needs of educationally deprived children,' was the particular cause
of excitement and self-congratulation on the Hill. It had broken

through the long-standing cocosition to federal aid to education

and was viewed as an effective way to 'break the cycle of poverty.'

Lawmakers were 'confident in 1965 that schcolmen knew what to do
with the added resources, and that they would thereby establish

effective compensatory programs for poor children. Title -I was

perceived as a central part of President Johnson's War on Poverty.,
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Reports from some of Senator Kennedy's constituents, however, coun-
selled against such optimism. He concluded that some schoolmen
might not use the new Title I dollars in the best interest of 000r
children unless the act included some way to.insure that they would
not be cheated of the special attention intended by the legislation."

Those who were mainly oriented toward poverty considerations were able to

specify a funds-allocation formula that would assure that the money was

spent in noor districts and schools. Funds are first allocated to states as

a function of the number of poor families in the districts of the state, the

number of mothers receiving assistance under Aid for Families with Detendent

Children, the number of neglected and delinquent children in schools and

institutions, and several other poverty- related considerations. Similar

criteria are used by the states to allocate money to the school districts.

Based on the amount of money received, the districts select schools to

receive money or resources depending on various poverty criteria. However,

at the school level the criteria for allocating resources to students become

clouded because of the need to consider what other resources the school is

receiving, say from the Emergency School Aid Act, or from state nrogiams..

However, those concerned with poverty could be quite pleased that Title I

funds were targeted toward the poor communities throughout the nation.

There was, however, an important group that felt that the targets of'Title
LL

I funds should be children with low educational achievement. After all,

. Title I was an educational program. Was the assumption that there was a high

correlation between economic need and educational need really true? By 1974

questions about this assumption had enough force that Congress decided that

there should be a study to determine the economic and educational status of

students participating in Title : programs. In the Educational Amendments

of 1974 Congress mandated the Participation Study, by saying:

"In the case of programs and projects assisted under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the report under
this subsection shall include a survey of how many of the children
counted under Section 103 (c) of such Act participate in such pro--

11 8
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rams and projects, and how many of such children do not, and a

survey of how many educationally disadvantaged children pa.- -

pate -in such programs and projects, and how many educationally

disadvantaged children do not."

While Congress specifically authorized a study focusing or. Title : students,

Title I operates within a school environment with other comensatory education

programs as well as the regular school orogram. The general idea is that

compensatory education (CE) consists of instruction in addition to regular

instruction. It is given to students who 'nstr-c-.

tional program and are having trouble progressing a

as soon as one moves from the general concept to -4='cs, trcubls

How does one judge that a student is not progressing at the expected rate?

Also, there are many special programs in addition to the regular orogram.

Which are the CE programs? There is Title I, Follow. Through, English as a

Second Language, Services to. Migratory Children, Services to Handicapoed

Children, the Emergency School Aid Act, Programs.for American Natives,

special state programs, special district Programs, etc. Are all of these CE,

and are the different activities funded under them properly called CE?

Chapter III we described the CE instructional program. For the purposes of

this Chapter, CE is defined as an-instructional program providing services

that are different from, or in addition to, the services provided to regular

students. While this definition seems straightforward, it has a number of

difficultieS when applied to individual students and programs. The interested

reader may refer to Report 9 (p. 69 ff) for discussion of the problems we

encountered when we tried-to determine which students were CE students.

In the Participation StudY we were mainly concerned with the T:-1.= 7

but we also had to consider other programs. F-acuently Title : students

receive services from. several orograms. ?l so, the nature of the Title 7

orogram in a school is a"°,-'=d by the other programs in the school. All of

these considerations affected the design of the Participation. Study.
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THE DESIGN OF THE PARTICIPATIOil STUDY

The basic idea of the Participation Study was to determine the number of

children in the nation's elementary schools who were receiving Title I

services and came from poor families, and also how many children were from

poor families and were not receiving Title I services. In other words we

were to determine the relationship between receipt of Title I. services and

coverty status.

we were to determine the relationship between

services and educational status. In the law authorizing the st...1dy, Congress

defined poverty in the same terms as those used to determine poverty for the

allocation of Title I funds. They also defined students, as being education-

ally disadvantaged if they were one or more years below grade level. Thus,

to undertake the study we had to do three things:

1. Obtain a sample that was representative of the nation's children

in elementary sch401.

.2. Determine the poverty status of-the families from which the children

came.

3. Determine the educational status of each child in the sample.

THE SAMPLE AND HOME INTERVIEWS

To determine the poverty status of the children in the sample it was neces-

sary to condUct a home interview with the parents of each student. Since home

interviews are expensive, we had to balance exoense against the desired

accuracy of the national projections to be made as a result of the home inter-

views. It was decided that a representative sample of 15,000 parents would

be interviewed. It will be remembered from Cheater II that one of the

samples for the Longitudinal Study was a Representative Sample. This sample

included 243 schools that were_ representative of the nation's elementary

schools. A .random sample of students was drawn from each of these schools.
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.a.

Interviewers visited the parents of these students and asked a series of

questions regarding the economic status of the family, the attitude of the

parentsregarding their children's school and the education they were

receiving, the amount of time the child spent doing homework, the extent of

parental assistance with school work, the child's leisure activities, and

other educationally related questions. For a full discussion of the sampling

procedure and .the content of the home interview the reader is to

.

SES Retort 2.

Educational Disadvantacement

As a part of the Longitudinal Study, math and reading subtests of the Compre-

hensive Tests of 3asic Skills were given to every child in the sample. Since

the sample for the Participation Study was a suhsample of the sample for the

Longitudinal Study, 'the achievement test scores were available for each

student. Congress had defined. educational disadvantagement in terms of grade

equivalents, a measure that has several psychometrically undesirable charac-;

teristics. As a result the grade equivalent score for each student was

determined, but we also ascertained the percentile score and vertical-scale

score for each student. More details regarding the determination of educa-

tional status can be found in SES Reoort 2.

ECONOMIC STATUS AND SELECTION FOR COMPENSATORY EDUCATICN

Congress wanted to know several things. It wanted to know, from the popula-

tion of poor children, how many were receiving CE services and how many were

not. it also w ed to know how .awry students were receiving CE services

who were not poo .
Whether or not a student came from a fam4ly that was

Poor was determined by applying the Orshansky index' to information collected

during the home interview. * Table r17-1 shows hoth the perhentages of students
nr

*AFDC was also included.
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receiving CE when classified as poor or non-poor and also the estimated total

numbers of such students. Note that students err, classified as receiving

Title 1 or Title I and /or Other CE, Other CE only, no CE at a-school-having:-

OE, or no CE at a school which does not offer CE.

Table IV-1

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various
CE Services by Family Econrmic Status

Economic Status

Status

Title I or Title I
and other CE

Other CE
only

No CE at
CE School

No CE at
Non-CE School Total

Poor 29% .1% 53% 7% 100%

Non7-Poor 11 10 64 16 101

Number of Students

Poor 1,230,000 443,000 2,199,000 309,000 4,181,000

Non-Poor 1,693,000 1,551,000 10,065,000 2,516,000 15,825,000

Total 2,923,000 1,994,000 12,264,000 2,825,000 20,006,000

Source: Recort 2, Table,II-1.

What message can be drawn from this table? The interpretation of the numbers

varies depending on one's expectation as to whether or not CE should go

primarily to poverty-level students. Forty :percent' of all poverty-level

students receive some kind of CE, but 21 percent of the non-poverty-level .

students are also receiving CE. One can reflect that, percentage-wise, twice

as many poverty-leel students as non-coverty-level students receive CE. But

in terms of the total.number of students, there are about 16 million non-

poverty-level students and about 4 million poverty-level students; of these,

there are about 1,690;000 non-poverty-level and 1,230,000 poverty-level
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students receiving Title I. Thus, more non-_ n overty-level than cove-tv-level

students receive Title I . Or to look at the other side of the coin, 60 -zerceht

of thenoor students and SO percent of the non-mcor do not receive Title I. In

terms of the total number of students, about 2.5 million poor students do not

receive CE, while about 12.5 million non -poor students do not get CE. Roughtly

smeaking, there are about 1.7 million moor students receiving CE, and about

2.5 million moor children not receiving it. In brief, in absolute numhers,

there are somewhat more non -poor than poor students receiving CE. (These

figures a-e for Title T and Other CE Th.= picture 4s s'.^..41-

Title I considered semaratelv.)

In this bad? It depends on what students one thinks should be targeted to

receive Title I services. Remember that the funds go to poor districts and

.schools, but the individual students 'selected to receive Title I services are

selected on the basis of educational need, not in terms of economic status.

Furthermore, the definition of poverty is such that only the lowest 21 percent

of the students are classified in the poverty group. One might smecUlat.e. that

the vast majority of those -,=,..,>4ving CE and classified as non-poor are just

above t.e moverty level. Table .IV-2 indicates that this is not the case.

It will be seen that there is a progressive decrease in the percentage of

students receiving Title I services as family income increases. A similar

but less marked tendency is evidenced by the numbers for "Other Cr only."

Since Title I is more of a poverty prograM than most other CE prmgrams this

is the relationship we would expect to see. However, the idea that non-

poverty students selected for CZ. are hovering just about the poverty line is

the Clearly there are sIgnificenz percentages of CZ

students who are not in the two lowest fifths of fam417 income, As .4411 he

se..n in t e next st..1deno 1.7..c=ce st:,t-:s and

educational achievement status is relatively low. Thus, to the extent that

students are selected for CE programs on the basis of their educational need,
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Table IV-2

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various CE
Services by Fa-lily Income.

Family Income

Title I or
Title I and

Other CE

No CE at No CE at
Other CE a CE a Non-CE
Only School School

Lowest Fifth 37% 21% 17% 13%

Second Fifth 24 27 18 16

Third Fifth 17 21 20 22

Fourth Fifth 13 16 22 22

Highest Fifth 8 14 23 25

Lowest Fifth

Second Fifth

Third Fifth

Fourth Fifth

Highest Fifth

Number of Students

1,090,000 428,000 2,070,000 360,000

702,000 534,000 2,226,000 514,000

507,000 427,000 2,460,000 616,000

390,000 320,000 2,695,000 616,000

234,000 285,000 2,813,000 719,000

Totals -2,923,000 1,994,000 12,264,000 2,825,000

Source: Special tabulation for the final report.

we would expect many of those selected to come from non-poor families, even

though they are enrolled in schools with relatively high percentages of poor

students.

POVERTY AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS SELECTED FOR CE

We have already seen that proportionately more moor than non-poor children

are selected for CE. What about some of the other student characteristics,

such as race, urbanism and region of the country? SOmetimes it is thought
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that CE programs are primarily for black children in the ghettcs cf large

cities. As can be seen from Table IV-3, that is not the case. If we combine

the number of students receiving CE under Title I and from othe-' CE funds* we

see that, among poor whites, 37 Percent receive CE; among poor blacks, 40

percent receive CE; and among poor Hispanics, 47 oercent have CE services.

At the same time we find for the non-coor that 19 oercent of the whites, 27

Percent of the blacks, and 44 Percent of the Hisoanics receive CE. Looking

at the 000r and the non-poor together, we see that proportionately somewhat

fewer whites than blacks, and somewhat fewer blacks than Hispanics receive CE.

There are, however, clrassification problems in presen- ng the results in this

fashion. Although we instructed the teachers not to count those oarticinati-,

in bilingual programs as CE students, we suspect that some teachers did so,

and this accounts for the relatively high percentage of Hispanic students

listed in the "Other CE only" category. Likewise, among the non -poor, it is

probable that the blacks and Hispanics'are lower in the economic status scale

than are the whites, and thus more near -poor blacks and Hispanics receive CE.

Thus, it seems probable that about the same proportion of blacks and Hispanics

receive CZ and that relatively more of them receive CE than whites.

As already noted, it is frequently thought that CE is .a Program for students

in large city ghettos. Table IV -4 shows that this is not the case, although

there are, many CE students in large cities. The percentage of .those receiving

Title I and "Other CE only" combined, among the poor, is 46 percent for rural

areas,, 45 percent for cities over 200,000, 35 percent for cities under 50,000,

34 oercent for suburbs, and 28 percent for cities from.50,000 to 200,000.

The order is the same for the non -poor, with 25 percent for rural, 24 percent

for cities over 200,000, 19 percent for cities under 50,000, 17 percent for

suburbs, and 15 percent for cities from 50,000 to 200,000. The number of

*From the point of view of equality of

to add together those receiving Title

fanded from other sources. The costs

about a quarter less than under Title

services, it is not-quite appr^:-'a-e

I and those receiving CE service

of service under "Cther CE only" is

I.
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Table IV -3

Percentage of Students Receiving Various CE Services
by Family Economic Status and Racial/Ethnic Group

Economic
and Racial/
Ethnic Status

CE Status

Title I or
Title I and
Other CE

Other CE
Only

No CE
at CE
School

No CE at .

Non-CE
School

Numbers of
Students

Poor and:

White 27% 10% 55% 8% 2,011,000

Black 33 9 51 7 1,501,000

Hispanic 29 18 51 2 556,000 .

Other 38 6 35 20 113,000

Non-Poor and:

-White 9 10 65 16 . 13;546,000

Black 19 8 55 18 1,266,000

Hispanic 24 18 54 5 696,000

Other 5 5 43 47 317,000

.

Total 2,941,000 2,000,000 12,264,000 2,801,000 20,006,000

Source: Report 2, Table 11-3.



Table 1V-4

.Percentage of Students Receiving Varic,..ts CZ Services

by Fa,nily Eccnc=ic Status and Or'zanism

Economic and
Urbanism Status

Title I or
Title I and

Other CE

Cther CE
Only

No CE
at CE
School

No CE
at Non.-
CE School

Number
o4.

Students

Poor and

City over 200,000 33% 12%. 50% 5% 1,334,000

Suburbs 18 16 61 5 233,000

City frcm 50,000
to 200,000

15 13 52 20 443,0CC

City under 50,000 27 . 8 57 8 1,133,0CC

Rural 36 10 49 5 1,033,:00C

Non-Poor and

City over 200,000' 16 8 65 11' 1,757,00(

'Suburbs 5 12 68 15 2,421,00(

City from 50,000
to 200,000 5 10 50 35 2,105,00i

City under 50,000 12 7 66 .
15 4,969,00

Rural 13 13 64 10 4,573,00

Total 2,941,000 2,000,000 12,264,000 2,801,000 20,006,00

Source: Report 2, Table 11-8.



students from rural areas receiving CE outnumbers that fcr any other category.

The percentages for the suburbs tend to be lower than for large cities and

rural areas, but there is still a sizable number of students receiving CE in

the suburbs. While there is a trend for CE to be most prevalent in the large

cities and rural areas, it is significant that there are sizable numbers of

CE students throughout the country, irrespective of the population density of

the area in which they live.

While some say that CE is for the ghetto, others think of it in terms of a

program for "the poor rural south." Again this is not in accord with the

facts. Table IV-5 shows the percentage of students receiving services by

region of the country. If Title I services and "Other CE only" are combined,

among the poor,. 51 percent of the students in the West, 42 percent in the

Mid-Atlantic, 41 percent in the South, 38 percent in the Northeast, and 30

percent in the Midwest receive CE. The picture among the non-poor is differ-

ent than it is for the poor. For the non-poor, the Northeast with 31 percent

and the West with 26 percent are considerably higher than the other areas,

which are quite close together, with the Mid-Atlantic and the Midwest both

having 17 percent, and the'South having 15 percent. To underStand this, it

is worthwhile to look at the Title I and the "Other CE only" figures separ-

ately. Among the poor, is is noticeable that the percentage for Title-I in

the South is much higher than'elsewhere in the nation. Associated with this

is the fact that the South is lowest in "Other CE only," reflecting the fact

that there are few local or state CE programs in the South. In fact the

percentage of students receiving Title I services, both for the poor and the

non-poor is fairly similar thoughout the country, except for the South. The

big differences are in, the "Other CE only" category where the South and Mid-

west have few programs, in contrast to the West and Northeast, which have the

most. The relatively larger number of students receiving Title I services in

the South is probably a reflection of the relatively 'lower economic status of

the South and the influences of the Title I allocation formula that allocates

larger sums to'states having more poor families.
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Table IV-5

Percentage of Students Receiving Various CE Services

by Family Economic Status and Geographic Region

Economic and
Regional Status

CE Status

Title I or
Title I and
Other CE

No Cr,

Other CE at CE
Only, School

-No CE at
Non-CE
School

Number of
Students

Poor and

Northeast 24% 14% 59% 3% 853,000

Mid-Atlantic 24 18 49 10 330,000

South 38 3 50 9 1,443,000

Midwest 24 6 63 6 832,000

West 27 24 39 10 723,000

Non -Poor and

Northeast 10 21 56. 13 2,994,000

Mid-Atlantic 9 8 75 8 2,057,000

South 11 4 65 20 3,988,000

Midwest 11 6 72 11 4,478,000

West 11 15 46 28 2,358,000

Total 2,941,000 2,000,000 12,264,000 2,801,000 20,006,000

Source: Report 2, Table Ii-9.

Report 2 examines othe., student characteristics relative to selection for 'CE

There are s1 c:h,.1v mnro
services, -L2+' are fewer interesting trends.

male than female CE students, about a 4-cercentage-point dj.fference. ?'so,

there tends to be slightly more C. 0===,-.0.4 to students in the seccnd, .third

and fourth grades than to those 'n the first grade or in the fifth and
,

--
especially the sixth grade.
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In summary, poor students aro more frequently solocto,d' to receive OE serviceL,

than non-poor students, but because there art more non-poor than poor students,

there are larger numbers of non-poor.students receiving CE, Relatively, there

are more Hispanic than black students, and more black students than white

students receiving CE; but in terms of absolute numbers, there are more whi

students. than black students receiving CE, and more black students than

Hispanic students receiving CE. Again, in terms of percentages, there are

more CE students rural areas and large cities than there are in medium- and

small-sized cities. The percentage of students receiving Title I services is

quite uniform over the v!(-7'.ons of the country. except for the South, where

there is a much higher pe.7centage receiving Title I. But when "Other CE only"

is included a different picture emerges. The South has a very lbw percentage

of students in these other prugrams while the West and the Northeast have

high percentages. It apcears that other federal agencies, and the state and

local governments, are funding sizable programs in the West and the Northeast,

and to a lesser extent in the Mid-Atlantic area, while there are few such

programs in the Midwest and.' even fewer in the South.

EDUCATIONAL ACHIY:VEMENT IT) SELECTION FOR CE

Schools are selected for receipt of Title I resources based on the economic

status of the cDpul;Itions-they serve. But once a school receives Titlt I

resources the students are selected to receive Title I services on the basis

of educational need. Title I regulations give guidelines as to which students

should be selected. Generally, it is expected that the most.educationally

needy students will be selected first and that:the students selected will be

in the bottom.half of the achievement distribution. But within these broad

guidelines the actual selection of students is left up to the local district

and school authorities. Thus, from locale to locale, one finds considerable

variation in the achievement level of students selected.

1.3ü
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In the Participation Sti_tdy all the students toe;:. the C:-.,,mprhohive of

Basic Skills in reading and math in the fall and again in the snring, Based

on the scores obtained from the several administrations, scales were develoned

which allowed us to convert raw scores into percentiles and into vertical-

scale scores, and to determine the score corresponding to the median for each

grade. This median score was necessary because, for the purpose of this

study, educationally disadvantaged children were defined by Congress as

"children who are achieving one or more years behind the achievement excected

at the appropriate grade level for such children." Table I7-6 shows the

percentages and number's of students in various CE categories in terms of

grade equivalents as measured by the CTBS.

Table IV-6

Percentage and NII-111-)er of Students Receiving Various

CE Services by Educational Achievement Status

Educational
Achievement

Low Achievers*

Regular Achievers

Low Achievers

Regular chievers

CE status

Title.I or
Title I and
Other CE

31%

10

Other CE
Only

15%

9

No CE
at
Schdol

No CE at
Non-CE
School Total

42%

66

Number of Students

12% 100%

'15 100%

'1,188,000

1,307,000

2,495',000

577,000

1,068,000

1,645,000

1,576,000 456,000 3,797,0C

8,245,000 1,948,000 12,568,01(

9,821,000 2,404,000 16,365,0(

*Cmitti.ng the first grade, since it
students "one grade level below."

Source: Report 2, Table 3-1.

does not fit
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It will he seen that in ter= of pe!:centagoo there A!:',1 many 1:ro studentu

selected eor CE services who aro performing at least ono grade level below

their assigned grade level than there are among higher-achieving students.

Forty-six percent of the low-achieving students* are selected for some CE

while only 19 percent of the regular students are selected. At the same time,

54 percent of the low-achieving students are not receiving CE services. In

terms of absolute numbers, about 2 million low-achieving students are not

receiving extra services, in contrast to about 1.75 million who are receiving

CE services. It should also be noted that about 2.4 million high-achieving,

students' are'receiving CE services. It is clear that many students are

receiving CE who are less educationally needy than the many needy students

who are not receiving CE. We will see some of the reasons for this later

when we consider the joint relations between economic status, which determine

which schools receive CE funds (such as Title I) and educational status, which

determines those students within a school who are selected.

There are a number of psychometric problems in defining achievement in terms

of grade equivalents. For one thing, the first-grade students cannot' be

defined in terms of being one year below grade level. .Also, the amount.of

variance or spread in student scores changes from grade to grade. For

example, in the sixth grade there may be students three or more years below

grade level, but in the second grade they can only be one year below. The

result is that different percentages of students are included in one year

below grade level as grade level changes. There are also other statistical

problems. The interested reader is referred to Tallmadge, G;K.,'and Wood,

C.T. (29) , for a detailed discussion of the problems with using the grade

*"Low" and "Regular Achievers" are defined as achieving below or above one
year below grade level. This definition was contained in the law authorizing
the Participation Study. Selection. of students for Title I is based on
several criteria. The Title I regulations suggest that all children below
the median be considered.
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Table 1V-7

Percentage and Number of Students Receiving Various
CE Sorvices by Achievement Quartiles*

Achievement

CE Selection Status

Title I or
Title I and
Other CE

Other CE
Only

No CE No CE at
at CE Non -CE

School School TotalStatus

BottoM Quartile 32% 14% 421 11% 991

and Quartile 19 11 58 12 100%

3rd Quartile 7 sa 70 15 100%

Top Quartile 2 6 75 17 1001

Number of Students

Bottom Quartile 1,579,0.00 718,000 2,110,000 560,000 4,967,000

2nd Quartile 910,000 543,000 2,809,000 605,000 4,967,000.

3rd Quartile 368,000 411,000 3,600,000 762,000 . 5,141,000

Top Quartile 89,000 301,000 3,772,000 869,000 5,031,000

2,946,000 1,973,000 12,291,000 2,796,000 20,006,000

*Derived,from Table V-5, Report 42.

There is a clear tendency for there to be procortionately more CE students as

achievement scores decr:,...,se. This is true of both : and "Other CE on'v."

It should be noted that `he te-c,=nt=c0 Of students in the bottom quartile is

very similar to the number the orevious table who

level. (The absolute numbers between the two tables

because Table TV-6 does rot include first graders.)
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solection 01 -it..11(ItA r;c:Ion,:thty wtth rho oklu.ttlinel notid of

tho tudontii, but a Cali*/ nomhor of fit.Odont i who do not :loom t:) nood CE

arr.: recaiving it. About 450,000 Tttlo t students, and 700,000 "Othor CE only"

students, are above tho median in Achiovement and are recoivIng CE sorvtcs.

Somo of to students may be misclassified duo to the un hilire--a____ty of the

CTBS, but a similar number below the median should be classified above it, so

the figures average out. Also, some of the CE selections are in schools which

are 100 percent CE, which is allowed by Title .1 under cortain conditions.

While significant numbers of educationally non-needy students receive CE, the

more significant problem is the 2,700,000 students who are in the lowest

quartile academically and who do not receive special services; or, if one

believes that all students below the average should receive CE, one would be

concerned with the 6,100,000 students who are in the bottom half in terms of

achievement and do not receive CE. Clearly, if all students who are above the

median and receive CE'were to be replaced by students below the median there

would still be sizable numbers of students below the median who would not

receive CE services. The only way to assure that all students below the

median receive CE is to dilute the services being given so more students could

receive a little, or to increase the funds so that more students could be

given services at the same intensity level as is currently practiced.

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT STATUS AND- THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS SELECTED
FOR CE

We have already examined the relationship between-poverty status ands the char-

acteristics of students selected for CE. While at the student level the cor-

relation between poverty and educational achievement is not high, it is con-

siderably higher for school averages. Because of the higher correlation at

the group level, we would expect the relationship between educational achieve-

ment status and the characteristics of students selected for CE to be fairly

similar to that found when these same student characteristics are related to .

poverty. The achievement levels of students by race/ethnicity Who are selected

z
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T;or povcivr4y, althonvh the Lehcl. do not, t;_) jm ciuto wh,An

titudonv.J Jxo c.:1;1..1ntel,od by odtico::.1A1, achluvomont-

Acjain there are some interustinv trends in the rulatlonship hetween achievomunt

status and urbanism with respect to .:,election for CE. As with poverty, students

from large cities and from rural areas are most frequently ;elected for CE

services, This is true for students who are either Low or high achievers.

On examining the relationships between geographic regions of the country and

selection for CE, we again find.that the Northeast and the West have the

highest percentages of students selected for CE services, while the South has

the loWest.' Again, the South is low because it has so few students served by

other federal, state or local programs. Almost all of the students served

in the South are served by Title I.

THE JOINT EFFECT OF ECONOMIC STATUS AND EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEM-ENT

It seem:: probable that the supporters of the Title I prograM assumed an almost

one-to-one relationship between poverty status and educational achievement.

It is. widely believed that schools in poor areas have students who score pcorly

on achievement tests. But what is the actual relationship?' in the Partic',pa-

tion Study we were able to relate family income with achievement'-test scores.

The overall correlation between economic level and achievement scores at the

student level'was .29, and varied, grade by grade, from .20 in the first grade

to .32 in the third and fourth grade's. Relationships of this magnitude are

generally considered small-to-moderate and imp:y that if one knows a student's

economic status one can predict the student's achievement level with only

modest success. It is this law relat4onship that partially accounts for the

finding, reported earlier, that :many non-poor students nerform ocorly and

receiving CZ. On the other hand, when groups of students are combined, say by

taking the average achievement level for a school, then the combined average
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:i1-.14cJOIAL:i in a tho cocroielJa ,67, t; one know..,

.1AVtir4110 pcIVOrt;y 101/01, or A ?1,,hool, ono (,an prodkJr, (110 avol;4qo povrormance

tmlun r..110 tichool, muclh ac(nlvately than ono ,!an the

achievement level or any given studont on the baeis of Lhe family

economic level. ,

When schools are allocated CE funda haaod .m poverty tho !it..ltdont wilt

tend to be low achievers if the :-hoolis within a poverty area, but there

may also be many individual students who are regular achievers; and conversely,

if schools are not given CE.funds because of their relatively hLrjh economic

levels, these schools will still probably contain many students who need CE

services as indicated by their low achievements. Table.IV-8 shows the mean

achieVement.percentiles for students with various family incomes. This table

illustrates the marked relationship between family income and achievement

when data are grouped, but such grouped data mask the wide variation within

any group. The large standard deviations emphasize this fact.

Economic status and achievement level are related to a number of' other vari-

ables. As in the previous sections, we will examine the joint relationships

among poverty, achievement level, and race, urbanism, and geographic region,

and we will also consider the relationship of CE selection to the child's sex

and mother's education. Table IV -9 shows the relationships between poverty,

achievement and race.' The average achievement percentile for whites is 56,

while that for blacks is 32 and for Hispanics 31. "Others," who are largely

OrientalS, have an average nercentile of 51. When examined in terms of

poverty, the poor whites have an -average score of 41, while that for.non-poor

whites is 57. In comparison the score for both the poor blacks and poor

Hispanics is 27, while that for-the non-poor blacks is 36 and for the non-poor.

Hispanics it is 34. It 'should be noted that the score for the non-poor blacks

and Hispanics is below that of the-poor whites. No doubt the economic level

a



Table IV-8

Students' Family Income and Achievement Level

Family Income

Mean Achievement
Percentiles*

Standard
Deviation N

Below $5000 34 25 1524

5,000 to 7,000 37 25 1005

7,001 to 9,000 41 27 1109

9,001 to 11,000 45 28 1188

11,001 to 13,000 48 28 1234

13,001 to 15,000 52 28 1259

15,001 to 17,000 53 29 1248

17,001 to 19,000 57 28 1146

19,001 to 21,000 58 28 997

21,001 and above 62 27 3087

*There are technical statistical reasons why it is usually inappropriate to

average percentiles; however, when used to show a trend, as is done here,

the practice is less objectionable.

Source: Report 2, Table IV-6.

Table IV -9

Students' Family Income, Race, and Achievement Level

Race/Ethnic
Group

Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor Non-Poor Total Poor

N

Non-Poor Total

White 41 57 56 1,192,000 10,598,000 11,178,

Black 27 36 32 949,000 1,100,000 2,049,

Hispanic 27 34 31 343,000 590,000 933

Other 33 56 51 70,000 260,000 330

Source: Report 2, Table IV -7.
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of the non-poor blacks andHispanics.is lower than that of the non-poor whites,

but it is above the economic level of the poor whites. Children from black

and Hispanic non-poor families need CE considerably more than children from

the non-poor white families, but also more than those from many poor white

families. The "Other" minorities are more similar to the whites than they

are to the blacks and Hispanics.

Poverty level and the parents' formal education are linked, and chiltlren's

achievement levels are also related to both economic status and :he parents'

education. Table IV-10 shows tnis relationship. It is seen that the cercen-

tile achievement level of children whose mothers had eighth grade educations

or less is 3.2 and that the level of achievement progresses regularly to 70

for students whose mothers are college graduates.

Table IV-10

Students' Family Income, iiothers' Education, and Achieve.r.ent Level

Mother's
Mean Achievement Percentile

Education Poor Non-Poor Total Poor Non-Poor Total

Grade 8 or Less 28 35 32 793,000 917,000 1,710,000

Grade 9-11 31 44 40 .892,000 2,269,000 3,161,000_

Grade 12 38 55 53 635,000 5,518,000 6,153,000

Some College 48 62 61 185,000 2,382,000 2,567,000

College Graduate 60 70 70 50,000 1,409,000 1,459,000

Source: Report 2, Table IV -ii.
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The achievement of children from poor homes is considerably below that of

their peers who are from non poor - homes but whose mothers had the same amount

of formal education. The jump in scores between the children of mothers with

an eighth grade education or less and those with a high school education is

21 percentile points, and that between high-school-educated mothers and

college graduates is 17. The jump between children whose mothers had similar

educations, but whose family income places them in the poor or non-poor cate-

gory, is about 12. Thus, a mother's education seers to have a larg.-

on her child's achievement than does her' economic status.

Table IV-11 shows the relationship between economic status, academic achieve-

ment, and urbanicity. The table shows that, in general, the achievement level

is near the 50th percentile except for the suburbs, where it is 59, and for

the, large cities, where it is 38. This very low score for the large cities

means that they should have many students enrolled in CE programs, and indeed

this is the case. But we have previously seen that rural areas also have

many students in CE programs, and yet they have achievement levels slightly

above the national mean. This probably reflects the relative poverty' of ruzal

areas, whereby they get relatively more Title funds than would be indicated

by the achievement levels of rural students. Within urban areas of the same

size, there is a marked difference in the achievement levels of students from'

poor and non-poor fPmi lies, with the children from poor .families scoring about

17 cercentile points below those from non-poor families.

The analyses done over regions of the country are shown in Table :7-12 and

show both expected and 'unexpected results. A reflected by the overall

figures, the rank order of the regions, in terms of achievement, is Midwest,"

Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and South and West tied at tae bottom. The rmrk

orders, when examined separately for the poor and the non-toor, are essen-

tially the same. As expected, the Midwest and No--hemst are a. tom of

the rankings, and the South is at the bottom. But what is unexpected is that

the West should.. be at the bottom with the South. When the West is examined

it
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Table IV -11

Students' Family Income, Urbanism, and Achievement Level

Urbanicity

Mean Achievement Percentile

Poor 'Non-Poor Total Poor Non-Poor Total

City over
200,000 27 44 38 802,000 1,409,000 2,211,000

Suburbs 35 61 59 144,000. 1,879,000 2,023,000

City from 50,000
to 200,000 33 55 53 254,000 1,675,000 1,929,000

City Under
50,000 37 55 52 675,000 3,924,000 4,599,000

Rural 37 55 52 668,000 3,577,000 4,245,000

Source: Report 2, Table IV-9.

Table IV-12

Students' Family Income, Geographic Region, and Achievement Level

Geographic
Mean Achievement Percentile

Region Poor Non-Poor Total Poor Non-Poor ,Total

Northeast 36 58 54 474,000 2,414,000 2,888,000

Mid-Atlantic 34 55 52 195,000 1,618,000 1,813,000

South 11 49 45 1,013,000 3,117,000 4,130,000

Midwest 40 60 58 497,000 3,533,000 4,030,000

West 30 48 45 407,000 1,939,000 2,346,000

Source: Report 2, Table IV -8.
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in ,more detail it turns out that Pacific Northwest children have scores Which

are slightly higher than those for the Midwest, but the scores for,the Pacific

Southwest are lower than for any other sub-region of the country. This is

presumably due to the fact that there are many Hispanics in the Pacific South

west and, as we have previouSly seen, their scores are among the lowest of

any group. This finding should be interpreted cautiously because of cossible

sampling errors for sub-regions, and because of problems that many Hispanic

children may have had with an achievement test.where the test items were in

English (but it should be noted that the instruction in the schools was also

. in English). Nevertheless, there are large regional and he need

for CE is reflected in these regional differences in achievement.

Finally, it should be noted that there are sex differences associated with

CE selection. It has long been known :that at the,elementary level girls

score higher on achievement tests than boys. Table IV-13 demonstrates this

fact. it will be seen that for both poor and non-poor children the mean test

score for girls is somewhat higher than for boys. There are thus more boys

receiving CE than there are girls. This should not be attributed to sex

disc.imination, but rather to the fact that, in terms of a uniform standard

of achievement, boys need CE more than girls do.

Table IV-13

Students' Family Income, Sex, and Achievement Level

Sex

Mean Achievement Percentile N

poor Non -Poor .Total Poor Non-Poor Total

Boys

Girls

31 52 49 1,263,000 6,409,000 7,672,000

36 57 54 1,253,000 6,09e,0c0 7,351,000

Source: Recort 2, Table i7-12.
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At the beginning of this chapter we mentioned Congress' recuirement that a

,study be undertaken to determine the number of students receiving Title I

services as a function of the poverty'level of the families from which they

came and also as a function of the levels of achievement. We will now examine

the joint effect of poverty and achievement on selection f.r CE services.

Table IV-14 shows the percentage of students selected for CE as a function of

the definitions in the law, namely poverty, defined in terms of the Orshansky

Index, and achievement defined in terms, of low or regular achievement. One

can determine from the table that 74 percent of the students do not receive

any CE, 16 percent receive Title r, and 10 percent receive Other CE. Of the

students who are both poor and low achievers, 47 percent do not receive any

CE while 53 percent do. Of those who are non-poor but 'low achievers, 58 per-

cent do not receive CE while 42 percent do. Similarly, among those who are

poor but regular achievers, 70 percent do not receive CE, while among the non-

poor and regular achievers, 83 percent do not receive CE--although 17 percent

do. Ideally there would be no students in the low-achieving.group who were

not receiving CE, and there would be few regular-achieving students who are

receiving it. But when one'considers the difficulty of correctly. classifying

children -(often based on subjective judgments and less than perfectly reliable

tests) the numbersshown seem to represent a reasonable 'performance on the part

of the schools in selecting CE students. Given an effective selection system,

the easist way of supplying CE services to the large number of educationally

needy students who do not receive CE is to increase the funds available.

We have previously noted that the Office of Education regulations for Title I

indicate that students should be'selected from the bottom half of the achieve-

ment distribution. Table IV -15 shows how CE selection is related to poverty,

as defined by the Orshansky.index, and achievementi defined as falling above

or below the midpoint of the achievement distribution. under this relaxed

definition many more students are eligible for selection because they fall in

the bottom half of the, achievement distribution. This table shows that 53
t,

percent of the students.who are poor and in the bottom half in achievement do
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Table IV-14

Students' Family Income, Achievement and CE selection
(Grades 2-6)

Title I/Title I
and Other CE

Other CE
Only Ito

Percent Selected

Poor - Low Achiever 40% 14% 47%

Non-Poor - Low Achiever 26 16 58

Poor - Regular Achiever 22 8 70

Non-Poor - Regular Achiever 8 '9 83

Number Selected

Poor 7 Low Achiever 573,000 196,000 671,000

Non-Poor - Low Achiever 606,000 376,000 1,358,000

Poor - Regular Achiever 442,000 164,000 1,391,000

Non-Poor - Regular Achiever 851,000 900,000 8,821,000
Total. 2,472,000 1,636,000 12,241,000

Source: Derived from Report 2, Figure VI-1.
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Table IV-15

Students' Family Income, Achievement and r7 Selection

with Different Selection Criteria*

Poor and bottom half in

Title I/Title I Other CE
and Other CE Only No

Percent Selected

achievement 37% 10% 53%

Non-Poor and bottom half
in achievement 20 13 67

Poor and top half in
achievement 9 84

Non-Poor and top half in
achievement 4 7 89

Number Selected
Poor and bottom half in

achievement 916,000 244,000 1,292,000

Non-Poor and bottom half
in achievement 1,112,000 736,000 3,679,000

Poor and top half in
achievement 82,000 65,000 752,000

Non-Poor and top half,
in achievement 278,000 540,000 6,605,000

Total** 2,387,000 1,585,000 12,328,000

*Table IV -14 shows the percent. selected for CE in terms of the criteria
selected by Congress for the Participation Study; This table retains the
same definition of poverty but divides the students in half on the achieve-
ment criterion.

**These totals differ from those in Table IV-14 because of rounding errors.

Source: Derived from Report 2, Figure VI-4.'
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not receive CE, while 67 percent of the non -poor and low ,achievers do not

receive CE. On. the other hand 16 percent of the poor and in. :he upper half

in achievement do receive CE and 11 percent of the non -poor and high-achieving

students receive CE. In Report 2, other definitions of eligibility are con-

sidered. The number of students who do or do not receive CE services varies

considerably as various definitions are adopted. Thus; a judgment about how

well students are selected and how many are served by CE programs depends

largely on how poverty and achievement are defined.

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MEASURES Cr ACHIEVEMENT

The analysis of the number of children receiving CE as a function of achieve-

ment level has been based on combined reading and math measures. That is to

say that a student's CE status was defined in terms of whether or not the

student was receiving reading and/or math CE services, with achievement level

being determined by the score on a combined reading and math achievement

scale. While the law requiring the Participation StUdy spoke of Title I as

an overall program rather than in terms of reading services'or'math services

separately, it seemed desirable to see if the classification of students

would be changed if the classification were based on a reading test, a math

test, or the two combined. It has also been argued that the results might

have been different if the analysis had been done_aeparately, if the students

receiving reading CZ had been classified on a reading test and the students

receiving math CE had been classified on the math test'results, rather than

on results from combining the reading and math tests.

The reason the original analyses were done on the basis of the combined scores.

was the belief that the separate analyses would give essentially the same

results as those based on combined test scores and that the law did not make

any distinction. This belief was based on the fact that there was a high

correlation between the combined score and either the math cr the reading

test separately. Table.1-16 of Report 9 shows that these correlations
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range from a low of .82 to a high of .96. However, interest continued as to

the nature of the results if the analyses had been done using separate test

scores. We therefore made a special analysis for this report. Table IV-16

shows the percentage of students receiving various CE services when classified

in terms of a reading test, a math test,- and both tests combined. Here the

students are classified as CE students if they are receiving reading CE only,

math CE only, or both. Table IV-17 shows similar results except that the

students are classified in terms of achievement test quartiles rather than in'

terms of grade equivalents. It will be seen that the results are very similar

irrespective of how the classification is done. Thus, we conclude that the

results reported in Reports 2 and 3 are invariant to the particular achieve-

ment classification scheme used.

As indicated above, it was also suggested that the classification of students

should have been done separately for reading or math CE services and the

appropriate reading or math tests should have been used to make the classifi-

cations. Again special analyses were done for this report and the results

are shown in Tables IV-18 and IV-19. The tables show that the percentage of

students classified in the various achievement levels by.type of CE service

are almost identical whether classified in terms of the reading test for

reading CE or the math test for math CE or in terms of both tests combined.

Of course the-tables also show that there are only about one half as many

students classified as receiving math CE as there are receiving reading CE.

The results reported here are almost identical to those previously reported

in Table 2-2 of Report 3.

Our overall conclusion is that it makes little difference whether the achieve-

ment scores used to classify students on achievement are reading scores alone,

math scores alone, or both combined. The proportion of students designated

as receiving various CE services in terms of levels of achievement is essen-

tially the same irrespective of the particular achieVement measure used.



able IV-16

Percentage of Students Receiv%ng Beading and/or Math CE Services by Achievement

Level Based on Reading, Math, or Combined Achievement Tests

CE Selection Status

Achievement

Title I or

Title I and
No CE at No CE at

Level Other CE Other CE Only a CE School Non-CE Sokol
Total

Reading Math both Reading .Math Both Reading ,Math Both Reading Math Both.
% t % 1 ,% % % 1 % 1 % 1

LOW Achievers 31 16 42 10 99%
20 17 45 11 101%

31 15 42 12 100%

Regular Achievers 9 9
,

69 .11 901
1j 10 67 12 1011

10 9 66 15 100%

Source; Special tabulation forthis report.
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Table 11.1-17

Percentage of Students Receiving Reading and/or Math CE Services by

Quartiles on Reading, Math, or Combined Achievement Tests

CE Selection Status

Title I or

Achievement

Level ,

Title I and

Other CE Other CE Only

No CE at

a CE School

No CE at

Non-CE School
Total

Reading Math Both Reading Math Both Reading Math Both Reading Math Both

1 % % .% 1 % I 1 1 1 % %

Bottom Quartile 31 . 17 42 10 100%

28 16 46 10 100%

32 14 42 11 99%

2nd Quartile '19 13 57 10 99:4

20 13 57 11 101t4

19 11 58 12 10013

3rd Quartile 7 9 73 11 1001

10 70 12 101%

7 8 70 15 '100%

ToR Quartile 3 6 79 12 1001

3 8 79 ,
11 101%

75 17 100%

Source; Special tabulation, or this report.
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Table IV-18

Percentages of Students Receiving Reading (or Math) CE Services by Achievement

on Reading (or Math) Achievement Tents or Both Tests Combined

Achievement

Status

Reading CE Selection Status

Total

Title I or

Title I and

Other CE Other CE Only

No CE at

a CE School

No CE at

Non-CE School

Reading Both

t t

Reading Both

I I

Reading Both

t t

Reading Both

I t

One Grade Level

Below

Above One Grade

Level Below

27 20

8 7

17 18

.

8 8

46 44

72 73

11 10

12 12

100%

1001

Source: Special tabulation for this report.

.

Math CE Selection Status

Total

Achievement

Status

Title I or

Title I and

Other CE Other CE Only

No CE at

a CE School

No CE at a

Non-CE School

Math Both

t i

Math Both

t t

Math Both

t I

Math 'Both

1 I

One Grade Level

Below

Above One Grade

Level Below

15 18

5

13 14

0

61 58

75, 77

11 10

12 12

100t

.10E5
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Tole 111-19

Percentage of Students Receiving Reading (or Math) CE Services by Quartiles

on Reading (or Math) Achievement Tests or Both Tests Combined

Reading CE Selection Status

Achievement
Title I or

Title 1 and No CE at No CE at a Total

Status
Other CE Other CE Only a CE School Hon-CE School

Reading' 'Both Reading Both Reading Both Reading Both

4 I t 1 1 t t t

Bottom Quartile 27 28 17 17 4G 45 10 10 100%

2nd Quartile 17 16 12 13 61 60 10 11 1008

3rd Quartile , 5' 6 0 0 75 75 11 11 100%

Top Quartile 2 2 5 5 81 81 12 12 100%

Achievement

Status

Math CE Selection Status

Total

Title I or

Title I and

Other CE Other CE Only

No CE at

a CE School

No CE at a

Non-CE School

Math Both

1 t

Math Both

t I

Math Both

e 1

Math Both

1 1

Bottom Quartile

2nd Quartile

3rd Quartile

Top Quartile

14 16

9 9

4 4

2 1

13 13

10 10

8 0

7 6

62 61

G9 70

76 77

81 01

10 10

11 11

12 11

11 12

1008

100%

1001

100f4

J

Source; Special tabulation for this report.
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HOW APE STUDENTS SELECTED FOR CE?

The selection of schools to receive CE resources and the sc!lection of students

for CE services are complex processes and vary considerably from district to

district and from school to school. SES Renort 5 explores this problem in

some detail. It concludes that in selecting schools for CE resources, dis-

tricts use a number of criteria and that "the most frequently use,'

either alone or in combination are: free or reduced-orice lunch counts alone

(22 oercent), ?FCC enrollment alone (15 percent) and f-ee

lunch counts combined with AFDC enrollment (14 percent) . The -ma,nng 49

percent of the districts reported using other cembinations of

no single combination being used by more than -6 percent of the districts."

Once a school receives CE resources it has the problem of how to determine

which students actually are selected to receive these resources. Again, we

find a number of di=if.--ent methods being Ilsed. When school principals were

asked to indicate how CE students were se:.ected they inflected the methods

shown in Table IV-20.

Test results and teachers' recommendations are the t-4C 7r.ost f.:equently used

methods. Membership in targeted gi.oups or parentL' requests are ueed lesq

frequently.

Earlier we saw the relationship between poverty and achievemc:ro level and

student selection for CY, services. We concluded ';:ha,t generally the schools

were doing a reasonable job in selecting the educationally needy 3tudents for.

receipt of Cr services. Note that we resort to .stalments such as "generally"

to describe the success in selecting CE, students. It would 'be (4.ea,ble tc

have a numerical index to describe the relationship 1:;etween nee=! selctinn-

a Targeting Index. If there were such an '.dex it Would allew cc, ca: o=

actUal performances against some numerical Standard. would make it cos-

sibleto compare the success of selecti..:n practice between schools, districts,

or other categories of interest. In !ES Report 13 a study is reported that

15;.;
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Table IV -20

Criteria Used by Title I Schools for Selection of CE
Participants, and selection Rates for 'Needy' and 'Non-Needy' Students*

School
Selection
Criteria

Percentage
of 'Needy'
Students
Selected

Percentage of
'Non-Needy'
Students
Selected

Test results alone

Test results and teacher recommendation

51

49

7

4

Some combination of test results, teacher
recommendation, volunteer, and/or
parent request 47 3

Teacher recommendation alone or combined
with parent request and/or volunteer 49 5

Membership in one. or more target groups
or in combination with test results 59 10

Target groups, test results, and teacher
recommendation .43 7

Some combination of target groups, test
results, teacher recommendation, volunteer,
and parent request

40 3

All students in the school participate** (29) (3)

*'Needy' and 'Non-Needy students are defined in terms of teacher's judgment
of student's need for CE services.

**Some principals reported that all students in their school participate in

CE programs. However, the records of the Compensatory Education Roster
do not indicate that ell. students in these schools'are': selected. for Title

I services:

Source: Report 5, Table 8-3.
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investigates the appropriateness of a number of :proposed targeting indexes.

Twenty-five different indexes were examined based on different assumptions

about what such an index should measure. Here we. will examine only two of

the possible indexes. The interested reader will want to turn to the full

reoort.

All of the indexes are based on the idea that within a school, students

should be selected for CE based on educational need. In exploring the indexes

the levels of achievement on the CT3S are taken as indicators of educational

need. The first index uses the simple idea that the index should be based on

the proportion of students selected for CE who fall below some cut -of- point

in achievement level. Thus, a school with all of its CE students below, say,

the 50th percentile, and none of them above it, is presumably doing a better

job of selection than a school where only ncdf of the CE students are below

the 50th percentile and half of them are above that level. Table IV-21 shows.

the actual distribution of schools in our sample when the cut-off point is in

the 50th percentile. The 50th percentile is based on the idea that Title

regulations suggest that Title I students should be selected from those in

the lower half of the academic achievement distribution. The 35th pecentile

was chosen because when teachers are asked which students they think are in

need of Cr services they tend to select students who fall below the 35th

percentile. The table should beread as follows: for the 50 percentile

cut-off it shows that if a school had 100 students receiving CE -reading

services then there were 2 percent of the schools where 60 of the students

were below the 50th percentile and 40 students were above the 50th percentile.

Similarly there were 11 percent of the schools where out of 100 students, 68

were below the 50th percentile and 32 were above. At the mid-point in the

distribution of schools, the typical school -PAd-g students in such

a manner that 88 percent of- the studentS selected for C3 were ih the bottom

half on achievement, and 12 percent in the to half. For math the snl't 4s

84 percent in the bottom half and 15 percent in the top half. :f the cut -off
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Table IV-21

Percentage of Schools Having CE Selectees Who Score
Above and Below the 50th and 35th Percentile

Percentage of Students Selected for CE: Reading Math
Below 50th Percentile Above 50th Percentile % of 206 Schools % of 161

36 64 0 2

44 56 1 3

52 48 2 4

60 40 5

68 32 11 11

76 24 12 13

84 16 24 24

92 8 33 19

100 0 15 19

Below 35th Percentile Above 65th Percentile

12 88 0 1

20 80 0 4

28 72 2 2

36 ---64 4

44 56 6
.

7

52 48 12 8

60 40 13 16

68 32 17 18

76 24 21 15

84 16 17 10

92 8 6 6

100 0 1 9

Schools

Source: Retort 13, Table 7-1.
. -
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is changed to the 35th percentile then for the mud . :la school the .;plit i.70
percent of the students below the 35th percencile in reaLail and 30 le!:cent

above it. For math the split for the median school is 62 perzen below the

35th percentile and 3a percent above it. It will be noticed that schools do

a better job of selecting educationally needy students for reading CE than

they do for math CE. It will also be seen that the apparent success of schools

in selecting students to receive CE varies depending on the cut-off level used;

the schools give the appearance of doing a better job t ^e c-,-,-4on is the

50th Percentile. This fluctuation in the implications of the index is proba-

bly not serious if comparisons are made between schools or d,str'ots, but the

fluctuation is not desirable if an absolute standard is needed. The most

serious problem with this index is that it considers only the characteristics

of the students who are selected for CE and does not consider the character-

istics of students not selected. A school with almost all of its students

needing CE would look very.good on the index irrespective of whom they

selected, since almost all of the students selected would be below the cut-off

point and there would be few students mis-selected. On the other hand a

school with a smaller proportion of needy students might try to do a very

careful job of selection but would make some classification errors and would

look relatively poor on the index. A good index should consider the charac-

teristics of both students who are selected and those who are not selected.

An index to address that oroblem can be based on the phi coefficient. A phi

coefficient provides a measure of the degree of relationship in a four-celled
table. One could make up a table shOwing the number selected for CE, the

number not selected, and whether or not each student scored above or below

some defined achievement score. Such a tale would look l4ke the one below.
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Achievement Scoren

Above 35th Percentile Below 35th Percentile

Selected

Not Selected

0 35

65 0

Adjusted phi ki 1.0

The closer the relationship between selection for CE and scoring below the

achievement criterion, the higher the phi coefficient. Also, when the

coefficient is corrected for the marginal splits, it will usually vary from

-1.00 to +1.00, thus giving an absolute standard. Table IV-22 shows the

adjusted phi coefficients for our schools for reading and math. It will be

seen that'a few schools do worse than would be expected by random selection,

but most of them do better and .a few are very good in the quality of their

selection. The median coefficient for reading is .53 and for math it is .48.

It seems that for most purposes this Targeting Index is preferable to that

based only on the characteristics of the students selected, although it

requires more complex calculations.

Other indexes can be developed. For example, instead of dichotomizing the

achievement scores as above or below a certain cut -off, one could use the

achievement scores as percentiles or as percentile ranks and compute a.point-
,_

biserial correlation. This has the advantage of using more of the. achievement

information than does the phi coefficient. In Report 13 still other methods

are considered, each with its advantages and disadvantages. The index to be

p*-°=.,--d dec.:ends on the use to be made of it and on the ability to do com-

plexcalculations. The discussion in Report 13 includes a table that answers

a number of questions for each index. The questions considered are:
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Table 1V-22

Percentage of Schools By Adjusted Phi Coefficients, Showing Relationship
Between CE Selection and Achievement Scores Dichotomized At the 35th Percon.

Adjusted Phi Reading Math
Coefficient % of Schools % of Schools

Less than -.22 0 1

-.22 to -.13 0 2

-.12 to -.03 1 1

-.02 to .02 0 3

.03 to .12 0 3

..13 to .22 6 7

.23 to .32 8 15

.33 to .42 12 9

.43 to .52 22 17

.53 to '.62 21 14

.63 to .72 12 6

.73 to .82 11 7

.83 to .92 6 4

.92 and above 1 11

Source: Retort 13, Table 7-10.



I the indux aasy to calculate

Does the index considIr the actual receipt: cif: 1;,11:Yi7

Does the index consider only CE student3?

Is the index based on national or school 'norms'?

Does the index consider all the needy students?

Axe the schools penalized if they provide CE services to all students?

Are the schools penalized if they target CE to selected grades only?

Does the index have a known sampling distribution?

At first blush the development of a targeting index would seem like a single

task but, when seriously considered, it is quite complex. The discussion in

Report 13 should be helpful to anyone trying to develop a targeting index.
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results from the first year of the study show:

In reading, in grades 1, 2, and 3, Title I students grow at a
faster rate than similar Regular Needy students. :q grades 4,

5, and 6, the Title I students grow at the same rate as Regular
Needy students.

In math, for all grades from 1 through 6, Title I's4dents gro.J

at a faster rate than similar Regular Needy students. /

Title I students usually grow 'at a rate that is similar to the
rate of growth of Regular students. Nevertheless, the gao
between Title I students and Regular students ..,iidens as grade

increases. It is shown that this increasing achievement gar is
to a considerable extent artifactual.

The results of the three-year longitudinal study confirm the results for

the first year. A number of different analyses show that the less

disadvantaged Title I students be,lefit from a year of Title : services

and are tromoted ut. However, the most disadva,ltaged st.,dents usually

received Title 7 services during all ;!'roe tiears of the study and did

rot show relative gains, but they did not drop :Ur:her behird, oer%laos

because of Title I.
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,g2rQiii in both reading and math.

Tho amount of rogulli nutvuoton '.;nc1 tutav/inoon.12nt !Javh:
ahowa aomo poaitiuo, but modoat, offoc:43 an :::oho!,,omont
In contrr.zat:, tho amount of in.3tuoion by arocia'!: )r
inatmotion in uery groura doea not often ontr...e
the expZanation of aohievement growth, and Jhon thoe n 1.

velationshirs arc abaerved.

In both reading and math, the diaz,uption of natruatian tona
to be an unfavorable condition for Zearnng in the up,per
but not in the earlier grades,

t

Frequency of feedback on student progress sometimes relates
positively to reading and math achievement growth.

In reading only, a teacher's effort in planning and evaluation
shows a positive relationship to achievement growth in some
grades.

School principals expressed a very positive attitude toward CE. Teachers

expressed both positive and negative attitudes. There was considerable ,

evidence that Cu s7tudents had a positive attitude toward CE and did not

feel stigmatized.

We have now examined the questions of who receives compensatory education and

what it is. We will now explore the evidence on the effectiveness of CE. But

hefore we do so we should ask how we will judge CE's effectiveness. What do

we expect CE to achieve? Gegerally, students receiving' CE are doing so either

because tests show that their levels of achievement are low or. because teachers
,

judge =hat tneir performances are low, or both, and it is judged .they would

benefit from CE services. How much do we expect then to ben..f"-? Some would

say that if their terfcrmances imorove at all then the cost of CE is justified.

This is an absolute criterion in the sense that we are simoly asking for some
0

improvement over the student's previous level of performance. But students
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will grow in achievement even without CE, so we usually require that CE

result in an improvement greater than would have been achieved had the stu-

dents not had CE. But how do we tell how much the student would have improved

without CE? We need some kind of a standard for comparison. With the use of

a comparison standard the judgment of improvement has changed from a require-

ment of absolute change to relative change. What is an appropriate compari-

son group? Some will say that they would like CE students to improve enough

to equal the performance of their peers, presumably meaning the average per-

formance of the non.-CE students in the school or class. This is probably an

unrealistic expectation: somc individual students may make such gains but

not the average of all the CE students.

Another comparison group might be composed of students who, in initial per-

formance scores and home background, are similar to the students receiving,

CE. In this case we ask that those students receiving CE for a period of

time show performance scores that are superior to the comparison group of

similar students who have not received CE. Many would be encouraged if we

could simply show some improvement relative to the comparison group even if

it were not large. In theory it would be possible to form such comparison

groups and after students have received CE services for a year or two to

determine how much the CE students have benefited. In practice this is a

very difficult thing to do. It will be worthwhile to understand why this is

the .f5e.

The first problem is one of definition. in this c.'7.ter and in several that

follow we present data on the relative performanc groups of students

that we call 'Regular Students,' 'Regular Needy Stuc:ents,' and 'Title

Students.' By Title I students we mean those students who are reported by

their schools to be "designated to receive" Title i services. The amount of

services varies from student to student as does the nature of the services,

but, as we saw in Chapter III, these students as a group do in fact receive
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more hours of reading and math instruction in d.,=*1--ent context than other

students in the same schools. By Regular Needy students we mean students who

are not designated to receive CE services but are judged by their teachers to

need such services; in other words, they are receiving largely regular

instruction even though they have a perceived need for additional services.*

By Regular students we mean the remaining students in a school or class who
receive regular instruction. It would seem that these groups of students are
fairly clearly defined.** The group a student belongs to is fairly well

defined at any one period of .time, but when one considers the progress of a
student through severe' school years, the student may, from time to time,

belong to all three groups. For example, a student might be a regular stu-

dent in grade 1 and do rather poorly. In grade 2 the student might be judged

as in need of CE but not receive any CE services because there are insuffi-

cient resources available for this particular student. In grade 3 the student

may still be educationally needy, there may be resources available, and the.

student may become a Title I student. Thus, in three years this student has

been a Regular student, a Regular Needy student, and a Title I student. Cr

consider the student who performs at the 25th percentile on a test at-the

beginning of the first grade and is designated a Title I student. Because of

Title I services this student's performance improves, and in the soring scores

at the 35th percentile. Next year in the second grade there are any needy

students below the 35th percentile so the student is 'promoted out' of Title

I. The student is still somewhat needy but not among the most needy and

thus is no longer a Title I student. It is easy to follow the changing

be remem'oered from Chanter ITT that Regular Needy s:.....;dens actually
:-!.ce_4ve more special services,than Regula- Students tut less than Tit:a 7.
students.

**EAcept forthe Regular students. In some comparisons students are
ail the students 'n a schcc except -'or the CE students. At other times
7.egular st_Idents are t'he afszer the CE students and
Regular Needy students subt-acted. The text will MAke clear which
definition is being used. Another group of students, not considered in
this chapter, are students receiving other-than Title I CE services.
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classification of individual students, but in an evaluation of the effective-

ness of CE we are
.

dealing with thousands of students in each classification

and the change of students from one category to another makes the formation

of proper comparison, groups extremely difficult.

AHYPCTKETICAL EXAMPLE

In this chaoter, and in later ones, we will be presenting tables and graphs

to show the relative achievement gains of different groups of students. To

help in understanding the meaning of these grachs and tables, and to illus-

trate how they have been derived, we present a hypothetical illustration. In.

the 'Hypothetical School,' during the first year, there was only a single

third grade class consisting of eight students. The left hand side of Table

V-1 shows these eight .students and their fall percentile scores on an achieve-

ment' test. Based on these achievement scores the school classified the eight

students as follows: Students A, B, C and D were classified as Regular

students.because they scored above the 50th percentile and were not in need

of CE services. Students E and F, who had scores of 35 and 30, were judged

by their teacher to be in need of CE but since the school has only enough

resources for two Title I studentS, students E and F were classified as

Regular Needy students. Students G and H, who had the lowest achievement

scores of 25 and 15, were selected to receive Title I services.

An achievement test was given again in the spring to the grade 3 students and

the four. Regular students still performed well, with some improving slightly

and some performing somewhat less well. But the two Regular Needy students,

E and F, performed less well than they did in the fall and now have the

lowest scores of the whole class. The Title I students, G and H, profited

from their Title I services and registered gains, gains'. that placed them

above E and F, the two Regular Needy students.

a.
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Table V-:

Percentile Scores for Students in the Hypothetical School

Grade 3

Student Classification
Fall

Percentile Score
Spring

Percentile Score'

A Regular 85 80

B Regular 75 75

C Regular 70 75

D Regular 65 65

7 Regular Needy 35 25

F Regular Needy 30 20

G Title I 25 35

H Title I 15 25

Class Average 50 50

Average for Regular Students 74 74

Average for Regular Needy Students 32 23

Average for Regular and
Regular Needy Students 60 57

Average for Title I Students 20 30

All of the students were promoted to the fourth grade and the right hand part

of Table V-2 shows the results for the second year. At the beginning of the

year the teacher was faced with decision. '"4.-" 7 students,

G and H, seen to have profited from their Title services and were no longer

the neediet students in the class. But if their services were taken away

what would happen to their performances? Cr, the other hand, the two Regular



Table V'2

Percentile Scores for Students in the Hypo6Pi!':al School

Grades 3 t;prl 4

Grade 3 Grade 4

Fall Per-

Student classification centile Score

Spripg Per-

centile Score ClassificatiOn

. Fall Per-

centile Score

Spring Per-

centile Score

Regular 05 00 Regular 00 00

0 Regular 75 75 Regular 75 75

C Regular 70 75 Regular 75 70

D Regular 65 65 Regular : 65 60

E Regular needy 35 25 Title I 25 30

F Regular Needy 30 20 Title I 20 25

G Title I 25 35 Regular Needy 35 35

11 Title I 15 25 Regular Needy, 25 ..1
1r
4.

Class Average 50 50 50 50

Average for Regular Students 74 74 74 71

Average for Regular Needy Students 32 23 30 30

Average for Regular and
60 57 59 58

Regular, Needy Students

Average for Title I Students 20 30 '22 27

.
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Needy students, E and F, clearly I services and were now perform-
ing less well than the Title I students. What to do? Facing the of
limited funds, the two previous year Title I students had their services taken
away and in, the fourth grade were classified as Regular Needy students.. The
two formerly Regular Needy students, E and F, now became Title I students.
The last column of Table V-1 shows the performance scores at the end of the
fourth grade. It will be seen that the Regular students generally maintained
their previous positions and the new Title I students improved relative to
their previous position. The preVious Title I students, G and'H, who became
Regular Needy students in the fourth grade, maintained their F.osition
and did not fall back as a result of .losing Titl ..e-v4cs

. All of this is shown graphically in Figure V-1., Here it is important to note
the relative slopes Of the lines. During grade 3 all groups'of students
improved their performances, but the Title I students improved at a consider-
ably faster rate than the Regular Needy students and at a slightly faster
rate than the Regular' students. During grade 4 all groups continued their
improvements, with the-new Title I students improving at a faster rate than
the now Regular Needy students and at about the sate rate as the Regular
students. While this example is hypothetical, in fact, Title_ students do
tend to do somewhat better than a comparison group composed of Regular Needy
students. Also, there is considerable change in status from one year to the
next. Of those students

G

receiving Title : services during a particular
school year, about 40 percent will not receive Title I services the next
year, and those who do not receive them because they were 'promoted out' will
continue to perforM at the now-higher level that causes them to lose Title :
services.
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ARE THERE ACHIEVEMENT GAINS FOR TITLE I STUDENTS?

The results reported in this chapter are based on Technical Reports 10 and 12.

Report 10 thoroughly examines student growth as measured during the first year

of the study, while Report 12 examines student growth longitudinally over all

three years. An examination of student petformance during the first year has

the advantage of being based on the most complete data, since relatively little

student attrition took place between the fall and spring testing of the first

year. However, there was much greater attrition between the end of school and

its beginning. the next year for each of the three years. Two "44":''^-

of the of attrition are presented in Reports 12 and 13. It is gener-

ally.concluded that while attrition was quite high the results are not jeopar-

dized by it. Nevertheless, Report 10 is based on the sample with the least

attrition and thus it was desirable to study the first year sample intensively.

Another argument for studying the first year results carefully is that many

students receive only one year of CE services and we wished to know what the

effects of such one-year services were. Thus, we first present the results

from Report 10 and then consider the results based on the three year longitu-

dinal data.

ACHIEVEI.-NT GROWTH. BASED ON FIRST YEAR DATA

The basic results of Report 10 are shown in Figures V-2, V3, V-4, and V-5.

The first two figures show the results for reading, with the first figure show-

ing the results for grades 1, 2, and 3 and the second figure showing the re-

sults for grades 4, 5, and 6. We have chosen to use 12:40: graphs to show the

results in each subject because it makes the presentation less complicated.

(We could have shown the results :or six different grouos cf stclenzs, but

number of lines crossing and occupying nearly the same space would have confused

oicture.) ThUs, each, g-ath shows the results for Regular students* (in

Title I schools), for Title I students (in these same Title schools) and =.or

These Regular students include the Regular Needy students.
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Figure V-2

Reading Vertical Scale Scores for Title I, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Grades 1, 2 and 3
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SOURCE: REPORT 10, TABLES B4.1 AND 643
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Figure V-3.

Reading Vertical Scale Scores. far Title I, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Grades 4, 5, and 6
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Figure V-4

Math Vertical Scale Scores for Title I, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Grades 1, 2, and 3
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Math Vertical Scale Scores for Title I, Regular Needy,
and Regular Students in Grades 4, 5, and 6
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Regular Needy students in schools not havi:y C7, The choice of this last

group as the comparison group is somewhat .2.rbitrary. We cud have chosen

Regular Needy students in the Title I schools, but there are two drawbacks to

using this comparison group. In the first place, these students are needy,

but the school authorities have decided that they arenotas needy as those

chosen for Title I services, and thus they diffcr from the Title I students.

In the second place, there is the problem of the "spillover effec" which

might contribute to all students in Title I schools but particularity the

Regular Needy Students. This is the problem that the instruction in Ti:le

schools may affect all the students in the school, not just,the Title I

students. An examination of Report 10 will show that the results for either

comparison group lead to the same conclusion.

An inspection of the figures shows the results of the analysis, but such a

presentation is not adequate for those who require statistical tests. First,

it should be Mentioned that the backup numbers for these figures will be

found in Table B4-1 and B4-3 of Report 10. The approximate number of students

in each grade for Regular, Title I, and Regular Needy groups in reading are,

respectively, 6,400,-2,600, and 600. In math the approximate number of

students is 7,500, 1,500 and 1,150, The exact numbers differ from grade to

grade. The larger numbers of Regular and Regular Needy students in math is

related to the faCt that Title I math programs are less common. The main

point of the above is to stress that each data point is based on a large

number of students and thus is quite stable.

Figure V-2 shows that for reading, the Title I students in grades 1, 2, and 3

grew at a somewhat faster rate than the comparison group of Regular Needy

students. All groups of students had educational growth during the school

year. In each grade the Regular students started out at higher levels and

ended the school year at higher levels. In grades 1 and 2 the Regulaestu-

dents grew at slightly faster rates than either the Title 'I or the Regular.
,

,V -15
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Needy students. In the third Trade the Title I students or..w at slightly

faster razes than the Regular students. In each of the three grades the

Title I students grew at rates higher than those of the cmparison group of

Regular Needy students. We conclude that in readinr for the first three

grades students receiving Title I services show imo.7tvements greeter than

would have been the case if they had not received the Title I es. At

same time the amounts of improvement are not great enough . row the

'achievement cap' between the Title I students and the Reo-,1=- st.u4..nts. In

:act, the gap is becoming larger.

Figure 7-3 shows similar data for reading in grades 4, 5, and 6. For these

grades there co not seem to be beneficial effec-.s from Title I services. How-

ever, the rates of growth for all three groups appear tt be the same. In

smite of this apoarently equivalent growth rate the gap, between the Regular

students and the other students, continues to grow. This growth in the

achievement gap is something of an artifact since the composition of the three

groups keeps changing from year to year, as it must in a cross-sectional com-

parison. The better Title I students and better Regular Needy students keep

being promoted out the bottom groups as their achievement scores imrrove.

In any grade, at the beginning of any year (after the first grade), the

Regular group is composed of the relatively high achieving nRcular students

plus the better achieving Ti!2le I and Regular Needy students from the previous

year. At the same time the Regular group loses its poorest students to the

Title.I and Regular Needy groups, who have in turn lost their better students

and had them replaced by =corer ones. Thus, it is almost inevitable that in

cross-sectional data the gap between Regular and Title or Regular Needy,

students arrears to widen as grade increases. Another ttntributing factor is

that the absolute number of Title I students decreases at the higher grade

with the result ....at the average achievement level of 7itle : students in -he

higher grades is lower relative to that in the earlier grades. This is tr*,e

because the most needy students are being selected and since fewer are

selected in the higher grades they are the lowes;.i. of the low In summary,
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for reading, Title I seeps to be somewhat effective in grades 1, 2, and 3, but

not effective in grades 4, 5, and 6.

Figures V-4 and V-5 show the results for math. The results here are more

positive than they are for reading. They show that for all grades the Title I

students improve at a faster rate than the Regular Needy students. Further-

more, the Title I students in math improve at faster rates than the Regular

students while the Regular Needy students change at slower rates than the

Regular students. It seems quite clear that Title I is effective in math and

considerably more so than in reading.

An explanation. for this may be the difference in the way reading and math are

learned by students. Reading is learned in school but also in a number of

other settings. There are opportunities to learn reading at home from many

sources,. such as comic books, regula,' books, newspapers, instructions on toys

and packages, and alsd away from home on posters, adve:4.tisments, in Sunday

School and in other social settings. On the other hand, the opportunity to

learn math is much more .limited. Outside the school there is scmeoppurtunity

to learn math in changing money, in sports in keeping score, etc. but such

math is quite simple and generally does not increase in compxity with the

increasing age of the student. Thus, the school is the ma, place where math

is learned, and it seems apparent that the additional services provided by-

Title I to math students result in increasing their levels of achievement.

The four figures showing graphs achievement change give the basic results,
o

but the technical reader will want to refer to Report 10 for the detailed

statistical analysis. In describing the methods used in analyzing the data,

Ming-Aei Wang, the senior.author of Report 10 says:

"Five types of evaluation models are employed that are related to
the models requited by the Education Cepartment cot use by grantees
in evaluating and reporting on their local Title I projects
(45 CFR, Parts 116 and 116a). The large SES samples provide us

a unique opportunity to'apply a variety of methods that require

18()
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different subsets of data to address the same question. 3--='1y,

the norm-referenced analyses are variations of Model A (norm-
referenced design). The analyses of variance (NOVA) with dif-
ferent layouts and different measures of growth, and the analyses

of covariance (ANCOVA) using different analysis groups .and ad-

justed for unreliabilities of the covariate (pretest score) are
designed to address the cases of Model B (control-group design).

The comoarisorL of gains conditional on pretest scores is a devia-

tion of Model C (special regression design). Additionally the

comparisons with expected growth represent a blend of Models B
and C where regresSion-based prediction models are employed to
mimic the performance of a control group that is like the tret-
ment group in Pretest scores and other relevant characteristics.
The analysis of each design further encompasses a class o=.suh-

analyses. All the analyses are devised to complement one another
so that pitfalls in one may he avoided in another. In the end,

we hope that the integrated findings from these different
aporoaches will anproximate an accurate evaluation."

The different analyses mentioned above were carried out and are contained in

Report 10. They essentially confirm one another and indicate the stat4s-'-Al

soundness of the conclusions previously stated, namely that Title I does have

a positive effect for reading in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grades and in all

grades for, math.

ACHIEVEMENT GROWTH BASED CN THREE-YEAR LONGITUDINAL DATA

Report 12 presents the results of analyzing the three-year longitudinal data

from a number of different points of view. Seven different approaches were

used in exam4ni-Ig the data. Each one used a somewhat d4ccnt set of

assumptions regarding the appropriate groups for comparison purposes, or the

method of handling the initial d4",,-anca,s in '="Pls berwen -he

grouts, or the expected rate of growth between t e -"",=-=-- 7-cups depending

on their initial level of achievement, or the amount and time of parti-cipation

in T --le 7. In Report 12 the various statistical tests and descriptions of

the assumptions underlying each apt -each is given in detail. Irrespective

of the method of analysis used, there is one common conclusion, :lamely :

particication in Title I has a modest positive effect.on achievement growth.
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In this report we present the results from three of the analyses which lend

themselves tc graphic oresentation. The statistically minded reader will want

to turn to Report 12 for the detailed analyses, but it can be stated generally

that most of the differences reported here are statistically significant.

Since the number of cases on which the various data points are based is quite

large it is fairly easy to get statistically significant differences. The

more important question is the practical significance or importance of the

differences shown. After the results are shown we will have more to say on

this point.

Results for "itudenz Who Participated for Different Lengths of Time. Students

r.,articipate in Title I for different lengths of time. In this study. some stu-

dent:, partic:pated for way one year, some for two years, and others for all

the years. Tte reader's first impulse is to assume that the students who

pl.rticipated the longest would show the largest gains. But,a little thought

will shA4-that this ic ,Yot. the right expectation. As we mentioned in the

introduction to this ch,Lpter, students enter and leave the Title I program

cotinuously, part._cul.arly at the beginning and.end of the school year. The

1tter student-. ,sho have profited ti7e most. from the Title I experience. are

'.,,romoted out' and students who 4erewnct in the program but performed poorly

wring the previous school year replaces them. will see that-the students

wh.:) stay in the program for three full years axe those who start with the

achievement and do not gain er,lugh to come.to the'level of those who

are ...caving the 5. Jgram. inus; we must examine th,,!: pexformance of the students

at a detaiZ.-ad levul which considers their initial and subsequent

growth.

Fiure 1.7-6 St,/8 the relative growth of regular students, students'who have

in Title I for one ,.year only, and students who have participated

in Title 7 caurinq.all three years of the study The results are shown in

terms of 'standardized achievement scores' which means that for each testing

I
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in each fall and spring for each of the years, a,sparate standardization was

,7!r:ormed 50 that the mean for the total populati:jn of students' tests is 100

.nd the standard deviation is 20. Thus, the trends in the graph show tha

relative rates of performance change. of the students one to the other.* in

examining Figure V-6 it should be noted that the regular students start at a

level somewhat higher than the mean and end up the school year at approximately

the same position. (This does not mean that the students did ,not learn during

the school year, rather it shows that they retained their same relative stand-

ing.) Looking at the students who were in Title I for only the first year o;

the study_ we see that they started the year considerably' below the .-egular

students and generally a little below the average for all .the students. in

every case these students imnroved their relative performance and in four

of the eight comparisons ended:' tae school year above the :average of all

students. This marked gain is true for all four grades and for both math

and reading. But we should remember that these students ,started out at a

fairly high level and were the students who could probably profit most from

extra instruction. In examining the lines for those students who were in

Title i for a.:;.1 three years of the study we see a quite different picture.

These students start the school year at a relatively low level of achieve-

rent, about one stare rd deviation be1oW the megn, and co not profit much

from their Titl I education. In reading there is a slight.improvement in

relative; standing in two of thl grades-but losses in the other t-;oo grades.

In math there is Some improvement in three of Lle grad's and a loss L-i

it can be seen that the amount of gain or loss is fairly small and is never

as large as the c.:ain made by the students who participate only one year and

are then 'promoted out'. -It 'should be noted that regression should

be strongest in the lowest achie.:ring groups, yet they are the ones z.ha-.

Actually the standardization was done on the total population of students
tested and the graons do not includethe studentsrin co=ensatory education
nrograms other than Title I, nor thoseTwith Ot comins.sions o Title :
experience. .Thus, the' sum of the gains' and losses for the graphs are not
exactly the same, even though they would be for the entire population tested.
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have the lowest gains and thus to difference between the two groups tznnot

be attributed to regression. Fimilarly in can be argued that maturatizn

effects do not account for the differences since the graphs are based on

relative change and not absolute growth From this data it is apparent that

those participating in Title I for only one year show a quite Positive growth.

On the other hand those students who participate in Title I for three years

show little growth and it may be inferred that Title I, at its present level

of intensity, is not very helpful for the::

Results for Students Who Participated at D4'~,.-=nt T4me Pe-4-ds

Lengths of Time. In this section we will examine the results for students who

participated in Title I during the first year of the study only, for .1;ose who

participated during the second year only, and for those who participated for

the third year only. We will also examine the results for those who partici-

pated for more than one year but with different periods of participation.

Figures V-7 and V-3 show the results for reading and math. Since the results

for reading and math are quite ip.r we will discuss the two figures simul-

taneously. First we should note the regular students retain their rela-

tive standing thoughout the years the study. They are well above average

of all the students, although the math students are not quite as much above

the other students as are those in reading. The next group is those students,

who were in Title I only during the first year of the study. For both reading

and math they make quite large gains, improving tl:tir relative nositlkon about

three and a half poi'ats. In reading these students maintain their gain in

relative achievement but in math they tend to Lose it over the next tw:C years,

but they are still above:' the other Title I st-udents. Next, noti.:e. the curvos

for the students who were in Title I only during the second year 3f the study.

Diuring :he first veer of the study they 'tended to lcse szn,-"hc =n-~

were selo--0,' for Title I during the second year. For both -ead'n= and math

sizable gains were made during the second veer while they participated

Title During the third year they tended to lose their relative position

IT
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when they were not in Title I. Next notice the lines for those who were in

Title I only during the third year of the study. They were not selected for

Title I during the first or second year of the study and tended to lose in

relative standing in each of these. years. But finally in the third year they

were selected for Title I but show only very modest positive effects of the

Title I participation, although their decline of the previous years was halted.

Now, we will examine the performance of those who were. in Title I for more than

one year. The next curves show the performance of those who were in Title I

during the first and second years of the study. It will be seen that in both

reading and math, they started the school year at a score of about 85 and

gained three or four points. Again during their second year of Title I parti-

cipation.they improved significantly but then in the third year, when they

were no longer in Title I, thy show a,decline. Next consider those students

who were in Title I during the first and third year but Wore not in it during

the second year. During the first year they improved:at about the same rate

as the other first year Title I students we have considerL so far, but by the

end of the second year they had dropped considerably and were below the stand-

ing achieved when they started the first year. Again they were placed in Title

I during the third year and ,show improvement for that year. Next there are

those wh.o participated in Title I durihg the second and third years of the

study. At the end of the first year they were quite low, -about 82 or 83, and
,

were placed in Title I during the second year, where they stop their decline

or makg slight improirements. Because they are still quite low, howeyer, they

are placed in Title I during the third year, and in both reading and math they

show.relative gains. Finally there are those students who were in Title r

during all three" years of the study. After three years of Title I participa-

ton they are in the same relatively low cosition as they were at the beginning

of the study.
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In reviewLng r,;!;u1n the f,-J1Lowin j pictu::o ric_tem L'.0...J1111

high scoring student; :1 retLtin theirrolatively high sin.-inj ,di"hcJun omperl-

satory e.lucation. Those studts who score so(itc:wh .7tr thJn Litu-

dents but are still not greatly disadvantaged, but are nevertheless =,elected

for Title I during the first year, show marked gains during the first year and

are 'promoted out' of Title I. Stclent73 who received Title I during .,:he second

year, but not during the first year, also show good improvement when they are

in Title I. Throughout, %,/, see that students with relatively high stan:::ing

improve the most during the year(s) they participate in Title I. Those with

relatively low standing who do not par:4cipate in Title 1, :end to 1o3e in

relative standing, but when they are assigned to Title I, their loss is

arrested and' they may show some imProvement. Finally the students who start

the lowest, remain.the lowest even though they participate in Title I. I t

seems that the better students profit the most from Title I. The Poorest

students do not gain from participating in Title I but they also do not fall

further behind, as ..'fight be their fate had they not been in Title I. This

can be from the performance of those students who were relatively

low during the first year and did not have Title I services.

Comnaring Title I Student., With Needy Recu' t7.1dents. In the two previous

sections we have studied the effects of Tit- ,y examining the relative

growth of students who particioated in Title I for various periods of tim.e and

had varying amounts of service. In this.section we use a different approach

by comparing the performance of students who were. Ln Title I with the perfor-
u

mance of students who received regular education in their classes but whose

teachers said they needed compensatory education% The toachers

judgment in the first year of the study and we ha': ocr.'nA to,usi= --hat

judgment thorughout the study. Figures.7-, 7-10, and V-11 show -.hese tom-

carisons., :coking at Figure 7-9 we see -the results for s:udents who ta-

-ata,4 ,n Title I during the first year of the study only. (:n the f4cure a

box has been drawn around the lines for the first year.) Ir. will ^e seen hat
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the Regular studeht,l, in 'roth reading and math, retain thelr reladve

trots the fall to the spring. Well below the Regular students a::e the T:.t:.e

students and the Needy student:: who start the fall of the Echo . vear at

the same level. :It will be seen that for both reading and math the studente3

who participatd in Title gained relative to both the Needy stedents :he

other Regular students. The gain in math is larger than it is in reading. The

figure also shows the relative performance of these same students durinc

subseciuent. two years of the study. There is very little d'",--'ene.-

or the Title 7 students and the :;e,,,,,4v students in the 1,,ter

Figure V-10 shows the results for students who had Title I services durng the

second year of the study only. It will be seen that the Title students in

reading improved significantly relative to the Needy students and.t'aat they

made a small improvement in math. Figure V-11 shows the results for those

students who were in Title I only during the third year of the study. Again

it will be seen that the Title I students improved relative to the Needy stu-

dents in both reading and math, although the improvement in math is larger

than it is in reading. In all six ccmoarisons shown in these figures, the

Title I students show improvement relative to the Needy students, although the

imorovements tend to be modest.

.s previously t:entioned,. Report .12 contains a ner117er of other analyses that

are not presented here because they do not lend themselves to readil y under-

standable graphic or tabular presentation. However, the results are all con-

sistent in showing that Title .participation is associated

relative growth. The results are statistically compelling, but to some extent

this is -e- use of the large number of cases in the study. The craotical

imoortahce of the'imorove-lent =ssocste, 7 is a matter _of .edeoa-

zicnal judgment. Some have argued that bomcens.,..cry education should bring

disadvant.ced students eo to -he .1.evel cre==h'..,

to the average of all the students. This is a very unrealistic expectation.
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Students entering school diffe.r widely in achievomont o.:.:,0Aso 01:

native ability and because of their preschool exporionce in reading ani

Our results show that Title I, as it is now practiced, can rolt in an

improvement of four or five points on a standardized scale for those students

who are initially only modestly disadvantaged. Title :Loan keep quite dis-

advantaged students from falling further behind but it does not improve their

performance relative to regular students. Some have said that any improve-

ment of disadvantaged-students would be worth the cost of TH.tle I. If this

is accepted, then Title I has served a useful purpose.

Other Measures of Title I Effectiveness. When this study was started some

critics of educational testing argued that standardized achievement tests

were an unfair measure of the performance of disadvantaged students. Others

argued that while achieVeMefft measures might not be effected by compensatory

education, the students' attitude toward school and their peers would be

improved by compensatory education. With these thoughts in mind we develope::

a 'functional literacy' test which was thought to measure the student:7'.

ability to deal with everyday problems, rather than with simply school-type

academic oroblems. We also adopted a Measure of attitude toward school, and

toward self as a student. The results from both of these measures are repc%.7t-

ed in Report 12. Generally there is no relationship between Title I p.7r-

---formance on these measures. While there may be certain problems with stan-

dardized achievement tests, they proved to be more sensitive to the effects

. of Title I than any other measure we.used.

TEST - -CURRICULUM OVERLAP

As. has been mentioned there had been criticism of standard achievement te.7ts

as the measure of student learning. In resoonse we developed a measure of

'functional literacy' as an alternate meaFv-e of knowledge, but .40 also

investigated the extent to which the meter 1 contained in the standa--dize,2

tests had been taught to the students. 7,n connection with the study of 1111-

poverty schools we asked teachers to examLne each of r"le items in the achieve-
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Innn t:, !;;; cj tilt! n W11.1 I, 50 i!r",:on r ;11,1

tud, outs had ruc v inst. r : ,

Lhon compiled t" r,-..:sul.t3 for ro,:iuLAr studonts and CJI: stu -

dents (who wore defined as falling at or hoiow the:! 33rd porconti) . TJbLo

V3 shown the amount of judc.jed test -curricutum ovorlp for anal low

achieving students.

Table V-3

Mean Student-Level Percent Overlap for Rc;;ular and Lot.; Achieving Students

Lew-Achievers Ret-ular Achievers

Grade 2

Reading Vocabulary 75 88

Reading Comprehension 69 95

Math Concepts - 80 91

Math CompUtation 65 83

Grade 5

Reading.Vochulary 73 86

Reading Comprehension 78 93

Math Concepts 75 82

Math Computation 86 91

(Source: .Report 19, Table 4-14.)

It will be remembered that in low achieving classes we administered a form

of the achievement test that was one step lower than that recd.,.-; ended by the

test publisher and this was the test the teachers judged for the low achievers.

Nevertheless it will be seen that ih each case the teachers 2udged that the

low achievers had a smaller likelihood of having learned ma-,-'

haC thm rc.clalar students. There are sevm-r, ho'nts -o he made recardi

these results. First, the differences between the amo,..Int c= c,mrlac in the

second grade and the fifth grade =avcr the fifth grade. Seccnd,
_

of overlan recorted here is oonsidera:oly higher than has heen reported in
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otho!: (:loo C.:)oluy (`')) L,:inhart, 20) . Third, wo wou1,1 u:To(2r:

higher ,:Thieving and more aLI,A studra.s LO havo cl:wored more of i:,h

than would thu Lew aohieving :,ititdontu, simply bocautio tho high ahieving

students envoy more material in the courso of their instruction. Finally,

gaino in achievement wore related to the level QC maturial. each otudent wls

tasted on, from one tit administration to another. Since there is a vary

high correlation between achievemert scores from toot administration to test:

administration, we can be quite suru that students were taing test at the

same relative level, and thus their gain scores would comparabLe. Thui,

we believe these results, while interesting, do not in any way invalidate the

results previously reported regarding achievement gain.

PRINCIPAL'S AND TEACHER'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPE:iSATORY EDUCATION

As researchers we place great emphasis on the objective, test-based evidence

regarding the effectiveness of CE. At the same time, it is important to con-

sider the attitudes that principals and teachers have toward the program. If

their attitudes were negative we might argue that the program was being half-

heartedly administered. On the other hand, if the attitudes were positive,

it might imply that our results reflect what might be obtained from a well

administered program. In the study of high-poverty schools both the principals

and teachers were interviewed in depth to determine their feelings about the

compensatory programs in_their schools. In general, it can be. said that the

principals had a very positive attitude about the effectiveness of the pro-

grams. Table V-4 shows the principals' responses to a question about the

effectiveness of their CE program.

Three pr4ncitals accounted for the lowest t.:4o ratings for reading and math.

The Principal who rated both.reading.and math programs low in ei-'=,--4v,.ness

had extremely minimal Title I reading and math Programs at his school. Thus,

it can be seen that at schools where there. were significant CE programs the

principals rated them from fairly effective to:very effective; indeed, they
,

rated them as more effective than the objective facts would justify.
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F.,1:111 ' P.1 c1C, the

Rt!ading Math

5 Very of 27 32

4 40 30

3 29 24

n 4 5
,.

I Not effective 0 0

(Source: Report 19, Table 51.)

The principals were also asked about what effects the CE program might have i.1

areas other than reading and math. In reading, over 90 percent of the prin-

cipals believed that CE programs had beneficial eff-ts in other areas and in

math over two-thirds cited beneficial effects in other areas. ;along the ben,

ficial effects cited were: beneficial effects in other acldemic subjects,

improvement in self - Concept and self-esteem, improvement in motivation or

attitude, multiple teacher exposure, and improvement in logical thin ing.

Practically no one mentioned sigmatioation, but rather the reverse, a pric in

being singled out for special attention. The vast majority of the principals

felt that the CE programs also had positive g,'"=,^ts on the puoils who were not

participating since they reed 11 additiai teacher time for regular students.

While principals' attitudes toward CI' were quite positive the attitude of

teachers was more mixed. A n t mber of teachers noted, the de= of many CE

teachers and cited instances where they had put 'n extra -ime or s=ear the__

money to buy suoolies o fts =or the chdr,,n. These teachers also noted

the.add4tianal assistance they received from CE staff bers ,n handlinc S' ow

learne s and in hey nc in cal tas'ks. Eut a number of teachers cited

negative aspects of the progr.1 such as disruptions in the class associated

with pulling out students and sending them to rooms
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In reading the Classroom Qualitative Summaries only three statements reflectiny

unfavorably on pullout lab situations were discovered. In one instanceand

one of the few instances that hinted at stigmatization--the observer reported.

that several students expressed resentment at having to come to the CE lab.

The immediate stimulus for their comments was the fact that they had been

forced to leave the regular classroom while a party was in progress. In the

other two cases, students stated to the lab teachers that they were bored with

the work assigned.

On the positive side, one observer described a situation'in which children

requested extra time in the lab for further work on their individual difficul-

ties. Another described the eagerness of the children, and still another

related that children'applauded and cheered one another for specific achieve-

ments in the lab.

Some 13 expressions of cositive attitudes toward pulloUt labs were. compiled

from school-level daily Topical Summaries for 12 di ".,-ant schools.

following are selected zjuotes from those protocols.
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Also relevant to thin topic are the obtftirvation:3 c difference:; tn performane

and behavior of students in the regular and pullout classrooms. In the Clas3-

room (2ualitative Summaries, eight observers in seven different soncoUi re-

marked that students observed with behavior or performance probUm!1 in reetr

classrooms did not show these same problems in compensatory cla:,ses. On the

contrary, they were involved and on-task. Looking at the reverse situation,

protocols for two regular classrooms included an explicit statment by the

observer that the overall behavioral and on-task picture in the classroom

improved markedly when the served students left for pullout lab.

WHAT EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH TITLE I EFFECTIVENESS?

We have shown that Title I is effective in increasing the performance of low-:

achieving students. We would like to be able to show that cc.r:ain

ractises, principal and teacher characteristics, and methods of olassrccm

organization are related to this -.".=--;veness, so that the useful ones could

be more widely adopted. Therefcre, we explored a number of these variables.

We 'nv,,st'cat..d the -at'onsh'c of the =ollcwinc to .sed achievement:

0 Instructional services such as the number of hours of instruction

and the .costs of that ins'-'r- on. Also, such factors is the amount
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classroom disturbances.

e Characteristics of educatiunal practtcou such a'..H the amount

effort devoted to planning and evaluation, use of lesson plans,

frequency of feedback, amount of homework, individualization of

instruction, and use of audiovisual aids.

The effectivQness of those variables was explored L r t number of different

techniques, such as regression analysis and causal -loci,.;1ing. Generally the

results were disappointing in the sense that there were no strong relation-

ships between any of these variables and increases in achievement. There

were tome relationships that seemed to be significant but they were not strong.

The most noteworthy fineings were:

O Greater experience in teaching is related to increased student growth

in both reading and math.



The amount off regular instruction and tutor /independent work, shows

soma-positive,--but modest, effects on achievement growth. In contrast,

amount of instruction by special tachers or in very small groups does

not often contribute to the explanation of achievement growth, and when

it does, a negative relationship is observed.

. In both reading and math, disruption of instruction tends to be an

unfavorable condition for learning in the upper grades, but no relation-

ship is found in the earlier grades.

F-ecuency of feedback on a student's progress scmetes rela!:es

positively to reading and math achievement growth.

In reading, a teacher's effort in planning and evaluation shows a

positive relationship to achievement growth in some grades. This

relationship was not found for math.

In summarizing this chapter it can be said that there is evidence that Title

services are Positively related to achievement growth in reading in the first

three grades and that Title I services are positively related to achievement

growth in math in all grades. As just .discussed there are some educational

practices that are positively related to achievement growth. Students who

receive instruction from more experienced teachers profit more than those

,-0,-=,4v4ng instruction from less experienced teachers. Also, instruction in

the regular classroom setting seems to be a positive factor as does receiving

instruction in a setting without disruption.

Froma Practical toint of view one implication of these findings is that Title:

: services should be increased so that thou are available to all need'

Since only about half o= all needy students are now receiving Title : services

4- require a large 4- ,very amount of A

Political judgment is required as to whether the amount of gain is sU-'-=.*--

to justify this increased funding, but it,is clear that many children who

could profit from Title services are not -=,-.=,474g them.



CHAPTER VI. HO1 COST-nr:.7.LTIVE IS COMPENSATORY EDUCAT:CN?

Sur=aru

In CE programs it is usually assumed that as the cost of ho resources

increases, there will be a corresponding increase in t;le growth of

student achievement. This assumption is basic o most federal

education programs. To test this assumotion, a "resonrc-cos:"

!was daze loped that alZ.owea :ts to ..,:tzmin.0 the rolation:ih.:::

irstructionl costs and achint crow:h. The resu::J.: were :hat:

fr There is no demonstrated relationship between
costs of the instruction students receive and changes
in academic achievement.

It has consequently been argued that this finding can be erplained

by the fact that the least able students receive the most costly

services, and they are also the ones that are least likely cc

improve academically. This idea was tested and it was found that:

e The cost of instructional services received by the
least able students is higher than the cost of in-
struction for more able students.

This second finding offers some explanation for the lack of relation

between instructional cost and achievement growth. When coupled with

the findings reported in Chapter V, that the Least able CE partici-

pants profit the least from their services, we understand the nature

of the conclusions to the issues of cost-effectiveness. An under-

standing of the dynamics underlying the conclusions is necessa..7; for

Policy makers to make rational policy decl.sIons.

INTRCDUCTICN

It seems reasonable that as more and more resources are made available for

the instruction of low-achieving students, the achievement of the students
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should .increase . One of the aSsumPtions underlying federal funding of educa-

tional programs is that poor school districts are not able to marsnall enough

local resources to provide the extra services to help low achieving students;

therefore federal or state funds are needed. ?le attempted lb test the

assumption that additional funds would increase performance by invest' -,:ating

the relationship between the amount and costs of resources consumed and

consec.,uent changes in student achievement. The finding is that there as no

positive relationship between the total cost of the personnel and other

resources used in instruction and growth in achievement. Since this fir.cii.z.;

is contrary to conventional w'sdcm, as well as the a=sump~'on und--lyi.

Title I and many other social programs, it deserves to be scrutin'ted

carefully.

THE RESOURCE-COST MODEL

Early studies of cost-effectiveness were usually based on obtaining the total

expenditures involved in a CE program and dividing them by the number of par-

ticipating students. This yields a per-pupil cost, but there are many reasons

why this-approach gives untrustworthy results. Report 7 discusses these

reasons, which include: the assumption, inherent in this method of calcula-

tion, that all students in a project receive the same services, the vastly

dint amounts of money that actually are used for instructional purposes

even though the per-pupil expenditures are the same (due to different amounts

that are taken 'off -the-tom' for such things as administration, building use,

capital expenditures, and staff training), and variations in costs for similar

services between different regions of the country.

in an at-t=mpt.- to overcome the limitacions ofthe above approach, resea::chers

developd a "resource-cost" model based o. :he iCe,=, of at:plying a standard

cost to each =e-v't. e actually received by studsnts. Thi-7Icttom-ut .per-ach,

as contrasted with the top-dc,,,n approach, starts with a teacher's report of

how much instruction each student received. The teach'_" indicates for each
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student the amount of reading instruction (or math instruction) received,

and the situation context in which the instruction was given; that is,

whether the instruction was given in the whole classroom by the regular

teacher, in a small group by a special teacher, in a small group by an aide,

or. in some other instructional setting. The teacher also reports the in-

structional materials and equipment used.

Standard prices were developed for each element of instruction given under the

various conditions described above. These prices are' uniform for all- studencs

under similar conditions and thus ignore actual variations in tE:aoner salaries

from one region of the country to another. The basic assumotion is that a

teacher with a certain amount of education and teaching exoerience is doing

as effective a job in, one job location, as in another. Likewise, it is assumed

that similar instructional materials and equipment have the same effectiveness,

irrespective of_ their actual cost. Thus, by using this type of thinking in

.formulating a resource-cost model, a uniform, common metric was developed and

used to cost the instruction received by each student. (This metric did not

include administrative costs, building costs, and other overhead time, which,

while real, were believed not to have a direct impact on instruction.) The

resource-cost model is described in detail in Reports. 6 and 7, which also

cite relevant literature regarding the model and alternative methods of ,

measuring cost-effectiveness.'

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSTRUCTICNAL COSTS AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT GROWTH

Figure shows the relationship between reading. program costs and student

achievement growth* for Title I students, and Figure VI-2 shows this relation-

ship for educationally needy students in non-CE schools. Overall, the results

show that there is no significant positive. relationship between these two.

variables. For some grades there seems to be a slight positive relationship

but it is countered by other grades with slight negative relationships. in

Repoi-t 7, detailed statistical tests are retorted and the overall conclusion

* The figures show percentage gain in student achievement during the school
year: percentage gain equals raw gain divided by the pretest score times 100.

VI-3
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is that there are, few statistically significant trends and, where they are

significant, tney tend to be negative. Yrhis negative correlation means that

the most costly, the services a student receives the l.ss the ach;.v.m,.nt can

made by the student.) The authors of Report 7 say:

"Our results have been nondecisive in the sense that none of our
comparisons among groups of students reveal meaningful differences
in cost-effectiveness. On the other hand, we are nom q-Uite ore-
pared to conclude that the level of resource utilization has no
indecendent effect on outcome. Though small, the-raw r fission
coefficients that served as our indices of cost-."=,--"v.=--,ss

frequently two and three times th.ir standard errors
i.nd were often disturbingly negati,?.

Taking these results at face value, one might conclude that _..-
creased utilizaticn. of resources has a nuisance effect that tends
to diminish achievement across most of the range of program cost
that we observed in our sample. If this were truly the case, we
might be able to find a critical cost below which the returns to
cost are increasing, and above which they are decreasing. We

believe such critical points should have been revealed by our
models that specified cost in both first and second order terms,
but the evidence was not decisive one 'way or the other."

It can also be-argued that the reason for the slightly negative relationships

is due to the fact that more resources are given to the more needy students.

It is argued that the most needy students will have more in improv-

ing their levels of achievement than less needy students 4nd thus the negative

relationship found is determined by the nature of the students receiving the

more costly services rather than the ineffectiveness of the increase in

services. Figures VT-3 and VI-4 show the relationship between fail reading

achievement scores and the cost of reading services received by :he students.

7t W411 12.'' =..n `hat the lowe,--ch'.v'n students do receive more stiv

services than higher-achieving st'_:dents. While 1-h.,r.7.tionships are not strong

they are a 1...s" la-g. r'C'D'.qh to sucport th. idea that the negative re lation-

ship between .7.C3:1 and ach:_ar.:: is a functi n of the achie':emsh:

students being The authors= of R.,-c-.. say:
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"Much the same reasoning obtains here as in the area of health
care That is, grieviously ill patients consume more costly
and intensive medical care; yet the returns to such medical
caret as measured in success rates (cures),-are probably_lOwer
than thot-6 encountered with less seriously ill patients who re-
ceive less costly or intensive treatment. In effect, then, the
same non-equivalence among treatment groups exists in terms of
allocating services."

While it is possible to offer explanations for the negative relationsh J, it

is still imccrtent tc. ask why a fairly strong positive relatiOnship not

found in groups of students homcgenecus in achievement level. The L.dee that

increasing the funding, and thus services to needy students, will 1,=ad to

increased achievement is so pervasive and fundamental to federally-funded

programs that these findings must be most carefully examined for faulty analysi!

One way of checking the possibility that the results are due to a faulty

resource-cost model is to undertake the tame analyses using total hours of

instruction received by the student'(instead of estimates of costs of the

resources devoted to this instruction) . The use of hours of instruction

received is Lndependent.ofany cost model and in a sense is more basic than

a cost-effectiveness analysis. Yet the results are the tame as those found wit;

the resource-cost model. The authors say:

"We are confident that our cost metric is not at fault. For ex-
ample one might question their use in models 'with a single cost..
variable, since this assumes-equal returns irrespective of the
ways in which resources are deployed. We believe we have addressed
this question in the analyses where the data are blocked by pro-
gram configuration, andtotal cost is disaggregated into ten pro-
gram component costs. Another possibility is that the. utilization
of resources his beneficial effects, but the benefits do not .advance
as rapidly. as do the costs. We have addressed that question by
substituting program component hours for.prcgram component costs
in some of our trials; we still obtained negative regression co-
efficientsfor the individualized-instruction comnonents and the
snecial-teacher-instruction components. Therefore, the cause fOr
the negative relationships is not in the cost metric alone."



The r.=sourc,,-cosO model used has been cri4.-4-7 bysome researchers as faulty.

They say that the model does not take into considaoration local eccomieS that

astute school superintendents may be able to achieve, and that it also

imnrocerly lumps together regional variations in costs. In our view these

criticisms are 4,-,-a1 .=vant to the stud'' of cost-effedtieness on ,a national

level. Nevertheless, the impertance of the relationship between the costs of

services received and gains in ac' -:eve is suCh that we reccm:zehd that an

indebendent analyses of the SES cost-effectiveness data be undertaken. :t

may. be thaz there are ,score underlying logical is in the way the analysis

was done, although we doubt be the case since the methodology was

develobed at one of the most prestigious organizations in the cost-benefits

analysis field. It is possible that an overall analysis in which all students

are lumped together may mask relationships that ould be found at the individual

school level. In the study of 55 high-E.overty schools the relaticnshio between

amount of instruction and achievement gains was analyzed. Several d,f'-ent

measures of amount of instruction were used but the resulting correlations

with achievement gain were modest and contradictory from measure to measure.

But based on the present results we bel,ev,, an independent analysis woUld

Le,,lorthwhile either to confirm the results reported here,or to clarify

the methodological problems in such analyses.



CHAPTER VII. WHEN AND FOR HOW LONG SHOULD STUDENTS RECEIVE O3MPENSATCRY
EDUCATION AND WHAT HAPPENS TO ACHIEVE=T WHEN =CENTS NO
LONGER RECEIVE COMPENSATORY SERVICES?

Summary
O

This chapter considers the questions of the best timing of com7ensattry

services and the best duration of Such services. It also e.;;.... vines 7;22

nroblems of the frequency of ter.ination of CE services and th,

in achieve .7ent frrowth that r.,su:t C7 services are

The rosults show that:

®, .There is no one grade in which CE is most effective, ,but

is more effective in the lower grades than in the higher grades.

o There is no evidence that there is an optimum duration for CE.

There is considerable turnover from year to year wrong

the students receiving CE services. About 40 percent of

the students receiving Title I in a given year will no

receive it in the following year. The turnover is higher

in other CE programs.

o There are three reasons for this turnover. About-60 percent

of the CE students who are discontinued are 'promoted out'

because their increased achievement no longer place them

among the most needy; 15 percent were promoted to grades

that no longer had CE' services, and 25 percent were in

schools that lost CE funding in the second year (gut this

was not common for Title r students).

inzt-r-c ional t;:e. st:,dents

had Lost CE b:ere ex. ;fined. The services of these for7er

3egular students.'

2 1 :LI'
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O atr.L.na tne uear CE serv..ces ;aa: Leen discontz.nuea,

the students who had :teen 'oramotea o4t' continue,_ to

-:erform at ti:eir nel) levels and did not seem to revert

to lower achievement levels.

31 By the time students reached junior high school, ;here 1,.as

no evidence of sustained or delayed effects of Ti; :e I.

4 Forr7r Title 7 stud=nts `on, ocuni.es

to or- ;Noon ,-,-;,:ay! other students.

A student's soc.:t-e,:n.onor7:c :to.2%ar-2und S7:::

iziportant role in achievement, e,:en n the junior-hi,'

school grades.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is largely based on three technical reports. 'Report' 14 considers

when oomoensatory services are most effective and how long such services

. should be continued. Report 11 is concerned with the frequency at which

elementary students enter and leave the various CE programs and also with

the changes in their achievement when their CE services have been disccntinued

Report 17 continues the study of the influence of CE in later schcol years by

examining the- achievement of former elementary-school CI' students when they

are in. junior high school.

WHEN AND FOR :IOW LONG SHOULD STUDENTS RECEIVE COMPENSATORY ECUCATION SERVTCES?

ions d'==.- ...scut the time and grade during which students profit most

from ozmoensatory education. Some have though: that compensatory se-vices

shc,:ld be ::chcentraced in the crimary grades, Oart'--7-.-,y in the fi:st and

second grade, based cn the idea that if the students received extra at:en:ion

early they would catzl-.. up student:2 who ent_!red :co. at hiher

Iter-'ormance level. rt was thought that once students had caught up, they

would be able to mainta'n a-level of Performance similar to that of the
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regular students. On the other hard, some have argued that compensatory

services should be equally distributed throughout the elementary gracles so

that whenever students.showed poor performance, they could be assigned to

compensatory services to assist, their performance in subsequent years.

Similarly, there has been concern about how long compensatory services should

be extended for students who were performing poorly. Some have argued that

students who receive only one year of CE may well gain during that year, but

that if the special services are not continued they will slip back to their

crevious boor performance. On the other hand, it has been felt that since

the were many more studE..ts needing CE services than there were funds

available to support sur

had improved significa-
.

of the extra service.

services, it was fairer to "graduate" students who

and let other poor performers have the benefit

we examined two questions: first,' Is there any

particular grade in which Cc: is most effective?, and second, there an

optimum duration for CE?

We used t.;,,,o different approaches to answer these questions. First, we simply

examined the 'graduation' rates from CE programs for students who had CE

for various numbers. of years and in various grades. The second approach was

considerably more complicated and involved the determination of residual gains
,

based on regression equations. The firstapproach involves starting with-

students as they entered the study and tracing their-CE-participation for

three years. Table VIh =1 shows the patterns of participation of all students

who entered the_study,in the second grade and continued through the third

and fourth grades. The table'Should be entered in the middle, where it shows

that there were 6,385 second grade students of whom 2,350 were judged by

their teachers to need CE and 4,035 were judged not to need CE. The table

then shows the number, for each successive year, who were assigned to Title I,

to other CE, to regular classes where CE was available, and to regular classes

where CE was not available. By tracing the history of each student, one can

determine the graduation rate for students.:dho had CE for one or t years.

Similar tables were ,developed for all of the cohorts- in the study and thus
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all of the grades were included in the data. Table VI7-2 shows the :percentage

of students who partiCipated in Title I during the first year of the study and

who graduated from Title I at the end of their first year of participation.*

From the table it can be noted that the graduation rate for the non-needy

students was considerably higher than that for the needy students. Second,

the graduation rates for math and reading were very similar. A more

important comterison for our immediate purposes is the graduation rate

across grades. From other data we know that the first-year participation

rates are higher in grade 3 than in grade 4. Ctnsequently, we take these

data as reflecting the emphasis of CE at these grades, we would exp ect

inflated graduation rates for cohort 345 (caused by the lower extent of

services at grade 4) and deflated rates for cohort 234 (caused by the higher

extent of services at grade 3) from the rate expected if there were not grade

differences in program emphasis between grades 3 and 4. When taking these

factors into account, it appears that the graduation rates are fairly similar

among the different grades and we cannot judge any one grade to be preferred

to another for the offering-of services, at least in terms of their graduation

rates.

We have just examined the graduation-rates for those that participated in

Title I for one year. Similar data were obtained for those who remained

graduated during the third year and also for those who entered Title I

during the second year of .the study and graduated during the third year.

Table VII-- 3 shows the results. Since the headings in the table may not be

completely clear, the first few entries are explained below:

51% of the needy, Title I, reading, year-1 participants who graduated
at the beginning of year 2 stayed out in year 3.

31% of -the needy, Title I, reading, year-2 participants who had not
carticioated in year 1, graduated in year 3.

24% of the needy, Title I, reading, participants who participated in
both year 1 and year 2, graduated in year 3.

* Cohort 123 designates a group of. students that started the study in grade 1,
and moves. successively to grade 2 and grade 3 in the following years.

VII -5
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Table VII-2

Percentage of First-Year Participants Who Gra:luated
Out of Their Title I Program

Needy First-Year Participants Non-Needy First-Year Participants

Cohort.

Reading

N % N, %

123 310 24 222 32

234 937 24 256 43

345 919 28 239 54

456 642. 23 141 43

Total 3308 25 858 43

Math

123 407 32 181 47

234 467 23 202 42

345 513 31 177 49

456 384 31, 117 38

Total 1771 29 677 44

Source: 14,

22j



Table VII -3

Percentage of Previous Title I Participants Who Were
Graduated in the Third Year

Cohort Needy Participants Who Non-Needy Participants
Participated Who Participated

In Year 1, but In Year 2, but Both In Year 1, but In Year 2, Both
not Year 2 not Year 1 Years not in Year 2 not in Year 1 Years

Reading

123 51 31 24 59 45 38

234 66 34 32 81 47 56

345 54 47 24 92. 56 40

456 44 .38 19 61 51 25

Total 55 37 25 .
77 49 42

Math

123 51 51 20 78 66 27

234 68 49 32 89 53 41

345 57 40 . 29 83 62 30

456 50 50 23 68 50 16

56 44 26 81 59 30

Source: Renort 15, Table 2-2
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First, it can be noted that those participating for only cm. -rear, whether

year 1 or year 2, remained graduated from the program in year 3 at a higher

percentage than those who were in the program for two years. This would

appear to mean that those who had only one year of service did better than

those who had two years. But we do not know that these groups were equal

in initial achievement. Figure VII-1 shows the three-year growth curves for

those who only one year of Title I in comparison to those who had

two years, related to the achievement level of the participants. :: is clear

that those students who had only cne year.ofTitle I and then g--aduatzd and

romaine' had a higher level of initial achievement than :hose who

received two years of Title I service before graduating. Thus it seems probable

that the higher graduation rates for the one -year participants in Table VII-3

are to be understood in terms of their initial higher achievement levels.

A second 'point to be observed in Table VII-3 is.that those one-year partici-

pants who were in Title I during the first year graduated at a higher rate

than those who entered Title I during the second year of the study. It seems'

probable that the second year particiPants'did toorly during theprevio}is

year, or were at such a low level that they were assigned to Title I when

places became available, but they did not benefit as much from Title as

those who entered during the first year and graduated. Third, non-needy

participants are more likely to graduate and reciaut, --they most likely

began with relatively higher achievement than the needy. participants. Finally,

to the extent discontinuation of services is determined on the basis of

student's 'school success, tie fact that more than cr.e half of t:he year-1

graduates were a_ble to remain unassisted, can, be regarded as evidence of

progr,,m-,".=,--'veresl.,., Also the fact that :he perpentage of two-year

pa--",":ahts who are graduated out in the thir:i year is sulDszanal a

'anc: s-7"lar c =-- -r-

ated in the second year (see Table VII-2), indicates that the Title : program

is able to help. some lower-achieving students.
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The results just presented had the advantage of being based on simple gra:iva-

tion rates but in interpreting them we had to concerned about uncontrolled

variables such as t:7.e achievement level of the students as they the

Title I program. There were other uncontrolled variables such as socio-

economic status, the perceived need for the program, and cultural differences.

To cake these other factors into account, a more sophisticated statistical

analysis was dLne based on residualized gain scores. The achievement scores

were adjusted -J 'co.r.rect' for a study effect, for individual in

socio-economic zatus, for perceived need for CE services, and for cultural

The st..1v-effect ccrreczion:, basd on a small 7ariation

scores.based on :he year in which the data was collected. As the study

progressed, the test scores imoroved slightly from year to year, probably

because the students became test-wise and the teachers became more proficient

at administering the tests. The need for the other cor,..-ions is shown in

Table VII -4, which Shows', the way in which several student characteristics

where related to the number of years they received CZ services. (:t was

possible to include ;.:ur years of participation by using teachers' reports

about receipt of CE d'Iring the year before the. study began.)

Table VII -4

Characteristics of Students by Years of Participation in CE

Background Characteristics
Years of Participation in a CZ Program

0 1 2 3 4

Reaf44-ag

Scoioeoonomic Status .248 204 177 163 162
J.00 1.37 2.31 , 2.50

.S4..larlty to Itajority Culture 1:66 1.45 1.29 1.14 1.11

N 21,883 7,098 5,197 3,661 1,554,

Math

Socioeconomic Status 242 190 153 153 154
Judged Need for CZ 0.51' 1.23 1.89 2.25 2.56
Similarity to Majority Culture 1.64 1.36_ 1.15.. 0.99 0.93

N 25,300 6,380- 3,676 2,212 796

Source: Reoort 14, Table 1-1 22;



It will be seen that, as the number O!: years that different students were in

CE programs increased, the students' socio-economic status decreased, judged

need for CE increased, and similarity to the majority culture decreased. These

trends are very consistent and need to be accounted for in determining success

rates by grade and length of CE receipt. Accordingly each student's scores

had correction factors applied to make the data more comparable. The five

characteristics (socioeconomic status, judged need for CE, cultural similarity,

age at entry into the study and non-English spoken in the home) were used as

predictor variables separately for adjusted reading and math achiev,,ment scores

in a. regression analysis at each of the twelve. data points defined by grade-

testing occasions. The achievement predicted could then be subtracted from the

new scores, so that the effects of background on achievement would not obscure

our findings. Table VII -5 shows the average residual vertical scale scores

resulting from these adjustments, as a function of years of participation in

CE Programs for each grade and testing occasion. First, it should be noted

that in'hoth reading and math, all the residual means are positive for the

students who did not receive any CE. A positive residual implies. that the

group's actual performance is better than expected on the basis of the regres-

sion equation. Also it can be seen that almost all of the groups with at

least one year of CE have negative residuals. If we= consider the overall

average residuals'(the bottom line of Table VII-5) as indexes of the need for

CE by each group, those students who received only one year of CE needed it

least, and the others are about ecual in their need.- Furthermore, the earlier

the need for CE was identified, the more students were able to benefit from CE

services. Four years of reading CE appears to be beneficial if started in

grade 1, however by grade S,.four years is much less effective. In math,- the

situation is similar, extect that the beneficial effects cf four y.oars pf CZ

extend beyond the first grade. Based on these data, we conclude that there is

no optimal amount.of CE; however early treatment appears to be

Figure VII-2 shows plots of the adjusted residualized scores for each group

having CE for various Periods of time against the year of the study. Itwill

22,3
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T.70olo, YZI-5

Mean Residual Achievement Scores at Each Grade and TOM',;:t.11U D::CAfliOn
for Groups B4Se1 on Year of rarticipaticn in CT,

Grade Testing

Reading Math

Years of Reading CZ Years of Math CZ

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

1 F 3.2 -2.5 -6.3 -4.5 4.5 1,9 -3,6 -5.6 -3,0 3,4
1 S 5.9 -3.6 -11.4 -3,7 2,2 2,4 -5,6 -7,9 -2,9 10,1

2 6.6 -3.8 -11.8 -9.1 -3.7 3.3 -6.5 -8.0 -3.7 -2.3
2 S 7.0 -4.5 .-11.6 -9.6 -4.7 3.3 -6.5 -9.3 -4.9 3.6

3 7.3 -4.5 -11.6 -9.8 -9.8 3.2 -6.2 -9.2 -6.0 4.4
3 S 7.4 -5.8 -12.0 -9.1 -6.7 4.0 -9.3 -9.6 -6.3 5.7

4 P 7.Y -5.5 -11.1 -10.1 -11.3 3.9 -8.0 -9.3 -7.2 -0.9
4 S 7.3 -5.5 -10.9 -10.4 -11.5 4.6 -8.4 -11.1 -10.4 -5.1

5 F. 6.7 -7.0 -9.3 -12.0 -16.3 3.8 -8.5 -9.6 -7.8 -6.3
5 S 7.3 -8.7 -10.3 -10.6 -17.4 4.1 10.1 -11.0 -10.3 -8.9

6

6
7.4

S 7.3
-10.4
-11.2

-11.9
-11.8

-13.3
-12.1

-20.4
-17.7

4.4
4.4

-12.2
-13.9

-14.0
-12.2

-2.7
-1.4

-14.1
-9.2

Average 7.0 -6.0 -11.0 -10.0 -10.3 3.8 -8.2 -9.8 -6.4 -0.9

Source: Report 14, Table 3-7



ho soon th:tt tho regular st:udout:; havo Lo..ttivo ronidualt;:od !towovo!:,

tho othor groups of ntudenta have nogativo :corns which tond ry ho ratho!:

close toguthor. At first, it soomsfor reading thtt ono yoar may bo mont

effective but then four years approaches it in tho final test poriod. For

math one, two, and three years of CE seem to be similarly effective, with four

years being most effective. In looking over all the data we cannot sue a

consistent trend that indicates an overall optimal duration of CE participation.

Similar curves were drawn for the grade at which there was participation in CE,

as shown in Figure The dotted-portion-of -the lines shows the year of

participation in CE. It will be observed thetas the year of particiPation

in CE increases from prior to grade one, to grade one, to grade two, etc.

through grade six, there is a steady decrease in the residualized scale scores.

This evidence seems to indicate clearly that earlier participation serves an

important preventive function. Other less obvious implicationfl of Figure VII-3

are

The decreases in means with increasing grade of participation are a
bit larger for reading than for math, indicating that'math CE has
a stronger effect on math achievement than reading CE has on reading
achievement.

The decreases with increasing grade .ef participation are obserVable
at the initial testing, the testing just before participation, the
testing just after participation, and at the last testing.

The dotted line segments are usually preceded by decreases in
achievement and followed by increases in achievement at the early
grades, but by further-decreases at the later grades. The
implication could be that CE has some sustaining effects at the
early grades, where the oarticicants a*-a less seriously 'n
and where CE has more immediate impact.

With all these -..:cesiderations in mdhd, and with the additional consideraticn

of supcortative findings Lrom Chapter V, we conclude that CE in the lower

grades is more effective than in the higher grades.

22R
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS WHEN THEY NO LONGER RECEIVE CE?

The discontinuation of CE services became an important educational issue when

it was reported (GAO,' 1975) that districts and schools differently interpreted

the Title I requirement to serve the most educationally deprived students.

Under one interpretation, as long as the stud.nt is among the low achieving

when entering the program, that student is to be retained until reaching an

age-acpropriate achievement level. Under another interpretation, a stud.nz

has to remain among the most educationally deprived to be retained in the

program; otherwise, the student is replaced by a stuc.lent who is lower

achieving. Under a third interpretation-a student is retained in the program

even after reaching an age-appropriate level, in the belief that the extension

of services is necessary to maintain achievement growth. Based on these GAO

findings and on recommendations from states, districts, and the USCE, bearing

both on student needs for stable programs and institutional needs for

educationally sound guidelines, Congress clarified the law (Education Amend-

ments of 1978, Public Law 95 -561). The amended law emphasizes that Title

funds must be used to meet the needs of students in greatest educational need,

but it provides an exemption (among several) for students who were determined

to be in greatest need in a previous year but no longer are. In. e"Pr...., the

amendment allows schools and districts to maintain Title I services for

students who qualified in the previous year, so that students are not caught

in a "revolving door" of alternating receipt and disqualification.

Sup the CAO findings were based on less than -..--=sr.nf-P'-ive data and the

reccmmenda-:Lons from other sources tended to be bas,..d on impressions and

anecdotes. In the Sustaining Effects. Study it was possible to udy zn=

crcblem in detail ana determine. whether cr not it was serious. :hr.= qu.st'ons

were studi.d:

1. What is the incidence of the discontinuation of CE services?

2. What educational services do students receive after their CE

services are discontinued1 232



3. What happens to the achievement levels of students after their

CE services are discontinued?

For the major study, data were available for the 1976-77 and the 1977-78 school

years. Data from the 1977-78 school year were more reliable because we had

positive records of each student's status in the previous school year. For

the 1976-77 school year the students' statuses were reported as teachers

remembered them and were thus subject to some error. The two data bases were

analyzed separately and tend to support each other. Therefore, only the

results from the 1977-78 school year will be reported here and are given in

detail in Report 11.

What is the Incidence of the Discontinuation of CE Services?

Three reasons for the dicontinuation of CE services were available for study:

, first, services were discbntinued because the student had reached an achieve-

ment level that no longer qualified the student for CE services; second, ser-

vices were discontinued because a CE student was promoted to a grade which did

not have CE services; and third, the student was in a school during the second

year.that lost funding in the second year even though it had funding in the

previous year. About 60 percent of the students no longer receiving CE ser-

vices had them discontinued because they were na__longer qualified due to high

achievement; 15 percent were no longer selected for CE because they were pro-

moted to grades in which there was no CE program, and 25 percent were discon-

tinued from CE because their schools lost CE funding (although this was not

common for Title I students).

There are two ways of looking at the data. On the one hand we can ask what

percentage of all the students in the school have their services discontinued;

on the other hand we can be concerned about the pe_rcentage _,-.:duets in a

particular CE program who have services stopped. Table VII shows the data

both ways. When viewed from the perspective of all the students in the school,

VII-1233



Table

Percentage of Students Whose CZ Was Discontinued, by Reason
for Discontinuation, CE Funding .Source, and Subject Hatter

% of Title I
Title I % of All Students Students in Year 1

Reading Math Reading Math

Forme: Title I students no longer
qualified 6 4 34 32

For-1P- Title I students but school
lost funding 0 1 0 7

Former Title I students but pro-
moted to non-Title I grade 1 0 5

Title I students in both Year'l
and Year 2 12 7 61 57

New Title I students in Year 2 10 8

Not Title I student's in either
Year 1 or Year 2 72 80

Other Federal CE
% of Other Federal

% of All Students CZ Students in Year

Former Other Federal CZ students
no longer qualified 1 1 21 22

Forme: Other Federal CZ -Students
but school lost funding 2 33

Former Other Federal CZ students
but promoted to grade without 1 1 20' 25

Other Federal. funds

Other Federal CZ students in both
Year 1 and Year 2 1 1 19 21

New Other Federal CE students in Year 2 2 1

Not Other Federal CE students in either
Year 1 or Year 91f- 96

Source: F.ecort 11, Tabl.. 1-1
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the problem does not seem particularly large. Depending on the CE program

involved and the subject matter, the percentages vary, but about 5 percent

of all the students have CE programs discontinued. The more important

figures are the proportion of CE students who have CE services discontinued.

For Title I about 40 percent of the students receiving Title I services in one

year will not receive Title I services the next year. For both other federal

programs and state/local programs, the turnover is considerably larger than

in the Title I program. The students losLng Title I services are mostly

those who no-longer qualify because their academic achievements place- he

above other more needy students. For the other federal and the state/local

programs there is a much stronger tendency for the schools to lose funding

or to have the students promoted to a grade without that category of funding.

(Table VII-6 Cont'd)

% of State/Local
State and Local CE % of All Students CE Students in Year.1

Former State/Local CE students
no longer qualified

Former State/Local CE students
but school lost funding

Former State/Local CE students
but promoted to class without
State/Local funds

'State/Local-CE students in both
Year 1 and Year 2

New State/ Local CE students in
v._,

Not State/Local CE students' in
Year 1 or Year 2.

2 1 21 18

4 2 36 32

1 1 7 16

4 2 35 34

7 6

83 26

23_0
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Table VII-6 clearly demonstrates that there is considerable turnover among CE

students. But is there evidence that there really is a difference in achieve-

ment levels between those whose CE is discontinued and those who continue in

the CE program? Table.VII-7 shows the average Compreheniive Tests of Basic

Skills achievement percentiles for the different groups in terms of their

statuses in Year 2. The scores are for the spring of the first year

that period represents the time when achievement' information would be a,:ailable

for decisions about assignment to the ensuing .year's classes. The table shows

that the regular students are slightly above the mean in achievement wh11.

all categories of previous and present CE students are considerably below the

mean. Students who have had their CE services discontinued for one reason or

another fall considerably below the regular students but considerably above

those who continue in the CE programs. Those continuing in the program have

achievement means in the 25th percentile range, while those whose services

have been disoontinded tend to be in the 35th. percentile range. Thus it is

apparent that students whose CE is discontinued are those who are performing

relatively well and that those who are retained in the programs are still

performing poorly. These figures indicate that CE administrators are behaving

aopropriately in deciding which students to, retain in the' program and which

ones to 'prcmote out.' At the same time we should.not.forget that those

who were 'promoted out' were not doing as well as the regular students.

Clearly for CE students there is a large turnover, with many students receiving

CE.services in one year and then having them discontinued the next year." How

serious is this? One way of looking at it is to say that it is not serious at

all. :f in the second year the student is clearly not as needy as other

students, then the other students should receive the services .=n(4,

-rtit.d f-nds, th= less needy szu.dent should. be :--m the

-oo-r.m. But, if in the orocess the student whose services were discontinued

drops back and again joins the most needy ranks, then the trograms' goals are

undermined and we have a revolving-door process. But this is only a potential

problem; what really hapmenS to students who .have been promou_c ou,

they no longer qualify? 236



Table V114.

AVerage CTBS Percentile Scores Over All Grades by Transition Category

(Percentile Scores for Spring of Year 1, Transition Categories for Year 2)

Transition Category

1'

Mean CTBS Percentiles

Regular students

Discontinued from CE in Year 2:

Due to high achievement

Due to promotion to non-CE grade

Because school lost funding

CE Students:

Continuing in program'from Year

Started CE in Year 2

Reading. Math

55

3'

30

34

22

32

51

38

35

37

26

33

Source: Report 11, Table 1-9

Educational Services After Termination of CE

The regulations for Title I, by far the largest of the CE programs, specify

that CE. services are to supplement rather than supplant regular instruction.

Because the number of hours in the school day is usually not increased for CE

students, the CZ' program usually consists of different instruction which is of

greater intensity or higher quality than that for regular .students, as we

.noted in Chanter III. Or the .CE program may emphasize instruction in reading

and math at the expense of other subjects being caught to the regular students.

When a student'sCE services are discontinued, we would ,,xteCt that the hours

and costs of reading and math instruction would revert to approximately that

of regular students . Is this actually the case?

23
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Table VII-8 shows the hours and costs of reading andmath instruction averaged

over all grades by student category. The table shows that the number of hours

and costs of'instruction for continuing CE students are considerably higher

than they are for regular students. The corresponding figures for students

whose CE has been terminated are quite close to those for the regular students.

There are wide variations in the services offered from grade to grade in reading,

however, so the average figures do not give the whole oicture. Figure VII-4

shows the cross-sectional costs Of instruction by grade. Again, we see or

reading the 7...arked decrease in the cost of reading instruction as grade

increases, and we also.see the much higher costs of the reading services

offered to CE students. There seems to be a slight tendency for discontinued

students to receive more costly services than regular students, but they are

clearly di==.---entiated from the continuing CE students. A similar figure for

math would show the same picture as that for reading, except that math

instruction costs are relatively constant across grades. From this material

'Table VII -8

Average Hours and Costs of Instruction During the Second

Year by Student Transition Category

Transition Category Reading

Cost*

Math

Cost*Hours .
Hours

Regular Students 238 245 .175 136

Discontinued from CE in
yn,

Due to high achievement 242 281 184 172

sue to promotion to non-CE
grade.

226 291 166 150

ElecausP, school lost funding 246 295 179 138

Continuing CE students 265 420 208 278

* Standard resource dollars
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it is clear that when students are terminated from do stoo

receiving the 'services they would have been receiving if their. CE status

had not changed. When one looks at the nature of this change, it becomes

accarent that the discontinued students are getting their instruction from

regular ,teachers rather than from special teachers in small grouts. This may

not necessarily be bad. We have already seen that regular teachers tend to

be associated with superior instructional results. What in fact hapoens to

the discontinued students? Co their achievement as a result of

the lack of more costly and intensive services?

Achievement After Termination of CE

We now know that students are terminated from CE programs for a number of

reasons, and that high on the list is termination because they are achieveing

at a level that is relatively high. We also know that if a CE student is

terminated, then the new instructional program takes on the characteristics

of the regular program. The question now is whether the terminated CE stu-

:dents retain. their relatively high levels of achievement or whether they

revert to previous lower levels. There are two ways of looking at this cues

tion. One way is to determine the relative achievement status of the students

at the end of the next instructional year to see ifthey still are achieving

at relatively high levels. The other way of addressing the question is to

look at rates of growth during the subsequent school year to see if they con-
.

tinue growing at the same rate as when they were receiving CE. Both approaches

will be examined. Table VII-9 gives the percentile achievement levels for stu-

dents in the spring of the second year. This table is for Title : students.

Similar data are 'available for other federal programs and for state/local pro-

grams, and the interested reader can to SES epo-t 1' whe-e 4t

seen that the results are similar to those :. The table shows, for

both reading and math, that the rec-,ilaL:- 5.:-.;.den-zs achieve in the sprng of the

second year at levels considerably above the average. Those Title 7 students

whose CE program continued during the second year are still performing at

quite low levels. However, those students who had been. Title I students and

240
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Table

Average Reading and Math Percentiles for Spring of
the Year After CE Students Were Discontinued

Category Grade

2 3 4 5 6

Reading

Regular students 61 63 65 60 53

Continuing Title I students 24 26 17 20 17

Students Discontinued from Title I:

Due to high achievement 36 42 37 28 30

Due to promotion to class
without Title I 41 34 30 32 36

Because school lost funding - - - -

Regular students

Continuing Title I students

Students Discontinued frcm Title I:

Due to high achievement

Due to promotion to class
without Title I-

Because school lost ',1-and ing

Math

59 59 56 59 58

33 23 25 22 31

41 41 37 33 35

48 48 30 22 24

39 45 30 38'

Source: Report 11, Table 3-3



whose services were discontinued du to their higher achievement continued to

perform at levels which, while not equal to the 'regular' students, are much

higher than for those students who continued in Title I. It certainly appears

that those students who had their services discontinued did not drop back to

the level they were at wha,r1 the' entered

The secondway of examining the question of whether the discontinued students

have continued to grow at rates similar to rates whil

is to examine growth curves. The general idea is to d.termine the rate of

growth of the student during the year in which the student received CE and

then to compare that growth rate with the growth rate in the next year when

the student did n( . ve C. This is a somewhat complex and inexact

comparison due to several factors. First, we know that the measured rate of

growth decreases' for each successively higher' grade and thus the second year's

growth should be somewhat less than the first year's rate. A way to get

around this difficulty is to form comparison groups and see if the growth of

those whose CE services were discontinued is similar to the growth of those

whose services were continued (or a similar comparison can be made with

regular students) . The problems with this method are that students o_

different achievement levels grow at different rates, and regression -to- the -c

mean effects are different, depending on achievement level. while bea ring

these problems in mind, we attempted to compare growth rates. The general

method was to determine the growth that took place in the first year and from

that growth to predict the growth that should ta<e place in the second year.

Then the actual growth in the second year was compared with the

growth in the second"year. '"ha tatweanhe predicted crowth and

the actual c-owth is tha score_. if the student grew more

tha_n was than t'ha--= s a oos4t",. :ha

crew is a necat4v., difference score.

Table 77-10shows the rasidualized gain scores during the second year for

students who had been Title I students in Year 1 but where services Were
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discontinued in Year 2. Their gains are compared to their previous year gains .

and to the gains for regular students, and for students who received Title: .1.

services in both Year 1 and Year 2\ (Similar results were obtained for the

other funding categories and can be e'amined in Report 11.) Discontinued

Title I students had lower gain scores than regular students in comparison to

the growth rates fdr the students who received Title I services in both Year 1

and Year 2, The discontinued students have positive growth rates. While this

positive growth is encouraging and consistent with the general finding that

Titre I has a positive effect, the conclusions need to be tempered by remem-

bering that these students come from the lower cart of the achievement distri-

bution and will exhibit higher regression effects than the other two groups.

Table VII-10

Average Residual Gain Scores from Year 2 for Students
Discontinued from CE Due to High Achievement.

Regular students

Continuing. Title I students

Students whose Title I was
discontinued

F.egulaz students

Continuing Title I students

Students whose Title I was
discontinued

Grade

2 3 4 5 6

Reading

-6 -14 -12 0-22

6 4 18 3 12

-2 0 -8

Math

-17 -14 -16 -9-12

9 9 9 4

27 11 10 -4 -7

Source:- Penort 11, Table 3-6
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Zr. math, the previous Ti tle I students seem tdsu,oass

growth when they are in grades 2, 3, and 4; but not to exceed expectations in

grades 5 and 6. (In intercreting these figures we must remember that they are

expressed in vertical scale scores and not percentiles. Generally, a gain of

about six vertical scale scores is required to be significant at the .05

levol.)

The conclusion to te drawn is that those studnts who have had their Tt.10

services discontinued continue to grow-in the next year a: about the rate that

would be ex:c"..d if they had continued to receive Title 1 services. The data

supporting this conclusion are not as clear as would be desirable because they

are, contaminated by the fact that comparison groups come from different levels

in the achievement distribution and thus grow at different rates, and also by

the problem of differential regression. rates. However, when we consider the

results based on growth rates and the results based on the percentile scores

achieved in the spring of the second year, we feel safe in concluding that the

discontinuation of CE services for the higher of the low-achieving OE students

does not result in an impairment of their achievement groWth in the subsequent

school year. But the firmness of this conclusion is somewhat tempered by the

results from.the three-year longitudinal data. Referring back to Figures V-7

and II-a we can examine the continuing performance of Title I students who

received Title I during only the first year of the study. It will be seen for

reading that these students tend to retain their relatively high performance

after they are no longer receiving Title I. However, for math the picture is

. not as encouracing, with the former Title I students tending to lose :heir

percentile achievement Level, but still remaining above other Title : students.

iii .h these st:dents we do not ':-.now how many lost :heir T':1

thc,iy.w.---,= 'creme:Ed cut' but we do know that in math,'more frequently :hen in

s:uf4.r,nt.= =or f.urd'r.c administrative

Cons_d_ring both the results of the longitudinal study and the results of

Retort 11, we believe the 'promoting cut' of high-achieving Title : students

does not do them any great disservice. 244



THE'EFFECTS 0E7ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL COMPENSATORY EDUCATION ON STUDENTS WHEN THEY

ARE IN HIGH SCHOOL

Originally the Sustaining Effects Study was not designed to follow students

beyond the sixth grade, but as the study matured it was realized that it

would be desirable to follow some students into high schodl. By the late

1970's education policy makers believed the federally supported '_:cmpensatory

education programs in the elementary grades were well in place in offering

assistance to disadvantaged students in these grades. However, it was not

clear that the elementary grades were the best grades in which tc, give remedial

services. It was also apparent that little federal money was going to

secondary schools to assist students at that level who were having difficulty

mastering basic subjects. Larson and Dittmann (19) studied, this question

and suggested that limiting compensatory intervention to the early grades

would make sense only if the_skills acquired in those grades were the only

skills society believed important-for disadvantaged students. They also

suggested that overcoming deficits at early ages may not be.as critical as

overcoming-them at-later ages. They also argued thateven if early compensa-

tory efforts were effective, their impact may dissipate without maintenance

efforts. In view of these' concerns we _were asked to try to follow some of

our students into junior .high 'school to determine the influence elementary

school CE might have oa-secondary school achievement. We collected data at

the junior high school level to try to answer the following questions:

1. Are the achievement benefits of CZ received in the elementary
grades, sustained into the junior high level?

What is thelong-term effect of CE participation-on
achievement?

b. Does intensity of instructional,services have a delayed
effect on achievement?

2. What effect do secondary school courses have on the achieve-
ment of former CE participants?

3. .How do student. background characteristics relate to achievement
in secondary school?

245
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Since we are mainly cones rnd with the effect of efuco__cn we

14thir..4 our selection of sude nts to those from high-poverty elementary Schools.

We selected 51 schools with more than 20 percent of their students below the

coverty line. These schools were fairly well distributed throughout the

country. Since we had not planned to follow these students into secondary

school we tad no records to tell us where they had gone on leaving elementary

school. '4-.:sked the local' coordinator in these el..mntary schools to search

the records of ohe second a-y schools wh. ere their pug' 1 normally went on

praduaton and to try to lccat=. the students :,,did at the elemenelementary school.

The exact way we located the students is described in Retort 17, but gen.rally,

for these schools, we were able to locate. and test about one-third of the

students who had been in the study and graduated from the elementary grades.

After excluding from the sample all the students who had missing data, there

were roughly cne thousand students in each of three cohorts; those who made up

cohort 4, those who had been in the study during elementary grades 4, 5, and 6:
-

cohort 5, those who had been in the study during element= ry grades Sand 6; and

cohort 6; those who had been in the study during grade 6.. :n the spring of the

school year we administered to those students the appropriate scales from the

Comprehensive Tests of 3asic Skills. Thus, the t ..::tes administered to

cohort 6 in their 9th grade, to cohort 5 in their 8t:Vgrade, and, to cohort 4

in the 7th grade.

in reviewing the characteristics of the students who remained in the sample

it was that the sample was not rearesentati,ze of all CZ students due to

differenzil attrition. Report 17 discusses this attrition and it can be

sum=arized by saying that non-iiispanic speaking Asian students,

speak only English, students who do not car'cinate in free meals

and students ith more =dL:calzd carenos, arz mcr to rema'n
t

:n t f the sbmewhac biased na-,:.;re of --

caizled a large number of CZ students from move- _y backgrounds. :n cur anal.ys s

we attempted to account for these systematic 'biases.
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In the analyses we had available the following variables: the background of

the students, whether or not the student participated in CE, the intensity of

the CE instruction, the hours of secondary school instruction in.reading and

math, the mix of secondary school instruction between remedial courses and

az courses, and the achievement measures obtained during both the

elementary school years and one secondary school year.

First we in7estigated the extent to which the students continued to ma%e

remedial courses in junior high school. It was found that, in-terms of he

total reading and math courses taken, the former Title I students, relative

to students who' had not had Title I, did not receive more reading instruction

at the junior high school level, but they did receive slightly more math

instuction. Each additional year in junior high provides less reading

instruction, but each additional year provides roughly the same number of

hours of math instruction. However, when we consider the course mix we find

that the former Title I students take considerably More remedial coursework

in junior high school than do students who had not had Title I in elementary

school. In other words, the former Title I students are still finding it

necessary to take remedial.work while regular students do not need these more

basic and easier courses.

In following achievement growth it is possible to form eight different 'groups

of students in terms of whether or not their elementary teachers.judged they

needed CE, whether or not they had CE in the elementary grades, and whether or

not they took remedial courses.in junior high school. In Report 17 there are

graphs showing the achievement growth curves for each cohort and for each of

the four different academic subjects. Since these many curves are c:ui:e

similar we have only reproduced one of them here. The one shown in Figure

is for cohort 4 on the vocabulary scale.
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The figura provides some interesting information about the na:ur,,- of the sample

of students from high - poverty elementary schools. We can see that these

schools have a group of students that starts above the national norm and stays

above it into junior high school. These students are frequently overlooked

in public discussions of poverty schools. They are good students and remain

that way. The four groups initially judged by their teachers to need CE, on

the.other hand, start off considerably below the national norm and never catch

uo to it. Insgection of the levels and slopes of the lines indicate that the

Title I.carzicipants start at a very low level of achie,:ement and end u the

same low tosition, although they do grow at :he same rate as :he other students.

The curves shown are really quite remarkable in their regularity, with the

Title I students on the bottom, the needy but not Title I groups next, and the

regular students above the national norm. Also_within each group those taking

remedial courses are below those not taking such courses. Other curves could

have been drawn for the students who were judged by their teachers not to need

CE and who either did.or did not have Title I or did or did not have remedial

high school courses. But these curves would have only confused the figure and

they Would simply confirm what is already shown. These findings speak well

for the operation of the schools in terms of their selection of students for

Cr and for the. proper assignment of remedial instruction. Also it should

again be noted that while the Title I students start at the bottom and remain

there, they nevertheless grow at about the same rate as the other groups.

From Figure VII-5 and the similar graphs in Report 17 it is possible to judge

the effectiveness of remedial coursework. Cne can compare the achievement

scores ofsimilar students who took remedial coursework with those who did not.

It will be seen that :he slooe of the ourvg,s .-2uring the 3z:hoc:I year.:

for those who took remedial coursework, when compared with those who did not

take such work, is about the same. There is no evidence that remedial course-

work was effective in improving the gerformance of those who took it when

compared to the gerformance of those who did not -take it. Thus, we cannot

recommend that the way to improve the gerformance of disadvantaged students

at the secondary level is to increase the amount of remedial coursework, at

least as it is now offered.
24,9
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An Anal....3is of School Effects and Student Eaccrround on Achievement. will

be remember::d that at the beginning of this section we pr.=senc.,,d tc)';oy

questions and also pointed out the different variables on which information had

been collected. By analyzing these variables through a regression model we

were able to answer the policy cuesticns. In Retort 17 there are a

nunrer n d:".=-=nt analyses made in terms of the three different cohor:s,

the four test scales, and different ways of defining achievement outcomes.

To s*flo14-'y or..sentation only one of the models Ite shown here.

Figure shows a mbc1.-1 fcr -oho:: 4 with fin._ :h ride ,che..e7.7.!t in

vocabulary as the criterion of successful instruction.

Several things are irtmediate1y apparent. Student background is the only

variable cositively related to 7th grade vocabulary achievement. (The

numbers in Figure VII-6 are the standardized regression coefficients).

other coefficients are all negative and spme of them siynificantly negative.

This is what we would expect because we know the -J. for th:- whole school zopu-

lations that level of achievement is negativ,-1:, related T:o both receipn of

Title I and intensity of instruction, as well as. to a proportion of :eme-

dial to regular courses. It should also be noted that the student bat'..cg. )1arld

variable makes a larger contribution an any of the o,-;ler variables. This

co rota out -hat the high lPvel of achievement attained by students fro7n

advantaged backgrounds persists even into high uchool and is ;Io'L overcome by

previous _schooling variables. While we should expect P.his outcome simply

level of achievement, the same results were obtained for ache' men; annd

for relative gain, where different:_al growth rates were taken into .accbut.,

Thus, similar ras.41:s were obtained for all -..Itese ,:lifferent bf

he initial qu,..sz'ons answp::-s

effev.;s := I 72;1

'odes

2-
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Th., har:: of this :,:uestion is "long-term effects". We can define 1Dn3-term

effects as the sum of all gains attributable to Title I. AcCordingly,

year gains are the accumulation Of immediate and delayed effects of Title I

and other school e::nces. Four-year effects should be the most apparent

because the immediate and delayed effects are accumulated, and because in these

analyses we measure the longest term of.exposura to educational services.

However, when the definition of "long-term" emphasizes the sustained effects

0: Title I, two o,,,,-soectiv.=s are possible. We can view the sUs:an,,d

as 2ust delayed effects, ,and amine them in the :1.=lav,>.-1-gans are. :h

this case, the immediate effects of Title I are escluded, leaving only gains

sustained after participation in Title I has been suspended. Alternatively,

the long-term effects of Title I can be seen as the effect noticeable on the

final outcome measured at the end of the study. Both of these possibilities

were dealt with in our analyses. Additionally, we were able to address the

d,F==-0n-'conceotions in terms of relati?e gains. Thus, our five criteria

cover a wide range of interoretations of "long-term" effects. Our analyses

do not indicate that Title I or instructional services at the elementary level

have long-term .='==,-.ts, either immediate or delayed.

We also have three cohorts that allowed us to compare effects between them

with respect to grade in which services may he more v. Finally, we

nave :our subtests that we used to 'pinpoint particularly effective facets

of,Title I. Unfortunately, differences between cohorts and between subtests

were not found to be systematic, so we cannot draw any generalized conclusions

regarding grades in which services are oarticularly or sub:ects

that are cert4ou'-'y

we d==--'b=d '-.-ensity of instructional ser%-it s as a nat,.:ral function of

=c:-cc:- c and schools' assistance to low achievers. We also :iescril:ad i: as

a F.assible alternative measure of Title : participation, because 4nt=ns'''-

cacion of instruction is the main force of Title I. Th.= results

that the two were closely related, b: that each should be allowed to olav its

role in our mode's. 252
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The focus is on former'Tit],e I participants, but discerning which students

truly are former participants is problematic. Although we have indicators

of participation in grades four through six, we do not have them for earlier

grades. The mix of courses taken in the secondary years was combined with

participation in each of the elementary years to create interaction terms

2or testi_ng. These interacticns generally made very small cont-i'-urichs to

the priOn of the achievement c-,r..=--4a, indicating that the Larson and

Dittman (19) suggestion,of the possible value of increased remedial services

at the secondary. .school level was not substantiated. However, the larger

question to be answered is whether high concentrations of remedial classes

help the achievement of anyone, especially those once participating in Title I.

We found no evidence that secondary'courses have effects, but we could discern

evidence that lower achievers (Title I participants) are more likely to take

remedial courses.

3. How does student backgroNnd relate to achievement level.
in secondary school.?

This question addresses the effects of background, and is the most straight-

forward question to answer. We looked for effects of background en each of

the criteria.' Not only were we interested in the effect of high or low

status on different facets of achievement, but the .degree that this out-of-

school factor dominates school factors. We found that background still plays

a very imcortant role in achievement, even as students move through the

junior-high grades. This finding Lndicates that poor students are not

particularly more receptive to instruction in later grades, nor in speri

subjects.



CHAPTER VIII. WHAT HAPPENS TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT (..IVE:;

THE SUMMER, AND IS SUMMER SC HCOE V.:7ECTIVE?

Surmaziu

This chapter examines two 7uestions. The fe.rst concerns the amount

of achievement loos or gain over the summer. The second bean7 on

ohe efroti7Jeness of sur:mer school. The results are:

There are suite large read ains' over the
surmler. Then, are both m,-.th gains and losses
over the aummer: Particularly in rho hg;:er
grades there may be losses.

o In comparing CE students with regular students,
there may be a very slight summer gain for CE
students in reading, but not in math. The

. differences are so small that they have no
practical significance.

e The relative changes of high achievers and high
gainers were eXamined. The results of compounded
by regression effects, but show that high gainers
tend to lose over the summer but low gainers tend
to gain over the sumer. Such changes as may
exist do not seem to justify special surmer.progr=s.

o In cormoaring the achievement gains of students who
attended summer school with those who did not attend,
no differences were found. It is emphasized that
there is relatively little instruction in reading or
math'during summer school and that gains probably
should not-be expected.

INTP.ODUCTICN

All groups of students show achievement growth during the regular school year,

. but what haopens to that growth over the Qumme-? To what extent do etuden*s

=ntinue to grow academically even though' they receive no formal instruction?

We have already seen in Chapter V that during the regular 'school year the rate

0t growth for S--] students is sometimes less than it is for regular students.

:t has been suggested that during the summer, regular students continue to

improve 'their achievements due to informal-learning experiences, but that

Students lack both the motivation and resources to engage in these -informal

learning activities. HoweVer, the evidence' is less than clear-cut. As will
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hQ di!_;livr A lat:or, scr:t have .Arqued that, .:DI: all stmlents,

Nuft:ar.; Chlolino GYOV Ot.f

that C.: suffer a loss relative to rociul:tr students. It has l';.o

futthc:7 r..174ted that, among CF stuclents, thoso who chievo tho hirjhest ytin.;

during tho school year suffof the shar.pest lossos during thr! f;u=or.

Based on these ideas, it has been suggestecl that summer school has an unusually

important r;le to play. It han been argued that some CE students have regular

school-year learning experiences that enable them to achieve e=*tianally

high galas, and that it is important that efforts be mode to continue this

high ra'te of achievement, summer s ch col seeming like a reasonable way
of doing

sum-te- school classes re availale t only ahou' half of all stu-

dents, it has been argued that their availability should be increased, parti-

cularly for CF. students.

The remainder of this chapter examines these ideas. First, we will discuss

the extent to which there is a "summer drop-off" and then we will consider

the availability and effectiveness of summer school.

TF NATURE OF AO-IIEVTEHENT GRONTH OVER. ml SUMMER

In a 1972 review of the effectiveness of summer comtensatory education, Austin,

Rogers and WaLbesser (1) conclude that students participating in Cr summer

programs show "modest achievement gains." However, they point out that the

studies reviewed generally had no control groups, and it is possible that

"maturation" could account for the gains reported. The same review indiCated

that school principals and teachers believed summer school to be an effective

learning exterience. However, starting in 1976 the Stanford Research Insti-

tute's (SP.I) EducatLional Policy Research Center issued a series of reports

that raised questions about whether or not there was any maturation over the

sum me- and whether or not "her., we a 'Jarab..e r.. ca.-.g_9s for -P--1;:1- and

CE students. -n.04- stud=,s were don., wthn the context of.stzdying tne trope:-

r,-.-4cd for .,valuat'no CE mr^grams. was arrued that evaluations based cn

rall-to-spring achievement oains were /.,Ss than because there

significant changes during the summer. :Thus CE stud.,hts who showed impressive

25,a
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-1,

gains durinu the fall-to-nprincj time port 1W1ht lnao Of the Jatn dnri,ncj

the ttImmtlr. It thla wore tho o..to, it waa argued, then the prc,po CO:.

ovaluatiOn WA!.; from the fall ne ono year to tho fall of tho nezt year.

The series of SRI reporL:-i rained !;eriona quer:Lions that inflhoncol yoltcy

regarding whether the fildQral govornment was appropriately evalhaV,Ing its (.7,-

fufided Program!:;, as well WA whether it should support efforts to incrreru

federal funds available to summerprograms. In light of the significant impact

the SRS results were having, it was important to examine the S'S data bane

relative to summer achievement chance

13 There an Absolute. Sunnoe L3nr,?

As we have already discussed, it was generally assumed that there should be

some relatively modest gains over the summer. Test publishers assume a one-

month summer growth, and the literature generally supported a summer gain.

Thomas and Pelavin (30) say, "However, existing research suggests that the dis-

advantaged student has no gain or a one-month loss over the summer". It

was suggested that CE students were given particularly intensive instruction

during the regular school year.and thus showed very significant growth. But

this growth was thought to be ephemeral. and much of it was lost daring the

summer. Thus CE students who had gained more than regular students during

the regular school year lost more than regular students during the summer,

and ended up the following fall further behind the regular students than they

had been the previous fall. However, the 1976 SRI report was based on a com-

pilation of state ESEA Title I evaluation reports and the data were admittedly

less than satisfactory.

In 1977 Pelavin and David (25) published a report based on longitudinal data.

They obtained data from a midwestern city, known as "City M," which had fall,

sprLng, and ensuing fall test results cn the Gates-MacGinitie t-eading test for

a moderate nuriber of CE students. The results are shovn in Table



"City F1'' Gra,),o FAulvalun Moanq F.Adincj

wIth C;:intw:::vtLivo PcAnt6

G aclu T1 Fall Fall

3 272 2.23 - 3.29 2.78

4 931 2,65 3.58 3.18

5 980 3.23 4.30 4.01

6 316 3.84 4.78 4.42

7 128 4.35 5.25 4.95

*Adapted from Pelavin and avid (25), Table 1.

Similar results were available for two successive years. While the numberof

cases shrank considerably, the results were similar: each fall grade-equiv-

alent means was onn;iderably below the mean for the preceding spring. They also

report results for two California junior high schools participating in the

Demonstration Programs in Intensive Instruction. The number of cases is quite

small (from 47 to 153) and the results are reported in (often misleading) grade

equivalents. Again, students were folled longitudinally for two years. Of

six comparisons for reading, five showed summer losses and one a gain; for

.
math, five showed losses and one no chanTe. From these results they believe

that . .
achievement gains made during the school year are not sustained,

even until the next fall", and say;

"In conclusion, we urge that districts administer achievement tests

minimally each fall and preferably each.fall and spring, These

data would provide the capability for estimating the extent to
which school year gains are sustained through the following summer.
BOth fall and spring tests have added advantage of allowing a
separation of school-year and suer achievement. Although this
informaticn :s nct critical for estimates of annual gains, it is
valuable for studying the extent and causes cf summer losses. :5,

for example, the phenomenon is a function cf the measures used,
the standar- d achievement tests, one would. want to chance tne
measures not the program. if it ;.s a.result. of instr.;ctional
techniques that mitigate against retention, then the techniques
should be changed. Since there are no sample solutions (fo- ex-
annle, there is little research to support the notion that summer

25'7



Nchool wnul,cl alleviato the Suit ier lro,:Jwi), it :(.; i;i1p7rtnt L,r1

he able tcl dotormilw why the ci,:L.:111: in OL-Jt:r L.) ..101Y1.,T,

appropri:lto

Then', rnnultN rocetved wide attntin in tho gcAver:nmont. and 1,eamo ;1!

the "nummer drop-off phenom-sela." There Art a number of reservations th;tL

he made about the Ntudion. They AVO di!icAWHOO in PAIVIVt n.

In view of the nomowhat unexpected resu1.t:1 from the SRI study, others have in-

veNtivatod the summ,Ir drop-off phenomena. Pvcontly, liummand ana Frochtling

(10) reported on the results F.rom c npecial atudy of the NIE:

Dimensions Study. Their results are shown in Table VIII-2.

Table VIII-2

Grade Equivalent Mean Achievement Gain Scores for CE Students*

Fall-to- Spring-to- Fall-to
Reading, N Spring Gains Fall Gains Fall Gains

Grade 1 395 1.2 0.0 1.2

Grade 3 565 0.7 0.2 0.9

Math

Grade 1 143 1.0 0.1 1.1

Grade 3 314 1.2 0.0 1.2

*Adapted from Hammond and Frechtling (10), Table 1.

These results show no summer losses, and show summer gains in two of the four

comnarisons. Clearly these results are in contrast to the Pelavin and David

findings of summer loss. Again, ho ever, the results are based cn a moderate

number of cases, although it is said that the sanple was representative of

the original samnle, which was ". . . purposively selected for their instruc-

tional features." The authors noiht out that the sample cannot a considered

representative of Title I reading and math programs.

2c,
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wh1Qh ti:1 111.1o3 IILL1-71 tlyptc1

Table WCII-3

Moan il.tw Scarwl in Baoic Subjects by To!3t LIAtta:] anc.1 :71ubloQt Sulat:owa.

(N 4 739, 7 th Grado)

Fall 1Y;6
Dat:0 of Tr!!It

Spring 1971 11 1) 71SP.1)

1. Word knowledge 17.3 21.9 22.8

2. Reading 15.3 17.5 18.0

3. Language 35.6 39.7 41.3

4. 'Language Study Skills 9.4 11.6 12.2

5. Arithmetic Computation 12.7 17.4 17.2

6. Arithmetic Problem Solving 15.6 18.8 19.5

*Adapted from Mavis' Table 2.3

The table shows that there are gains over the summer in all of the reading-

related subtests. In the math area there is a small loss in one subtest and

a larger g!in in the other. Heyns presents data from several other grades

which show similar results. These data have the advantage of being based an

raw scores and thus there is no scaling problem. They have the disadvantage

of involving only A c-71.1.11 nvmher of all Atlanta students and represent only

one city. Nevertheless, they do not show the marked summer loss rep-orted ay
SRI.

ZS Rel:ort E contains data relevant to th:_s VrIiie the sa=le is not.

7r.,5ely c' the nati--'s sc:rn'=, 't is close to a

tive sample and includes large numbers of l=oth regu/ar and CZ students.,

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 show the longitudinal achievement scores for a group of

25 3
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about 39,000 students for the fall of 1976, the sorin:.3. of 1977, and the fall

of 1977. The number of students ranges. from 7,133 to ac4L2 per cohort. One

can see rates of growth .during the regular school year and. also see the levels'

of achievement in the Subseouent fall.'* Figure VIII-1 ahows that, in reading,

students continue to grow over the summer and, for the high- r grades, at a

rate that anoroximates the growth during the regular school year. The figure

further shows that in reading there is an absolute gain over the summer.

Figure VIII-2, show the results for math. However, the comparison of changes

as shown in Figure VIII-2, are quite different than for reading; on the average, ,

math scores show only smaller gains over the summer--:];ans in four comparisons

and a loss in one comnarison. A rossible explanation d.:1 ::ha: st_Idchts get much

more optortunity to rractice reading in their everyda!' lives than they do to

practice math. This is carti-l'a-ly true in the higher grades, and this the

rate of gain in reading during the summer approximates the rate for the regular

school year. Finally, it seems clear that in these data there is not an abso-

lute summer drop-off, instead, there is an overall gain. The data from the SES

'are of much higher quality than those available to Pelavin and David, and as

mentioned, their data have a number of potential deficiencies. In Contrast, the

SES data were specifically collected for the study, were administered under

known, controlled conditions, were based on large numbers of quite representa-

tive students, and the vertical scale scores are based on faIl and spring test-

ing points. In view of the results obtained, and their congruence with the NIE

and Heyns data, we believe there is an absolute reading gain over the summer,

and that there is a similar, but smaller, absolute gain in math.

Is There a Relative Summer Loss?

Next it was suggested that there was a relative loss, namely that CE students

showed more of an achievement loss than reg.:_ students. David and Pelavin

(7) suggest this is the case and say (p. 4).

*Strictly, these scores are not for the 'summer." Tests were administered
about four weeks before school ended and about 3 w-ee:safte,- it started.
Report 49 discusses what imo'7=7:7r.s this may have, but in should be noted
that this same characteristic is true of all the data retorted by Pelavin
and 2avid, by Hammond and Frechcling, and by Heyns.

2 6
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"These studies, while extremely lim-Lted, prnsent SG:._ evidence th="
disadvantaged students achieve at a slower rate than expected over
the summer. Both conventional wisdom and tne standardization pro-
cedue of achievement tests assume that the rate of achievement for
all students-is slower during the summer than during the school year...
This pattern of achievement is presumed to be the same for both ad-
vantaged and disadvantaged students: all students are assumed to
gain over the summer but at a slower rate th.an over the school year.
The studies cited above suggest that this is not the case for disad-
vantaged students. In fact, disadvantaged students-may have no gain
over the summer or. may even lose."

They then review their previous work and say, "Together, these findings suggest

that large achievement gains produced by cor:n-sao-i--n-4--="lor. over

the school year be followed bv corresuonAiho =ch.:=vn-l=nt losses ov=-

summer." David and Pelavin reexamine the data they reoortedprevicusly and

also include new data from the Alum Rock Voucher Study. Tie Alum Rock reading

results show summer gains for three grades and no change for four grades. They

conclude by saying, "Combined with questions raised by previous research, such

es inconsistencies between school-year evaluation results and the results of

annual stat.e-wide testing programs, we suspect that the existence of summe-

losses is quite common for educationally disadvantaged students."

Again the NIE data are relevant. Table. VIII-4 shows data for students who were

above the 50th percentile and not recieving CE, and students who were below the

50th percentile and receiving CE.

Regarding these results, Hammond and Frechtling say: "When CE students whose

pretest scores fall below the fiftieth percentile were compared to non-CE stu-

dents whose pretest scores were at or above the fiftieth percentile, the low

achievers lost ground over the su==er to the high achievers. The di"=--,,nce

was statistically signficant, however, only for the first grade. Ca a

month basis the low achievers maintained their cNosition relative to th=

achiee-s because the CE students had higher rates of gain during the school

year." Th=".= az= sevn-al puo7Thg th'ngs ab.out these data--2:artLoularly the

wide variation in gaihs. see=s tev.iliar that non-CZ first graders gained

only 0.5 grade ecuivalents in both reading and c.ath during the school -year; .

263
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Table V111-4

Mean Grade Equivalent Scores for Non-C-F. Students Abc-me the. 50th
.percentile and C7 Students Below tl.e !OthPe:-centile*

Pallto-Scring Spring -to -Fail Fall-to-Fall
Gains Gains GainsReading

Grade

Non-CE Students 296 0.5 0.1 0.6

CE Students 344 1.2 0.0 1.2

Grade 3

Non-CZ Students 305 1.0 0.6 1.6

CE Students 512 0.5 0.3 0.8

Math

Grade 1

Non-CE Students 435 0.5 0.1 0.6

CZ Students 97 1.1 0.1 1.2

Grade 3

Non-CZ Students 178 1.6 0.2 1.8

CZ Students 306 1.2 0.1 1.1

*Adapt,.d from Hammond and Frechtling, Table 2.

similarly, why did the 3rd-grade CZ reading students gain only 0.5 grade

equivalents in reading but 1.2 qi4de equivalents in math? We believe that .

these data are equivocal regarding the weistence of a relative suer loss

for CZ students.

The ZES has extensive data on this problem. We can use the same data as tre-

sented befra on the absolute summer dropoff question, but break it into to

groups - -those receiving CZ and those not receiving C. Figures VII - -3 and

264
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7 VIII-4 show. the results for reading and for math. The naer of cases for

reading varies from 1,477 to. 2,344 CZ szudents and from 5,400 co 6,131 for

non-CE Students. The Oorresoonding ne..:lihers for math are 1,115 to 1,499 and

6,132 to 7,061. It will be noted that for the non-CE students in reading

there is a lessening in the rates of jrowth over the summer for the lower grade

cohorts but very little, if any, for the higher grades. For the CE -students

there is a similar lessening in the 'Li er 7rades, but, considering their slightly

slower rates of growth during the regular school year, there may be a slight

summer gain r' ye to non-CE students. In the higher grades the CE students

in reading drop off slightly more than their non-CE teers. For math the Picture

is somewhat different. Seth the CE and non-CE students show a lesseninc in

rates of "o- -LI co. The change for CE and

non-CE students is very similar with, perhans, a slightly larger drop for the

non-CE students. Since the graphs have a number of overlapping lines and many

may be difficult to follow, the 'same results are shown numerically in

Table ViII-5.

Report 8 is based on data from' the first and second year of the study. To

complete th =. cloture a special tabulation was made on data from all three

years. With these.data.we are able to examine the changes during two successive

summers. FigureS:71=-5 and show the results over all three years and

are broken down for Regular students, Needy Regular studen ts, and CE students.

Figure VIII-8 .shows the results forreading and it will be seen that they are

very similar to those shown previously. , In this figure the results for Cohorts

1, 2; 3, and 4.are shown which means that all grades from 1 through 7 are in-

cluded. 41%gain it will he seen that there are significant gains during all three

school years for all cohorts and all types of students. Over each summer there

continue to be gains in the vast majority of cases; in fact, for "2 c' '4 curves

shown there are summer reading gains. Su=me-- gains tend to be greater 'n the

higher cohorts end there may be a slightly sna:.-er gain in the ::eedy and CZ

sz.,:dents than in he 7-..e.a.r students, but any ---""-,,-ence is e:oeedingl..- snail

and of no tractcal shows s71ilar for :7.7'1.

Again wia see thaz durng the school year :here are large advances for all cohorts

and all times of students. There is no Marked difference in the losses of the

T 1-10 -10 1
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Table VIII-5

Summer Gain Scores for CE.and Non-CE Students.
(Vertical Scale Scores)

Cohort
CE Status

Spring 1977 Fall 1976

Reading

Sur=er Chance

Cohort 1-2
CE 385 391 6

Non-CE 416 427 11

Cohort 2-3
CE 426 433 5

Non-CE 468 476

Cohort 3-4
CE 455 456 1

Non-CS 507 518 11

Cohort 4-5
CE 474 477

Non-CE 534 543

Cohort 5-6
CE 497 501 4

Non-CE 561 .
571 10

Math

Cohort 1-2
CE 376 377 , 1

Non-CE 395 400 5

Cohort 2 -3

CE 421 426 5

Non-CE 451. 451 0

Cohort 3-4
CE 469 463 -1

Non-CE 505 506 1

Cohort 4-5
CE 502 501 -1

`Non-CE 532 547 -5

Cohort 5-i
CE 539 543 4

Non-CE 591 592 1

Retort 8, Table 4-2
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CE so.,di,nzs and the ozhe: students, although the lOsses for the higher

seem to be more marked than for the lower grades. his finding is consistent

with the idea that in the higher grades more advanced math material is being

taught and this-material is not the kind that would be practiced in studer-sal

everyday summer activities. Thdeed the results for both reading and math are

con'- ear.. with the notion that the students show summer losses or cains as a

=uno,"on Of the activities they engage in during the st=er. Over the e--n..,ter

there is considerable occortnity for children toengage in reading ect,LVities,

old__ children; who havg. become accustomed -o -.=.---"ng from

books. Cn the other hand students have little occasion to practice math over

the summer and'oarticularly the more advanced math- taught in the higher grades

.
and thus we see the larger losses,X math among the older students.

:n evaluating these summer changes, it should be remembered that the standard

error o= 3 vertical scale scare is about 50. It is our position that relative

to Regular students there may be a very slight, overall summer drop for CZ*

students in reading, but not in math. Because of the very large number of

cases involved in each comparistn it is possible to show a few statist4-1'y

significant chahges, but from a practical oicint of view the data co not suptort

the idea of any imbortant 1 ss for CE students relative to their non-CZ peers.

Neither the SE'S data nor-the NIE data give credence to any large or carticu-.

1,-.1,/ sign ificant relative summer loss.

Over the S=ner, 2c Hi:7h Ach4evers rose Xcre than Low Achivers?

:t has also been suggested that CE students who are high achievers are the

ones who Acnievement as :he

= tne stdent, not the gain d=ing the, school yearwhich

will be n.:. section. It is thought by some that students

with gccd academic octent'al fro.. tne ,"--ded by

CZ' ins ruction, that d:Iring the summer they are again :-.:_laced in an im-

covarished intelfecz-lal environment and lose 7...ore of the school-year achieve-

ments than do non-CE students, who enjoy superior summer environments.

27j
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further suggested that children who are low achievers gain relatively little

during the regular school year, and likewise lase relatively little du-nc

the summer.

The oresentaticn here is more complicated than in the previous gramhz

because for each cohort two concepts are presented simultaneously, namely,

CE status and level of achievement. Level of achievement was defined as the

average of the fall and spring (recommended level) test scores for the previous

school year. This averaging was done to achieve as much stability as possible`

in specifying the level of achibvement for each child. The graphs show the

results for the first quart;le, that is, the quarter of students having the

lowest achievement test scores, and for the third quartile. :he qu---

.
tile was selected rather than the fourth quartile for two reasons. First, the

number of cases of CE students in the fourth quartile, by grade cohort, became

quite -mall and the results were rather unstable. Second, the fourth quartile

results, while unstable, were consistent with those for the third quartile

where the number of cases was reasonably large (not less than 114 for the

smallest cell-by-cohort, by CZ status). Table VIII-6 shows t'-e gains and

losses in achievement test scores over the summer for students in the first

and third achievement quartiles.: Figures VIII-7 and VIII -8 are quite compli-

cated but are included here because they show the basic growth data for the

school year and the summer. A number of interesting results follow from these

data:

1) For reading, the growth at for the first quartile during

the school year is quite similar for each cohort and between

cohorts, and the growth continues at aporoximately the same

rate over the summer. A portion of the measured summer growth

is undoubtedly due to regression, but, surprisingly, the amount

of growth and/or regression is similar for both CZ and non-

CE students.

2)- For reading, the rate of growth of third quartile students

daring the school year is considerably higher the.n that for

first quartile students. There is a tendency during the

272
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Table 1%":1'1.-6

Changes in Test Scores ;'-vez tle f:r Low- and

.

High-Achieving St-;dents by CE

Cohort

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

CE -Q1 Non -CE -Q1 CE-c1.3 Non-CE-Q3

Reading

11 16 3 13

8 13 0 7

3 10 -1

6 11 , -4

7 8 -3 11

Math

16 21 -9 0

7 7 -4 7

9 9 -9 1

9 9 -12 -9

12 15 -5 , -1

Source: Recort 8, Tabl,, D -1

regular school year for CZ students to grow at a higher rate

than non-CZ students.

C:er "1. Cr'a.".".41n non-c-= studans continue to. crow,

while, oarticularly for the higher grade cohorts, the buar-

tile CE students she a loss. Th,, third cr.art"." stu-'ents should

show less regression towa..: the mean than first .7uartile stuolehts,

but there should still be some r="grssion .c_ c'...,rt__e stu-

dents. In spite of this, non-C students opntinue to grow over
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the summer. Certainlv for reading, the CE S1=U:2-3 in the third

quartile show a 1-=,1ative loos, while the first cuartile C7 students

to riot -- rather they show about the same gain as first quartil

non-CE students.

3) For math, the first quartile students behave in much the same

way as they do for reading; that is, they have gains over the

summer at about.the same rate as school year gains, and there

is little di".=--nt.= between CE and non-CE students.

4) For math, for the third quartile .students, the p zture is
. -

somewhat diF'.=i-=ni- tnan it is for reading. Again the third.

quartile students grow at a more rapid rate during the school

year than first quartile students, but both CE and non-CE math

students show losses over the summer.. Also, there is evidence

that the CE students lode at a greater rate than the non-CE

students, but the difference,is'not as great as for reading.

From the above we conclude that low - achieving students continue to grow over

the summer and at about the same rate es during the school year, and there is

no significant difference between CE and non-CE students. Cn_the other hand,

high-achieving students grow at a higher 'rate during the,chool year. For

gAading, non-CE high -. achieving students continue to grow over the summer, bus

CE students show an absolute loss, and a relative loss.

Just how imuartant this relative loss for high-achieving students demends

uscn where she emrhasis for cf.resouices should be placed. There are aboyt

s:Lx times as many CE students below the median in achievement as there are
. ( .

above it. If the gqal is to help the vast majority of CE stud,,nts, sari one

justify allocating enceptional resources to high-achieYing CE students on the
17

sh.v lose more tve:. 'he 5'rme shah nth-f-7 seers? -- _he

other nand, low-achievig CE students rain over the su=mer. P->rhaos they

would gain more if they had special s.,Immez services.
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cver the Su-.z-- 7..n High Cainers Los.72 :,:cre than

The final varlaticn on the summer loss cuestion revolves arovnd thT2 relative

loss. of high and low gainers. It has b-aen argueci.that during the regular

schocl year, particularly for CZ students, those who gain an exceozonal a:;ount

lose the gain during the summer. It is thought that these students need the

stimulation of intensive instruction to maintain their gains and that lacking

such stimulation over the summer they lose more than those achieving stlaller

gains.

, we studied the gains and losses of individual Title I stu-1,-.nts-who had

tho largest and the smallest gains ?:_ring school ve,.

The stadentf: were divided into four equal-sized grouts based cn the aounr. of

gain exzerinced from the fall to spring in the regular school year. Then

the amc:It of summe.r: gain or loss associated with each group was determined.

Table chows the results.

T',.ose students ha the highest measured gains during the school ye:. show

quite si:za:le :.usses over the summer. Cn the other hand, those students show-

ing the lower gains during the school year show equally large gains over the

summer. '"se data are an almost perfectexample of the regression- toward-

the -moan 7hencmenon. It is known that test scores at the e.xtremes of a

distrbution are reliable that 'those near the mean. Gain scores are

gcnerally less reliLble than individual te-t scores, and thus even more subject

regression. Az .would be preded by regression effects, those students

show ver' little r-ain durin9 the r.onool yea7:show a relatively large gain

over the sur-,aer, while those students showing dri::g the school year

show relatively large losses over the summer. These a..ins &r.d.losses are

almost zertainly artifacts attriutable to meesureme_ t. error and show now

4: is to g.Inleralize about a trend unless both ends of the :-2Ls:ri'zu-

t4on one has ey:tramely reliable ::eas1=e5).

27i



Table VIII-7

Mean Spring 1973 to Fall 1972 Test Score (VSS) ChangeJ for Title I
Students by Quarter of Achievement Gain in the 1976-77 School Year

Quarter of 1976-77 School Year Gain

Cohort
Total Number
of Students Lowest Second Third Highest

Reading

1-2 1333 22 2 1 -8
2-3 1506 17 7 2 -12

3-4 1646 18 2 -4 -16

4-5 1303 22 6 -5 -19

5-6 1066 23 11 1 -12

Math

1-2 854 22 5 -9 -24

2-3 864 30 10 -3 -18

3-4 1023 17 0 -9 -24

4-5 850 22 1 -11 -27

5-6 758 24 3 0 -22

Source: Report.8, Table 0-1

There is still the pof-sibility that t'-udjnts associated with the =Ore success-

ful CZ projects e:xpe...rience greater loss than 'hose in less suoe,T;rfuI projects.

To investigate' this possibility we determined the gains over the school year

each grade in' each school that contained Title I students. With the,S1S data

were not able to associate each student with a =articular 'project" (which is a

very hard to define entity in actual school practice), but since T,Lrtitular

grades in-a school having Title I students were a well defined unit; whe-o

^4t1.> 7 st,_:dents s'milar im.1:.ruct.tn, we used

grade in a school in lieu of project. The regular school year gain'of each

student in a grade was determined and from it the average grade gain was computed.

Again, there were four e.o..ual groups of grades formed, decending on the average

gain of ._he students in grade. 'able vm-a shows the gains and-losses associa-

ted with each group .of,grades.

%I.*
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Table V2117-3

Xeen Spring 1978 to Fall 11770 T Score (VSS)
Four Lev(:ls of 'Project' 1976-77 Schccl Year Cainn

Cohort

Average Nu=:ter
of Students at Quarter of 'Project' School-Year Gains
Each Quarter of
'Project' Gain Lowest Second Third Highest

Readinc

1-2 375 12 6 2 0

2-3 346 a 1 10 -2

3-4 360 9 2 0 -9

4-5 277 4 7 2 -7

5-6 223 C. 7 4 2

!-I.ath

1-2 136 9 0 -2 -9

2-3 190 17 13 -5 -9

3-4 232 -1 1 -11

4-5 1 2 -9 -9 .

5-6 13 11 0 -7

Source: -.7;.7.1at'on L-c;:. This Rocort.

Again we see sarle tre.nds that were seen
)

fo77 individual students. Grades are

wade up of students having a considerable dispersion in their scores and thus,

on the average, we would expect less regression towards the. =can when grade

averages are used for cat2go.4.,&ration instead of individual scores. Also, groan

data are- more reliable tbao individual data and thus there is less chanGe. It

can be seen that those grades whose students had high gains during the

school veer had losses over the suer, while those crades6whose st.de ts had

low gains over t school year had s=ler..gains that were tc the 7tsses

of the High-gain group. As before, the results are al=ost certainly art '---,..

s our conclusion fro= -hose data that h'ch-c,'hera'c not

loS.ses over tne our.mer, nor do low gainers really exteriance Unusual gaihs

the suttle-.

2 '7 cd.
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From this wealth of data ,v't_ con:lude tha: there is no absolute su=e.!: d::bL., off,

but that there may he a slight, but not particularly significant relati:e loss

for CE students in comparison to r-J)n-CE students. The more detailed analyses of

high and low gainers, and of members of high-gain and low-gain projects, lead

us to believe that reported relative summer drop -off is more of a measurement

artifact than a reality.

$C :COT_ AND ITS ZFFECT7-VEN7SS

Esme have suggested that so=]ents who ha _ not performed well during he

regular school year should go to summer school as an additional learning

experience that would help them in. the coming school year. It ha!, been

thought that this tlight.be particularly important for Cr students who are

having difficulty in keeping up with their peers. Also, if high-achieving

CE stu3ents lost a large amount of the.,_ school-yE:ar gain, it would he

Particularly important that they attend summer school t^ help mitigate such

losses. Of course, summer s,:hoJ1 serves functions in addition to instruction

in basic subjects. There ar and special-iho,-rest hat

many students find attractivr Summer school can also serve as a safe haven

for children whose mothers are working or need to be away from the home.

What is Summer Sdhcol and F.,:w-Available Is It?

In the SES, we surveyed the principals of 5'4 .umner schools in the second-year

sample. The average: length of the summer :,,e6.si:*:ns was five to six weeks,

which means 25 to 30 school days. There were slight tendencLes for large

districts to offer a few more days of instruction than for small d_istr'cts,

and for medium-poverty districts t0 offer a few more days Of sohccl than h!;:h-

r lcw-:.:0-7erty districts. But ::heseorends slight and ".7. 's

so thinkthink of su= school as lasting five or six weeks (sea Table 3-12, Far.crs ) .

The arsouno o f reading and math instruction io not large. Cn the a%-arage 'there

are about 17 hours of reading instruction and about 14 hours of math instruction.

There is no di".nce in the amount of instruction as grade level increases,

nor do Title I students receive more instruction than others (see Table 3-13,

VIII -27 2010



_7. a fcr ZS ntr;

school ;:cre thah s.:.udents. 1iy grade cohort, the percentage of CE students

who attend ranges frsm 21 to 32, while the po2:centage of non-CS students whc:,

attend ranges from 7 to 20. In terms of teachers' junts of need for L.L. iQr-

vices, twice the percentage of 'needy' students att..: summer school than the

not needy.' In terms of achievement test scores, those attending summer school

score considerably lower than those not attending, and this is true both among

students and nonCZ s: dents (see 3-7 and D-1 throuch Rel:ort

Arcut half of all stu:!ant:s have su:nmer school either at their rglar

vear sr:into: or elsewhere Ln the district, with Larger schools more freo.ehtly

having summer sch,-,ol. Schools having high concentrations of minority st.:Uents

have a slight tendencY to have summer school more frequently. ..:Quit two-ohirds

of all schools are susported by Title I funds, but only a quarter ar2

comol.=-='y suno-t.=d by Tit)e. I funds.

The previous figures are all derived from the SSS study and they are quite con-

sistent witb other reports. David (5) intensively studied the Title I summer

programs three states, and she found that "The programs average five or six

weeks in length.amd generally run two to four hours per day." She -norto that

fewer than 13 percent of all Title I districts have Title I summer At

first glance this appears inconsistent with our findingS that about halt-' cf all

!tudents have summer school available. It must be -emambe-ed that the-e are many

small and rural districts and that there is a tendency for large schools in large

districts to have summer school =ore frequently. She also reports "...that the

summer school prog-am tends to be staffed by non-Title 7 teachers, often -esu't-

ing in a staff unfamili with participating students." She reports that pe--

scone l school to be acad---4callv e-",,crive, but also points cut

that she has no objective data to s-:77-t such a ="----Zit_icn. We have already

cited Aut4n, Rog,--s and WaLtesseris.(1) review of summer studies. Th,y cones

to the same concluslon.
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11.(-A4 E -" ive Su,1.;;\.:::

In judging th effectiveness of sum:ser school it is 'Mt; SUffiCitt tO show 01;1t:

students who attend summer school increase their porfol. th1!

To measure. the' effectiveness of summer school, one must compare 5:.udents.who

attended summer school with similar students who did not attend.

Figure VIII -9 shows the reading growth of summer school attendees and non-attendees

for the regular school year and for the summer, while Fi.:,-ure2 71"::-l2 shows the

same growth for math. These curves show that, for readi7.g, 'moth att--' !es

non-attandees continue to grow over the summer, and also that the growth

for the two groups is similar. For math, there is growth over the summer in the

lower grades but a leveling off or decline in the higher grades, but again there

is no greater achievement for those who attendeld summe*- school.

These figures lumn Cr and non-CE students together. it can be argued that, over

the summer, CE students May oerform differently. Figures VTI1-11 and 71:1-12

shc. a oomparison between CE students who did and did not attend summer school.

For reading'it.should.be noted that in the first two grades the attendees and

non-attendees start the school year quite close together, while in the higher

grade cohorts the attendees are the lower achievers. Almost all groups gain

over the summer; the attendees do not gain more thin. the non-attendees. While

at first glance one may think there is a trend for attendees to gain =re--for

enample for cohort 1 -2 - -it is contradicted by another cohortlike 2-3. For

reading there is no statistically sini.ficantadvantase as a result of attending

summer school. For math there is a suggestion that these who attend summer

sc:Hol gain more than those who do not, but the trend is not statistically sig-

nificant.

The orevious data can be criticired on the grounds that antands_hoe at slimmer

school is voluntary, and that when volunteers art: :oared with noh-volunters

from the same school a biasing elament 4s introd oed. it can be seen from

Figures VIII-9 and V1::-10 that it is the lower-achieving souc:ents who attend

sun mar school and it can be argued from the evidence in F! V1_1- i

t-nat lower-achieving students will seem to gain more than . .. :wins-students

282
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schcolu thit 11.d hAve .1c11001. wi,ro t.)

rottt.Tt'le I school:.; ICIO 1 1:1:1,22 C17;011'2;1 fj

matched :n initial Levels of _:,..n'e,'.emunt. Thus two groups were ::,J r;;101 thO

were mt-:hed on chi and on b,.!ing TI tIe : up

attend '..hi La the other could not attend summer sc7h001.

.710'41 no slgnifi-2ant difference in between those who ,Ittne,l

and those w:::2 did hot.

In a resort Hoepfner (16) analyzed the influence of attending se:....mer

school based on three years of data. In addition to studying the changes from

scring to fall t.,,<ting, he also studied the change throughout the foLlowing

y°ar for those who did and did not attand summer school. F.e reports, "for

reading, students who did not attend reading summer school generally gain more

in the summer than those who attend. The differences are not large, however.

:n the following school year, the summer-school attendees enjoy an equally

slight advantage in achievement gains,- but there ace no major d''1:-ences so..ioc-

iated with attendance or non--attendance in summer school. :n the following

school year the summer-schcol non-attendees show sligh%ly greater growth.

The fir:dings do not change when summarized by group based cn need for and

oart'cination'.n comb-ed. programs'

All the analyses from the SES data discourage the idea that summer school, as

it i. now conducted, is an ef."ective mechanism for imorovihg the r,e.rf7,=ar.c.,

of CS students. As We combo-re students who attended summer schools

w!:c did not, we simply find that bresent summer schools ar ._. effecti-:e in

raising test scores. But what effect Should be reascns.bly e.(pe7ted from four

or five wee::s.of instruction of les= than an hour a day for or math.;

'rhen ch_ldran are 72=aLng in their reading and can have summe'r

reading e.::terienoes without summer school, EhoUld we e%peot summer-school-related

reading gains? :n the data there is a hint that sumMer school in the higher
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_graz may be effQctiva in an:2, in comt:iri::7)n

wth in ma=h Probably there is less 0:2:_,:riunity

for mazh-ralatsd .aoariences ,,u7zer. We should

these rec.:ulns by concluding that si=mer schtcl cannot be .--,ffective. :f summer

school wr longer and had mors hour er clay clevoted to basic subjects, it

might result in achieement gains att=n-4..s-but th== is .t.'" to b..

demonstratei.
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:7,ain!sain a learnihj

should all play a rola: in the ediJcation'process. the

educational process are the laarning materialT. and phyuical surrounALng3,

including 'the text hooks and other learning materials, audiovisual quipmenz,

reading and math lahoratories, and the physic.!.1 nature of the olan.sroom,

:,nother factor is the acnool leaderzhip and zoordinatian :D ihtrurti.:n. All

these factors ought to influence the degree to .4hich a studnt wilL

::1W1,-Z17.2 durino the sc'hocl year, end -..za'.7.h interai=. tthers. :=

understood the nature of each of these influences and the way they interact,

we should be able to modify or influence each factor to maximize the amount of

learning of the students;

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A RATIONAL MODEL OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

In the Sustaining Effects Study we h:id a unique opportunity to develop an

understanding of many of these pr. ..sses. In the study of high-poverty schools,

reported in detail in Reoort 16, we collected detailed infor7.ation about many

of the factors that ma3.-..e up the process of education. By studying the way each

factor influences the accuisitIon of reading and math skills and how they

interact, we can build a model of the education Process. Previous studies

have attemoted this but none have had the rich source of information on as

large a number of students and schools as available in the Sustaining Effects

Study. Building on previous studies such as those by Cooley and Leinhardt

(5) and Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, and Moore (3) and

also our oWn understanding, we develnped a rational modelof how she factors

influence each other and work toward student growth. The model, which ::eter-

mined the data we collected, ; shown in Figure IX-1, and consis of

following factors:

Spring Achievement. In the spring of the school year each student arch an

achievement test in-reading and math. This teut was the measure of the amouh:

IX-3291
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PRACTICES

erft...vo
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ECOMITC

STATUS
WIIEVEMERT

Figure 1X-1

Thu Rdtional Model of the Ednati0114 PEN:W:)lj

Report Hi, I tjur ii.
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knuwleHe Lh(! mp ".'he I .

aunt f..)!: the

np.:tclfy the a:.lount Juld r i aff all the one:: t:he ;tv)11., ...Lou1 1

be ahle pce.lict the o.1;;:)unt of knowleihje gained by the nhown by

the spring test. If we could do this we would undertand the .roc.:.; of

education and wt.: could, in actual clasSr:.-)cms, change:, than have hi:lh

pr:7)mi:1 of improving learnin.

AL..h4,:.vemnt. In the fill the

amount of ',:..nowledgc that has teen accuired from previous scnoc...in..,,

and other nonschool experiences, and that is based cn the inherent ability of

the student to acquire knowledge. Thi initial status is measured by a

reading and math achievement test .administered in the fall. The model should

allow us to explain the crocens by which the student's fall-to-sc-.in growth

was achieved.

Economic Status. The student's fall achievement level is de,ermine-1 by sever-al

factors in addition to previous school e:.cerienc.es. Economic status is a

catchall term that includes home environment and parents' encouragement and

attitude towards education, but seems to encompass inherent ability too. The

model assumes that this factor has already had most of its influence on the

child and is:.reflected in fall achievement scores.

Cpcortunity-to-Learn. Coportunity-to-learn ii defined as the ,cpcortunity to

learn in school and does not include other learning environments such as in

tho home. It is composed of three suhcomoonents. First is Tame - she amount

o= instrect4cnal time students are nresent and.00tentiallv ie

instruction. Second is - the extent to which the content cf the

matches the content of the spring achievement test. :7,nd third is

'ehavior - the extent co which students are attenti. ve durin zruc--

It is 'ol4eve,4 5n.at the anmcunt Learned 4s a function of these three

Ix-5 2.94



Inntru:!tit,nal m.-tke un

factor inclu,de how teachers allocate their time during .1..ectl: :i the

:..unlity of their classroom management. Thi:1 variAl)le inolu kind of-instruc-

tion given t.-.) .-;tudents, the amount of time spent in mnaging thc!

acint :f time ,-;L:ent ih m2.n2:_;!ng st.lent

teacher srends in off-task activiies. When tehrn .,:oend more time in

instruction and manage classrooms more efficiently stud ll spend more

time on-task and study more of the curriculum.

St." Charatteri;tios. Staff characteristics is made uo of t:ose character-

istios of the teachers, specialists, princit'als and other staff members that

influence the :<.inds'of'nstructional practioes used. The sta'''s

teaching ex7,,,---',.nce and years at a carticular school aro inolud-. Also con-

sidered is the amount and relevance of recent training for teaching disadvan-

taged students.

Resources. This factor includes the amount of staff time availaOle for

ins :inaction, the nuoiter,and variety of ttbooks and other written material,

and the amount and use of audiovisual ecuLpment. Also included are speo'al

facilities such as reading or math Lalt-oratories, como,,ter-aided :nstruction

t.-,aching machines.

C:crcon a: Tos7ruct'o,.. This oomoonent includes the degree to wnion

ourr'zul-t content. i,-- .....,-odinated within one grades and from grade to.7.rade.

T: aLso -he amount of between the regular homeroom

teaoher and tna stecalist reading or math teacher. The etent to whion

instruction is' coordinated though: to inf.lenze tne are uzed,

the sinstruCtional oractioes used in a oar''' -- -'=.ss, and :he coportunity-to.-

295
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THE RATIONAL MODEL AND HOW Ti FAcToRs RELATE TO ACHIWEMEHT

The above eight factors are postulated as the detei.-Miner-S-of-the ninth; -Spring

Achievement. The analytical method used to determine the relationships amorl:j

the different factors is known as causal analysis (see Bentler (3) for a

review of this method). But before discussing the extent to which the rational

model fits the model based on the data we will present material on each of the

factors and its relationship to spring achievement. In this way we will

gain a better insight into the educational process involved, in each factor.

The results are based on data collected in the winter and spring of 1978-79 to

second and fifth grade classes in 55 high poverty schools. The interested

reader should consult Report 18 for the rationale in selecting these schools

and grades.

Sprinc Achievement

About.three weeks before the end of the school y each student took a reading'

and math achievement..test. The zest used was the Comprehensive Easio

(CT3S) and the level of the test used, was the one that was judged to he

az the difficulty Leve1 for the particular second an::: fifth craaa

classes at e, 7,chcol. The details of test adminStrat4on, the method of

2961



; , t. I I . :

! ! i " (I .1 ?1

J.:h'.,k') t.';1

i.;

ceivd, theh rho,;11 ;!7.k.tLi.uhts who gaine the mor. hJY.) rhe

prepitioui mix of thu oo,P.rn comp(DuotIts of the mcdQl Ind w1 -.11A

mine t!-lebost combination of factors to enh:2nce

Economic Status

The .-aajOr:criterien for selecting schools for the in-depth sty wa-. the

averae poverty of the studento in each of the schools. Alto h some

of econoutic homocleneity resulted, sufficient variability rumained to warrant

including economic status in the analyses, p rily n orzler .o :lisouinh

school from no-school effects. The data on studanto' economic Oacground

were Obtained from a questiennaire ccmpleted each teacher. This question-

naire Lncluded items about arents' educatiOn and &rout Farticipation lo free

or r,-duc.,--4-cr'ce meals programs. These data were combined to form a student:-

level index of economic status. A f;core of 100 or less ind2cates

the Orsnansky poverty level.' The aggregates used to select the schools were

hosed on all stildents in the :schools dliring the year data oclectien.

The azgregates used in the ys,25 1-2aseci on the second fifth grade

students enrolled during the study year. The school aggregats use in the

analysis ranged from a Lew of 10 tri a sah tz :21. The overall meen was L6C.

Table shows the relatianship tetween eccncm.ic statua and ashievemeht.

29'-
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31

1,1 7,

.17

Math

(r t1' 5

.Radin

.29

.35 .37 .07

!lath .27 ,31 .09

School Levnl

Grade 2
Reading .54 .67 .40

Math .40 .61 .27

Grade 5
Reading. .65 .62 .14

Math .51 .53 .19

*The number oe students far the
to 3,282, the,numher of scoolo

otudent level correlation
is 53 ia all cases.

ranges er= 2,7S3

Source: P.,-ocrt 16, Table 8-1
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Overlap - the extent to which the content of he spring achieve-

men_t-test_matches the -content of curriculum.

The concept of opoortl...nityto-learn refers to the opnortuhity at school. Of

course there are also learning omPortunities outside of school. These are

thought to be represented by student's Economic Status, where it is assumed

that more a.clvantaged children spend more tine at home engaged in eclu ationally

rel:::vant activities.

It seems obvious that as students spend more time at learning activities they

should learn more. Starting with Wiley's (38) studies and including many

others, it has been shown that there is a relationship between amount of time

spent learning and achievement, but the relationship does not seen to be as

straightforward as might be supposed. There are several ways of measuring

learning time. The simplest is to determine the number of days school is in

session, or this can be corrected for time missed due to absences and special

activities. Another way is to ask teachers haw much time they spend in a

typical week giving instruction in reading or math. Still another wo_y is to

observe classes and record how much time is actually devoted to instruction.______

We tried all of these methods and did not find them to be as strongly related

to one another as expected. In Report 16 (p. 2-13) it is reported that the

correlation between the teacher's reports of the amount of time spent teaching

reading and math and the amount observed in the classroom was only about .25.

While the relationship between observed time in instruction and string achieve-

ment was generally tositive, the correlations were generally small. Similar

results were obtained when t'ne .1-leazirt7: of was based zn number of days

the school was in session bet'deen the fall and thn so,-4.hc ~nst,-,-. Table IX-2

shows the co-relations with achievement for both measures-of time.

ix-11 3



Table IX-2

Relations-hip Between Two Measures of Tnstru,-tic,nal

Time and Achievement*

Grade 2
Beading
Math

Grade 5
Beading
Math .

Grade 2
Reading
Math

Grade 5
Beading

Ti=e Based on Observed Classroom Instruction

Pala Vertical Spring Vertical

Scale Scores Sterns

- .04 .04

.13 .17

Gain

.12

.12 .25 .23

.05 .16 .17

Time Based cc a' Schcol rss Fal pn-1. So-'n Test

.18 .27

.01 .30 .24

.26 .26 .03

.25 .21 - .02

*Based cc 55 scncols.

Source: Report 16, Tables 2-4 and 2-5.

Cn-Task Behavior

The seccnd of opocrtunity-to-leern is cn-task tenavicr, _bat is the

average tropertion cf students actually attending to the 'n.strut'Cn :e'no

given. Assessments of the cn-task sera'!:.,_ of all st..;dents n

-ere me.-4 fivP-mnute 1nterials throun'out e.ach

;41th each assess-ment, observers he total r...=rer of 3`_._ _.._a th,=

instr-LotLcna,1 wno were cresent, as well as the n!..::nber

ask. :n :n general, on-task r,eha74or re'-,rrad

wg2re to be..

off-task wl-len engaged in non-cognitive act.i.vities, even when the t,,:=ch.,-

3c-u



assigned these activities. Based on these observations it was determined that

students were on-task about 79 percent of the lesson time. This figure was

about the same in the second and fifth grades and in reading and math. Table.

IX-3 shows the relationship' between observed c:-:task behavior' and achievement.

It will be seen that while the correlations are rather small they are all

positive. (These correlations are for the total instructional tnit rather

than for each classroom; that is they are for the unit of instr.ucticn which

ac a common sat of students, teachers, and subect,matter.)

Table IX -3

Correlation of Amount of Cn-Task Behavior and Achievement*

Grade 2
Fall Achievement Siring Achievement Gain

Reading .07 .11 .11
Math .08 .12 .12

Grade 3
Reading .05 .06 .05

Math .07 .10 .02

*Number of Total Instructional Units varies from 322 to 642.
Source: Resort 16, Table-2-8.

Overlap of Test Content and Curriculum

In Chapter V we presented a discussion of the way we measured the extent to

which teachers reported they had acutally taught the material that was con-

tained in the tests. A high degree of correspondence was noted 'between the

knowledge the tests measured and the ma= .-.4=1 he teachers sa'd they taught.

This measure of overlap is the third element making up obbort:Inity-to-learn.

WP determined relationsh.io between overlap and achievement for two

,4-4.--nt sets of schools. It will he remembered that each grade was admin-

istered the form of the-achievement test estimated to he the moot suited to

IX-23
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level of att4nment. In 20 of the high-oovertv schools the easier le-:,21

--orm of the test was given in the fir grade and in the 1!: schcc:is

the more appropriate_, harder, level 2 form was administered. Thus ih a

number of analyses in Recort 16 the analysis is done separately for these two

sets of schools. Table IX-4 shows the relationship 1:etween the percent of

curriculum overlap with achievement for these two groups cf schools. Again

the correlations are based on total instructional units in each scnccl.

Table IX-4

Correlation of Curriculum-Test Overlap w'th Achievemehz.-

Test Level 1 Schools Test Level 2 Schools

Grade 2

.Fall
Achievement

Reading .10

Math .26

Grade 5
Reading .29

Math .29

Spring Fall Spring

Achievement Gain Achievement Achievement

.10 -.01- .33 .35

.25 .04 .19 .25

.33 .12 .19 .27

.36 .14 .21 .16

*Total instructional Units-vary in number from 139 to 374.
Source: Renort 16, Tam' le 2-12.

It will be seen that almost all of the correlations between achievement and

the degree of overlain between curriculum content and test content are ocsitive

and vary from quite small to modest. Cne might think that these c=relations

should be larger but their size tends to emphasize the fact that there are

many processes termining achievement and that while teaching test. content

is Lmportant, there are =any ways students learn the material h they

At the beginning of this discussion of c3ortuhity-to-learh we mentioned that

the =noel:: was defLnecl Ln terms of tire sI:enz learning, ar.c.,:no of on-task

behavior, and the amount of tesz-cur-'--*-- ^verlac. The 'ihal, summary

measure of ccoortunity-to-learn was made up of the product cf the cercent of

IX -14
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overlap, the percent.of students on-task, and the time in instruction. Table

IX-5 sho.ws the ccrrelations hetween the achievement test scores and the sum-

mary measure 'of opportunity to learn.

Table IX-5

Correlations Between Opportunity -to -Learn and Achievement

Test Level 1 Schools* Test Level 2 Schools*
Fall Spring Fall Spring

Achievement Achievement Gain Achievement Achievement Gain

Grade 2
Reading .76 .69 .25 .02 .05 .09

Math .75 .66 .28 -.02 .14 .22

Grade 5
Reading .31 .62 .27 '.51 .62 .50

Math .36 .41 -.09 '.21 .27 .10

*There were 20 Test Level 1 Schools and 35 Test Level 2 Schools.
Source: Report 16, Table 2-13.

Inspecting Table IX-5 it will be seen that the correlations vary from s ightly

negative to quite high pdSitive. First it should be remembered that these

correlations are fairly unstable because they are based on a small number of

cases. Similar correlations were computed where oprortunity-to-learn was

based on the measure of time using the instructional group as the unit of

observation and also on this measure aggregated to the school level. The

relationship of these measures with achievement also varied considerably, with

the school-level correlations being of' the same order of magnitude as those in

Table IV -5, while =hose for the toal instructional group were considerably

smaller. As will be seen later, the validation of our educational process

model was difficult because of the type of variability we see in this table.

Nevertheless, it seems that the vast majority of the evidence points to a

fairly positive relationship between the composite occortunity-to-learn and

achievement.

IX-15



instrUcticnal Practices: A.116dation of Teacher's Time to inst,-uczional and

Non-Thstructional Activities

Instructional practices are activities that teachers engage in with their

students in the classroom. Cur measures of these practices come from observa-

tions of the instructional groups, from interviews and from questionnaires

completed by the teachers.

In tne classroom, teachers must spend their time on a number of d'==o---

activities, including instruction, making and collo--'tg assignments, hanciling

disruptions, and attending to housekeeoing activities. Through the observation

of teachers_in their classrooms and instructional units, we classified their

use of time as:.

Instruction - conveying information to be learned through explanations,

questions, or the monitoring of student understanding:

L..structional-Management - activities that manage the flow of instruction,

such as giving assignments, handling material and equipment, and check -

ing and recording completed work.

Behavioral. Management - activities related to controlling behavior, such

___as_administerinq discipline, setting classroom standards, and monitor-

ing directed at maintaining.order.

Off-Task - activities with no apparent connection to instructional

objectives, such as absence from'the classroom, iunch-oney collection,

and personal conversations.

Observers recorded the time teachers spent in the last three activities,. and

time in instruction was taken as the remainder of the total lesson period.

The estimate for each tyte of activity was converted to a percentage cf the

total lesson neriod. Cver all grades and subjects it was found that 7C% cf

the time was scent in instruction, 19% in instructional management, 2% in

Cenavioral management. and 4% in off-task activities. Generally _.'.ere_ -s not

much va.."=^"4y time allocations zet4een reading and math, different

grades, cr level 1 and level 2 schools. Cf course there is considerable

IX -16



variability from classroom to'classroom. The way in which teachers allocate

their time should be related to the activities engaged in by their students.

Since the goal of instruction is reached through student on-task behavior, we

investigated the relation between the way teachers allocated their time and

student on-task behavior. We found that over all grades and subjects the

correlation between teachers' time spent in instruction and student on-task

behavior was .30,' that between time in instructional management and student

on-task behavior was -.21, between time spent in behavioral management enc:

student on-task behavior was -.48, and between teacher off-task activities and

student on-task activities was -.09. It will be recalled that, is a ab..iolL:te

sense, teachers spent relatively little time in behavioral management but it

has the highest correlation with student on-task behavior. Behavioral manage-

ment problems seem to spread; when the teacher disciplines one student, this

often distracts other students from their assigned tasks. Also time spent in

instructional management takes time away from instruction and tends to give

studehts an opportunity to go of task. Due to the interaction of these items

it is clear that the teacher who organizes instruction efficiently can maximize

the time spent on int.e4Q.4.1.en and thereby increase student on-task activities.
inri-rma-c-+L;on

The way teachers spend their time is related to classroom management practices.

The observers rated the teachers on cognitive monitoring, that. is how well the

teacher assessed student understanding. They also rated them on on-task

monitoring, that is the efficiency with which the teacher handled student off-

task behavior; and they rated them on organization of activities, which refers

to the degree to which there were, routine ways of dealing with recurring

situations. While conceptually these are separate activities, the inter-_
correlations among them were so high that we formed ore scale called classroom

management. The correlation between this measure and student on -task behavior.

was .65. The correlations of classroom management with teacher time in

instruction was .29, in instructional management -.14, in behavioral manage-

ment -.49, and in off-task activities -.18. Thus we see that teachers who

3061
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have good classroom management allocate their time well, which results in

students on-task. It is apparent that'teachers can substantially affiect the

amount of time that students attend to learning activities. In further

analyses it was shown that the quality of classroom management is more in-
.

fluential than teacher time allocation in predicting student on-task behavior.

'In trying to understand how student on-task behavior could be increased, the

sources of off-task behavior were examined. As previously noted, students

were off-task about 213 of the time. If this figure could be reduced signi-

ficantly there should be an important increase in amount learned. Leinhardt,

Zigmond, and Cooley (21) have argued that an increase of as little- as 10 or 15

minutes a'day in silent reading would significantly increase performance for

disadvantaged students. We examined the sources of off-task behavior and they

are presented in Table'IX-75.

It can be seen that about one half of all the off-task behavior is under the

teachers' control and even the largest category, Solitary Student Activities',

would be under teacher control if the student were highly motivated. The

point is that teachers-have-an-opportunity-to-increase-the-amount-o-Eon-task

behavior by organizing their activities and using good motivating techniques.

The methods teachers use to motivate students were classified into four'

categories:

Motivating. students with appropriate materials

MOtivating students with rewards based on accomplishments

Establishing a warm, positive relationship with students.

Threatening or punishing students.

In the teacher interview we asked teachers to tell us the k4nd Q. -.chn'qu,ps

they used tp motivate their students. About 45% of the teachers

the 'use of interesting and aptropriate materials; about 20% mentioned using

3
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Table IX-6.

Sources of student Off-Task Behavior

Largely Under. Teacher Control:

Type of Grouol

Pew Students
Off-Task

Some Students
Off-Task

Many Students
Off-Task

%

Teacher Initiated Distractions 4 6 9
Lack of Assignment 5 9 13
Distraction by other Students 23 27 32

Somewhat under Teacher Control: .

Handling Materials & Equipment 6 8 7

Changing Activities 1 1

Not under Teacher Control:
Outside Interruptions 8 5 4

Solitary Student Activities 51 45 35

TOTAL '100% 101% 101%

1
Few students off-task = 7% or fewer off-task.

.
Some students off-task - More than 7% and less than 35% off-task.
Many students off-task - 35% or more students off-task.

Source: Report 16, Table 3-7

rewards based on accomplishments; about 20% mentioned establishing a warm,

positive relationship; and about 30% mentioned the use at threat and punish-

ment. 'The percentages add to more than 100% because more than one answer

was allowed.) We observed the kinds of methods being used in the clas:room

and found that these often differed from the methods teachers reportecl they

used. There were only very modest correlations between the kind of motivations

teachers reported tney used and the frequency of on-task behavior in the class-

room. Thus we were unable'to suggest any one motivating technique as being

particularly aporopriate. We also explored a number of other teacher practices

to see if they were related to on-task behavior. We examined the use of lesson

plans, the frequency of feedback of information about student strengths and
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information about student strengths and weaknesses, the individualization of

instruction, the use of subgroups, and the use of a diagnostic-prescriptive

.approach to instruction. Among the approaches, the use of lesson plans was

the most.related to on-task behavior, but that correlatiOn was only .09.

The final classroom practice to be examined is the amount of direct supervision

or the amount of teacher-student interaction. Some teachers divide their

classes into subgroups and instruct each one in turn. Some teachers also have

an assistant who works with individuals or certain groups while the teacher

works with others. Depending on both these factors--how the class is sub-..

grouped and how many staff give instructionnone, few, or many of the students

may work independently during'little or much of the lesson; the others are

being supervised. We refer to the measure based on these two factors, sub-

grouping practices and level of staffing, as level of direct supervision.

However, it may also be useful to think of it as amount of teacher-student

interaction, especially since other researchers have obtained promising results

by analyzing differences among-classrooms in terms of differences in amount of

interactive lear.ling activity (Stallings, Needels, and Staybrook (28)). Either

conceptualization fits the measure that we will now desCribe. Data for asses-

sing direct supervision derive from observers' estimates of the percent of

each staff member's time spent with different-sized subgroups. ObserverS

reported the totarrainuteS each staff person was present; along with the per-

cent of that time each staff member spent off-task or working with individuals,

and working with subgroups of different sizes. From these estimates, we con-

structed an index of the average percent of students in the instructional

group who were directly 'supervised during the lesson.

Table IX-7 summarizes the relations of direct supervision to student on-task

behavior, and to two teacher-behavior variablestime in instruction and

quality of classroom managment. These relations Lnaicate that, in general,

the More teachers directly supervise their students:
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the more those students are attentive to learning activities;

s the higher the quality cf their classroom management;

the more lesson time teachers spend giving instruction.

Table IX-7

Correlation of Percent of Students' Direct Supervision and
On-Task Behavior, Quality of Classroom Management, and

Teacher Time in Instruction

Correlation of,Direct Supervision and:
All Schools

Percent of Students On-Task .30

Quality of Classroom Management -.19

Percent of Teacher Time in Instruction .29

For all schools there were 1,219 students observed.

Source: Report 16, Table 3-14.

Before we comment on the implications of these findings, we note that they

accord well with impressions we formed from reading observers' narrative

reports. Also, during their scans of student behavior, observers recorded

the assigned activities of students who were off-task. Though this informa-

tion was not tallied, our impression is that assignments to be completed

independently were much more likely to be associated with off-task behavior

than assignments that involved working in groups with the teacher.

The following narrative gives a flavor of how students behave in these non-

supervised situations. The instructional group described is a'fifth-grade

math class. The 24 students are working independently on assignments from a

computer- managed., commercially available system. An aide divides her time

between two small groups of three students each. The teacher never monitors
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the class as a whole,but assists individual students whom she calls to her

desk. As the observer described it:

Through the rest of the classroom, general chaos ensued. There
were children fighting in the corner, talking to each other. One
child was up on top of the desk, another child tipped over a whole
stack of papers on the floor and spent a great deal of time on the
'floor playing with them, and children came and went at will around
the room even though it 'appeared that the majority of the time it
had nothing to do with the directions in their lesson. For example,
they were walking over and talking to other students and then
returning to their desks. Or, walking out of the whole classroom
area but yet not having any papers whatsoever in their hands.

The observer comments:

When the aide was at the first table, all of the students were on-
task, but as she moved over to the next table, the students that
she had formerly been working with went off-task for about 75 percent
of the time when she was gone.

and, further:

If it hadn't been for the presence of the aide who Worked with
six students during the lesson, the only students who would have
had seemingly any instruction at all . . . were the sixteen
students that the teacher worked with individually at different
points during the lesson . . . (but) they only seemed to remain
on-task while she was actually working with them.

Although this example may seem extreme, we have others like it,- and. the situa-.

tion--off-task behavior associated with lack of direct supervision--seems to

be quite common, A more detailed breakdown shows that lack of supervision is

more strongly connected to lack of attentiveness to learning activities in

second grade, especially in reading. The direction of these d4==....onces is in

accord with the notion that younger students are less able to work on their

own.
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Turning now to the implications of these findings, it seems relevant to say

that though weaker than the relations of quality of management to students'

on-task b07avior .(Table IX-7), they are in a sense more impressive. For being

more'explicit, they are more directly interpretable. These data show that

teachers who arrange their instruction so as to directly supervise greater

proportions of their students are more successful in keeping students on-task.

In practice, this means that teachers who teach to the whole class or to

larger subgroups will have students who stand gtaater amounts of their time

in. learning activities. Subgrouping that results in more students working

independently is likely to lead to students not engaqed in learning activity.

One cannot, of course, conclude that whole-class instruction is better than

small-group or individualized instruction in every situation and for outcomes

other than on-task behavior. However, the above analyses, as well'as studies

by others, do suggest that a very important ingredient in successful small-

group or individualized instruction is the number of staff. In the next

section we will take up questions of staff resources in more detail.

Resources

The next component'in our model of re "sources we

mean the number of teachers, aides, clerical assistants, texts'and other,

material, and audiovisUal equipment available for use in instruction. We

believe that resources act through instructional practices to increase

opportunity -to -learn.

Staff-Student Ratio

During their obs,rvations, data collectors 'noted all persons who were present
._....

1
and had instruct= al responsibilities with the group being observed. Each

1

staff member was:Classified.as regular, specialist or aide; and the total
,-,

number of minutes pach one was present was recorded. These data were the
7;

I V
I

1 -7
1

1

1
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basis fcr_the_construction_of_ the paid staff-student_ratiO. The staif,-student

ratio was the amount of staff time spent in instruction divided by the number

of students present during the instruction. The ratio corresponds to the

number of staff minutes available per student, per hour of instruction..

Typically, there were about seven and one half minutes of staff time available

for each student in an hour of instruction. There was slightly more time

available in reading instruction than in math instruction. It also was found

that there were generally more instructional resources being devoted to low

achievers than to high achievers. It is usually assumed that a staff-student

allows more time with each student is associated with favorable

class::, characteristics. Table IX-8 shows the relationship between staff-

student and a number of these characteristics.

- Table IX-8

Correlations of Staff-Student Ratio with ClasSroom Characteristics .

Classroom Characteristics

Percent of
Students
OoTask

-----

Purr:ant of
Teacher
Time im

--Lasts able

Quality of
laCssroom

Management

Level of
Direct

Superviseffh
of Studermr

All
jGrades

and
(1.2 ) .25 .11 727 .30

Subecra

Source: Report 16, Table 4-4.

It will be seen .t.aat as the staff-student ratio increases, the percent of

students' on-task increases, and also the percent of teacher time spent on

instructional acti,dties increases, as does the quality of classroom management

and the level of direct supervision of students. All of these characteristics

are generally considered good classroom. practices and oresumably result in

greater opportunity-to-learn.
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Use of Equipment and Materials

Another resource that influences instruction is the amount of equipment and

materials used during instruction. There is a surprising variety-of such

materials used, as illustrated by the following table.

Table IX-9

Equipment and Materials Teachers Report Using

heading Math

tquipent Materials X4u1Pmoot materials

tape recorder taw/woks. readers tape recorder textroolis

record player. radio supplementary readers record player. radio reference boors

ell= projector referee kook. elide projector e workbooks

=vi projector true reading books.
magazines. newspapers.

film projector dittos

film strip projector comics opegue projector games, pussles. flash-
cards, panipulahles.

opaque projector workbook. overhead projector counting and maseuring
devices

overhead projector ditto= television
programmed tarts and

television games. pattlas.
flashcards

listening cent= p.m:dinners' kite

Listening center
individual reading

electronic Calculator visual side. Charts.
teacher -each =tart-

feedback teaching kits or este. includ computer terminal an
=chi=

controlled readers.
speed read

Leg programmed texts
mod pubLiabers' kits

vimaal aide. charts.
plater.. Lecher-

feedback teaching
machine

typewriter =d materials

amegrcar taotimal

Source: Report 16, Table 4-8.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of equipment use is that the most intensive

use occurred in the context of compensatory and remedial education. This is

supported by the generally negative correlations between amount of equipment

use and fall achievement scores, which are about -.10. 'When the relationship

between equipment use and achievement gain for the year was examined, it was

found that. the relationship was negligible for all grades and subjects, except
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for 5th grade math where there were positive correlations of .21 for low

achieving students and .24' for regular students. Why this unusual result for

fifth grade math was found is hard to explain, but it should be noted that

frequently throughout the results of this study, fifth grade math seems to

give stronger relations than any other subject or, grade. It is possible that

fifth grade math starts involving more abstract concepts than other grades

and that different practices and materials have.more effect on abstract

material.

The correlations between the use of equipment and materials and student on-

task behavior were insignificant. Similarly, the relationships between

equipment and materials use and the opportunity-to-learn components--on-task

behavior, test curriculum overlap, and instruction time- -were all slightly

negative to insignificant, as were the percent of teacher time in instruction

and quality of classroom management. Generally we found that there was

substantial use of a wide variety of equipment and materials but we failed

to find this use' significantly related to classroom practices or to achieve-

ment gains.

Staff Characteristics

Another of the factors making up the model of the education process is staff

characteristics, thought to affect various instructional. practices that

influence opportunity -to- learn. The main staff characteristics measured

were teacher's amount of experience, training, and job satisfaction. Similar

measures were obtained for principals.

Teacher Exaerience

The regular teachers at the 55 high-povery schools had an average of just

over 11 years of teaching experience, of which a little over seven years was

at the school in which we observed them. CZ specialists had slightly more

teaching experience than regular teachers, averaging a little over twelve
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years but about the same amount of time at their present school. There were

small but positive correlations between the amount of teaching experience and

students' achievement. These relationships are confounded by.the fact that

in these schools the more experienced teachers tend to be assigned the lowest

achieving students who tend to show the least improvement. Our results show

that relationships between years of experience and student gains are stronger

for regular teachers than for specialists. But in interpreting this, we need

to keep in mind that the specialists usually teach the lower achieving students.

In considering the'relationships for second and fifth grade and for reading and

math (for all teachers combine the correlation between years of teaching

experience and achievement gains ranges from 0.7 to .25, while for the regular

teachers the correlations are from .10 to .32.

We also investigated the relationship between years of experience and the

factors making up opportunity-to-learn.. Generally there were very small

negative relationships between years of experience and student on -task behavior,

there was essentially no relationship-between amount of time in instruction and

experience, and there were small to moderate positive correlations7between

experience and test-curriculum overlap. These latter correlations suggest

that as teachers become more experienced they tend to cover curriculum that is

included in the test of achievement. We also investigated the amount of recent

training in relation to student achievement. Generally teachers who had the

most recent training were assigned to the lower achieving students. Neverthe-

less, in the fifth grade, there were poSitive relationships between the amount

of,recent teacher training, and student gain, about .l2 for reading and .22

for math.

Job Satisfaction

Teacher satisfaction was assessed from both interviews"and questionnaires. In

the interview, teachers were asked to rate their work relationships with other

teachers who taught the same students, with other teachers in. the same grade,

with the remaining teachers, and with the principal. In the questionnaire they
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were asked to evaluate the school as a good place to work, the extent to which.

teachers at the school worked well together, and the effectiveness of the way

conflicts were handled. Based on both sources of information a teacher satis-

faction scale was produced. Table IX-10 shows the relationship between teacher .

satisfaction and student achievement.

Table IX-10

Correlation of Teacher Satisfaction and Student Achievement

School Level (N=55) Fall Achievement Sorinc Achievement Cain

Grade 2
Reading .26 .33 .30

Math .12 .21 .16

Grade 5
Reading .33 .43 .32

Math .41 .41 .17

Source: Report 16, Table S-8

These correlations between teacher satisfaction and student achievement are

impressive and are consistent with a number of other studies which have

obtained similar results (see Report 16 for references). It is possible that

these relationships are circular; that is, teachers are.satisfied when their

students do well, while at the same time satisfied teachers do well and so do

their students. It has also been argued that satisfied teachers have students

of higher social status, who do well because of their better preparation, and

.thus the teachers are more satisfied. Zn an attempt to understand these

relationships, some analysis was done using partial correlations among teacher

satisfaction, economic status of the students, and student achievement. The

results showed some interesting grade differences. At the 5th grade; the

relationship of student socioeconomic status to teacher satisfaction disappears

when fall achievement is controlled for. In other words, student background

1r
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exerts no effect on teacher satisfaCtion independent of student fall achieve-

ment. At the 2nd grade, however, both factors appear to have some effect.

Teacher satisfaction has a small positive relationship with percent of stu-

dents on-task; satisfied teachers spend less of their time on behavioral

management, and have a higher quality of classroom management. Also the more

satisfied teachers have a considerably higher test-curriculum overlap.

Principal Characteristics

Principals' experience varied considerably, ranging from completely new prin-

cipals to those who had served many years. Both the amount of experience as

a principal and the number of years at the particular school under study were

associated with student achievement as shown in Table IX-11.

First, it should be noted that the more experience the principal has, the

higher the student achievement gain. But it should also be noted that there

is a positive correlation between years of principal experience and the fall

achievement scores. This argues that the more experienced principals are

assigned (or choose) the schools with higher achieving students and corres-

pondingly, schools located in more affluent sections of the community. Since..

greater principals' experience is associated with larger student achievement

gains, we would expect principals' experience to be related to a number of

classroom practices, but generally this is,not the case. We explored the

relationship between principals' experience and the opportunity-to-learn

components and they were generally very low and mixed in direction.
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Table IX-11

Correlation of Principal's Experience with Student Achievement

Years as Principal

Pall Achievement Spring Achievement Gain

Grade 2
Reading .10 .32 .29
Math .14 .25 .14

Grade 5
Reading .09 .16 .18
Math .1.5 .30 .29

Years at Stsda_School

Grade 2
' Reading .14 .19 .09

Math .16 .18 -.03

Grade t
Reading .18 .18 .04
Math .22 .32 .25

Nmg55

Source: Report 16, Table 7-1

Coordination of Instruction

In our model of the education process, coordination of instruction is thought

to operate through the coordination of'use of resources, through the ooeration

of instructional practices, and through the factors of opoortunity-to-learn.
Coordination of instruction refers to the sequencing and relating:of learning

tasks, and was measured by how much teachers knew about each other's instruc-

tion, as indicated in interviews. It is also related to hcw much teachers

plan instruction together. The importance of coordination. of instruction is

3.11,)
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reflected by, the fact that about 40 percent of the students have' more than

one teacher during the school year. Table IX-12 shows the relation between

coordination of instruction and student achievement.

Table IX-12

Correlation of Coordination of Instruction with Studeni; Achievement

Fall Spring
AchieveMent Achievement Gain

Grade 2

School-
wide

Grade-
wide

School-
wide

Grade-
wide

School-
wide

Grade-
wide

Reading .25 .11 .39 .42 .26 .50

Math .32 .48 .33 .60 .10 .51

Grade 5
Reading .30 .35 .33 .46 .16' .32

Math .38 .37 .44 '.45 .16 .25

N for schools is 55; for grades, N varies from 40 to 47.
Source: Report 16, Tables 6-5 and 6-6.

It should be noted that higher coordination of instruction is associated with

higher fall achievement scares, which indicates that there is more coordina-

tion of instruction in the higher achieving and more economically advantaged

schools. Also there is a positive relationship of coordination of instruction

and achievement gain. Since there are these positive relationships, they

should be associated with various instructional practices and components of

opportunity-tolearn. However, the relationships between coordination of

instruction and on-task' behavior were small and of mixed.sign, with test-

curriculum overlap they were also not significant, but they were positive

with amount of time in instruction. Perhaps where teachers coordinated

_instruction, they are able to devote their time more effectively to instruc-

tion. This is supported by a negative correlation of about .30 between the
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amount of time spent in behavioral management and coordination of instruction.

Also there were sigraficant positive correlations between coordination of

instruction and the flexible use of specialists, and also with the variety of

equipment use in instruction. As might be expected from the previous section,

there were correlations in the neighborhood of .57 between teacher satisfaction

and coordination of instruction. Generally, coordination of instruction is

related to a number of important instructional processes and staff character-

istics.

Instructional Leadership

The principal has as one of his responsibilities the leadership of instruction;

but it is only one of his many responsibilities, which include the providing

ce resources, the obtaining of staff, the coordination of instruction, and

interacting with parents. We particularly studied the principal's role in

instructional leadership. Previous studies have stressed the importance of

this factor and we isolated it from the other parts of the duties of the prin-

cipal. We defined instructional leadership in terms of four behaviors: the

degree to which the principal was involved in deciding on curriculum, whether

the principal had a particular view of instruction he felt strongly about, the

extent to which the principal communicated to teachers about instruction, -and

the degree to which the principal influended teachers' instruction. We

developed a measure of instructional leadership based on interviews with the

principal and the teachers. On a scale from Ito 5, the average amount of.

instructional leadership was about 2.4, which does not indicate ahigh amount.

When we investigated the relationship between instructional leadership and

student achievement, there was a negative relationship which varied from -.03

to -.33 for fall and spring scores and insignificant and mixed signs for gain

scores. This indicates that the principals exerted stronger instructional

leadership in the schools with lower achieving students, but that such leader-

ship did not affect the amount students learned. We also investigated the

relationship of instructional leadership to test-curriculum overlap, to time
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In instruction, and to on-task behavior. The correlations were small and so

variable as to be uninterpretable. Other factors were investigated and it

was found that the flexible use of specialists and the amount of their experi-

ence were positively correlated with principals' instructional leadership..

This pattern,emphasizes the idea that principals who are assigned to low

achieving schools exert more instructional leadership and use their resources

more flexibly with low achieving students. But since low achieving students

show smaller gains than high achieving students, the effects of instructional

leadership are masked by the nature of the schools to which the principals are

assigned. However, to the extent that the principals and the teachers share

a common view about the nature of the reading and math programs and how they

should,be taught, there is a positive correlation, in the order of .16,

between achievement gain and this commonly shared view. After all, teachers

do the instruction and the principal can only influence instruction through

them.

THE FINAL EDUCATIONAL PROCESS MODEL

At the beginning, of this chapter we presented a rational model'of the educa-

tional process. Each of the subsequent sections dealt with one of the factors

making up the model. Generally each of the factors was made up of a number

of subfactors that we observed and measured in the fifty-five high-poverty

schools. We also discussed the interrelations among the factors, and parti-

cularly the relation of the opportunity-to-learn factor and the spring achieve-

ment_factor. Now that we have examined all of these. factors and their inter-

relationships, we are in a position to see if our proposed model actually fits

the facts as obtained from the observations. The technical process for doing

this is complex and is known as "causal modeling." This technique has,been

developed in recent years by ..Tbreskog and his associates and has recently

been reviewed by Bentler (3).
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The model was tested at the level of the instructional unit, that is the unit

composed of the same students with the same instructional staff working on

the same instructional curriculum. We selected as indioators those measures

that seemed most promihng in light of the results of the analyses reported

in the previous sections of this chapter. Opportunity-to-learn was represen-

ted by measures of each of its three components: instructional time, curricu-

lum overlap, and student on-task behavior. The instructional practices

included in the model were the proportion of the teacher's time spent in

behavioral management, the proportion of time spent off-task, and the propor-

tion of time spent in instruction. Resource use was confined to measures of

the variety of equipment used, the hours of equipment use, and the hours of

material use. The staff characteristics entering in the model were recent

teacher training, teacher's job satisfaction, and teacher's years of experience

at the current school. Both gradewide and schoolwide measures of coordination

of instruction were included in the model. Principal's instructional leader-

ship was represented by a measure of the principal's influence in the

decisions regarding curriculum. The other factors were represented by.single

scores, as mentioned in the sections discussing them.

When the path coefficients were determined, it was apparent that the rational

model was too simple to fit the data.' That is to say that while the general

nature of the model was consistent with the observed facts, there were more

interacting components than had been anticipated. Figure IX-2 shows the

model that was derived by comparing the several models fitted by grade and

by subject matter (for reading and math in both grades 2 and 5). The paths

shown are those that were significant in at least two of the four data sets

and not of an opposite sign in any. Thus the model represents the "best"

overall model from our data.
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CAUSAL LIVES ANTICIPATED EN THE RATIONAL NoOEL,

CAUSAL LINES NOT ANTICIPATED IN THE NATIONAL NOD=

CAUSAL LINC3 ANTICIPATED EN THE RATIONAL MODEL
AUT NOT SUPPORTED EN THE INDUCED MODEL

Source: Report 16, Figure 9-2.

Figure IX-2

The Final Educational Process Model

"Inspection of the final model shows it to be much more complex than we had

anticipated. This finding reinforces our conclusions that the educational

procesd is an exceedingly complex activity. Important changes from the

rational model to the final model are:

0 The final model has many more non-zero causal links than were included

in the rational model. Important among these are direct links to

spring achievement from instructional practices, coordination of

instruction, and economic status.



4conomic statue aueare to have a wider4proad thelhonce OR variablas

which include, in addition to e0,11 achievement, spring achievement,

coordination of instruction, and staff charactortstics.

The influence of principal's instructional leadership is less wide-

' spread than indicated in the rational model. Specifically, evidence

for a causal link from principal's instructional leadership to

coordination of instruction was not found: also not supported was the

causal link to staff characteristics.

In addition to the analyses reported here, Report 16 included a discussion

of analyses based on school level data. Generally these results are consistent

with those already presented. Based on the results from the various models we

can conclude that spring acuievement, the component in our research that is

the ultimate payoff of the educational process, is in direct causal relation,.

ship with the following:

The amount of student on-task behavior

The degree to which the content of the curriculum corresponds to the

spring achievement test

The extent of coordination of instruction

The level of socioeconomic status

Fall achievement..

Indirect causal contributors to spring achievement are:

Proportion of teacher's time spent in instruction, an increase in which

leads to increased on-task behavior.

Proportion of teacher's time spent.in behaviork management, a decrease

in which leads to increased on-task behavior.
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Teachers' experience, more of which Leeds to increased curriculum overlap

and indirectly to increased on-task behavior, mediated by doereased time

spent in behavioral management. Also, more teacher experience leadu to

increased teacher satisfaction which leads to increased coordination of

instruction.

Fall achievement level, higher levels of which increased curriculum overlap,.

Socioeconomic status, higher levels of which lead to increased coordination

of instruction and increased fall achievement,

rn summary, we now have a model of the educational process that is supported

by a sizable amount of data collected from actual observations in schools

and classroOms. The educational process is complex, but one that we are

understanding better. We now know which factors of the educational process are

important to student achievement and thus we can infer which ones we should

attempt to improve.
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CHAPTER X. WHAT TOE HOME ENVIRONMENT OW ELEMENTARY !WHOM, CIM.NtiEN

:Puttotql

This chapter examinee the home environment of elementary aohool children.

The results show that:

The ueuat home of an elementary aohool child ia a two-adult
farrrly home, with parents about 35 yaare old; they are white,
living in a single- family dwelling and have graduated from
high - school. But there are from 20 to 35 percent who coma from
homes with quite different charactoriatioa.

At home, the typical student spends about two hours a day playing,
an hour doing chores, about two hours, watching an hour read-
ing for pleasure, and an hour doing school homework.

Most of the children come from homes where the parents are
involved in school related extra-curricular activities and most
parents attend parent-teacher conferences.

Parents rate the quality of thiiir children's schools as excellent
or good in over 73 percent of the cases.

Almost aZZ parents expect their children to graduate from high
school and over 23 percent expect them to graduate from college.

The home, environment of Title 1' students is quite similar to that

of regular students. However, there is a slight tendency for
more Title I students to come from homes with lass well educated
parents, from minority homes .from homes with a somewhat less
intellectual environment, and with somewhat Lower expectations
regarding qchool attainment.

INTRODUCTION'

From what kinds of homes do America's school children come? Data from the

Participation Study throws light on this question. It will be remembered

that about 15,000 parents--the parents of a representative sample of the

nation's elementary school students--were interviewed in the home. From these

data we obtain the following. picture. The,typical student's home has parents

who are about.35 years old, there are four or five members in the family
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which is composed of two adults, living in a single-family dwelling; the

parents are white, and are high school graduatet. While this is the typical

picture, Table X-1 shows that there is considerable variation from these

typical figures. Ninety-five percent of the parents are between 25 and 55

years of age, and about ao percent of the families have three to six members.

About 80 percent of the children come from two-adult families, but about 20

percent of the families have only one adult. About 80 percent live in single

family dwellings while 20 percent live in multiple-unit dwellings. About 75

percent are white, non-Hispanic, while 25 percent of the families are minority

families. About a third of the parents do not have a high school education,

about a third are high school graduates, while a third have had some college,

with 17 percent being college graduates. From the above it is clear that

many children come from homes having somewhat similar background character-

istics, but there are also many children whose home backgrounds differ signif-

icantly.

HOME CHARACTERISTICS AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

How are these home charaOteristics'related to the students' academic achieve-

ment? Table X-2 shows the correlation between home characteristics and stu-

dent achievement in reading and math. It will be seen that none of the rela- .

tionships are high, and they'are generally in the expected direction. The

highest relationship is between head of household's education and achievement.

The relationship is higher for reading than fyr math and it is higher for

regular students than for Title I students. The smaller relationship for

Title I students is partially accounted for by the more restricted range of

the variables for Title I students. As would be expected, those students who

are members of the majority, live in single-family dwellings, have both

parents in the home, and come from smaller families have higher achievement

.n both reading and math. While the relationships are in the expected direc-

tion, they are typically small and allow for considerable influence from other

factors, such as the impact of school.
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Table X71

Students' Home Characteristics

8th Grade 9-11 High School Some College Post-
or less grade Graduate College Graduate Graduate

Head of Household's 17-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over
Age (%) 1 37 43 15 3 1

Family Size (%)

One or Two Adult
Family Home (%)

2 3 4 5 6 7

11 30 26 15 4
9 10 or more
2 2

One Adult Family Two Adult Family
18 82

Ethnic Status (%) Majority Minority
77

Living Quarters (%) Single Family Dwelling Multiple-Unit Dwelling
82 18

Head of Household's 15 19 32 -18 9
Education (5)

Source: Report 4, Table 2-2



Table X-2

Relation of Household Characteristics and Achievement

Regular
Students

Reading Math

Title I
Students

Title I ,

Students
Regular
Students

Head of Household's Age .05 -.06 .05 -.01

Family Size -.11 -.09 -.04 -.05

One or Two Adults in Home .16 .07 .15 .11

Ethnic Status -.25 -.18 -.23 -.18

Single or Multiple -.15 -.11 -.14. -.08

Dwellings

Head of Household's .35 16 .29 .11

Education

Source: Report 4, Table 2-5.
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STUDENT HOME ACTIVITIES

While the factors discussed so far are related to achievement, they ate

static, demographic factors and the real impact of home environment is expres-

sed through actual activities in the home such as the attitudes of the parents

toward the importance of schooling, how the students spend their free time,

and the school-related assistance they get at home. What do the students do

at home? Table X-3 shows the amount of time spent by regular and Title I

students in a number of activities such as time spent playing, doing chores,

watching TV, reading, and doing homework.

Since the total amount of time available is fixed, if a child spends a great

deal of time on one activity the child must spend less time on other activi-

ties. As a general picture, during the day the "typical" child spends about

two hours playing, about an hour doing chores, about two hours watching TV,

about an hour reading, and about an hour on homework. These are the amounts

of time spent as reportedby their parents. When comparing the time spent by

regular students with the amount spent by Title I. students one is impressed by

the similarity of the figures. There may be a slight tendency for Title I

students to spend More time on homework, on watching_TV, and playing, while

spending less time on reading. But the differences are very small and do not

support the idea that, relative to regular students, poorer performing'stu-

dents engage in significantly less academically oriented activities at home.

This picture.is further supported by Table X-4 which compareS the homework

activities of regular and Title I students as reported by their parents.

Again the figures are quite similar, but with some small differences. Title

I students bring home a little more homework, and they get a little more

assistance than regular students. There seems to be a. tendency for the Title

I students to be helped by family members other than the parents more fre-

quently than regular students. These other family members ',Jere identified as

older brothers or sisters.
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Table X-3

Time Spent on Various Home Activities
(Daily)

Time Scent Doing Homework

Regular Students Title I Students

No Time 18 16

Less than 1 hour 36 31

1 hour or more 45 53

Time Scent Reading

Less than 1/2 hour 17 '25

1/2 to 1 hoUr 34- 32

1 hour or more 48 43

Time Scent Watching TV

Less than 11/2 hours 17 18

11/2 to 21/2 hours 40 35

21/2 hours or more 43 47

Time Soent Doing Chores

No Time 14 20

Lasi than 1/2 hour 24 18

1/2 to 11/2 hours 59 53

More than 11/2 hours 6 10

Time Scent Playing

Less than 1 hour 10 10

1 to 2 hours 34 29

2 to 21/2 hours 32 34

21/2 hours or more 24 27

Source: Report 4, Table 2-12.
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Table X-4

Strdent Homework Activities

Frequency of Child Bringing
Some Schoolwork

'Insular Students Title I Students

Never 9 9

Once a Month, 22 18

Once a Week 13 12

2 or 3 Times a Week 26 26'

Every Day 30 35

FraqUency of Child Getting.
Help on Schoolwork

No Schoolwork brought Home 6 6

Never 6 5

Not Very Often 29 . 21

Somewhat Often 28 28

Very Often 32 40

Who Helps Child?

Mother 60 45

Father 17 9

Others' 16 36

No one 7 10

Source: Report 4, Table 4-7.



It has often been. suggested that poor children, predominantly Title I chil-

dren, do not have the-educational opportunity in the home that regular"chil-

dren have. It is thought that there are no magazines or books in many poor

homes. Table X-5 shows the number of books appropriate for a child in the

home for both regular students and Title I students. It will be seen that

the vast majority of all students have appropriate books at home that they

can read, but it seems that more Title I students have no books, and those

who do have books have fewer than regular students. This is consistent with

the picture that is emerging of the Title I students as having a home environ-

ment that is not greatly dissimilar to that of the regular students, but still

one that is somewhat less oriented to intellectual activities.

Table X-5

Books in Home

Number,of Books in
Home Child can. Read

Percent Regular
Students

Percerit Title I
Students

None 5 13

1-10 19 38

11-30 28 26

31-50 16. 11

51 or over 32 12

Source: Report 4, Table 4-10.

In addition.to strictly home activities the child is influenced by the

parents' attitude toward the student's school and their participation in

school activities. Table X -6 shows the participation of parents and students

in schOol related non-instructional activities. It will be seen that the
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Table X-6

Participation in Extra-Instructional Activities

Percent of Families where

't.,ercent Regular

Students
PerCent Title I

Students

Adult Member Participates
in Extra-Instructional

80 71

Activities

Percent of,Families where
Child Participates in Extra- 61 59

Instructional Activities .

Percent of Families where
Child Participates and Adult 60 53

Attends Extra-Instructional
Activites.

Source: .Report 4, Table 4-3.

majority of both parents and students participate in extra curricular activ-

ities. Again the picture emerges of not dissimilar activities for regular

.
students and Title I students, although the Title I students and their

parents seem to be slightly less involved than regular students and their

parents. Another indication,of parents' involvement with the School is the

frequency of parent-teacher conferences. Table X-7 shows a number of facts

regarding these meetings. First it will be noted that there are no important

differences in the frequency or'nature of such conferences between regular

and Title I students. About 70 percent of the parents have such confer-

ences and about a third have more than one meeting. annually. These confer-

ences are almost always initiated by either the school principal or teacher.

About .20-percent are related to student problems at school, but most of them

are called for general discussions of student progress. Parents report the

conferences to be'helpful.
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Table X-7

Parent-Teacher Conferences

Annual Number of Parent-.
Teacher Conferences'

Percent Regular
Students

Percent Title
Students

0

1

2

3

4 or more

27

45

16

6

6

32

35

17

9

8

How Conferences Are
Initiated

Note sent home 75 74

Teacher or Principal calls 5 6

Sign up at Meeting 4 3

Parent asks for Meeting 13 16

Other 2 2

Reason for a Personal
Conference

Discuss Child's Progress 58 57

Discuss Child's Problems . 17 21

Discuss Grades and/or
Test Scores 7 7

Generally Exchange
Information 16 12

Other 2 3

Are Personal Conferences
.Helpful?

Yes 93 95

No 7 5

Source: Report 4, Table 4-2.
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SCHOOL QUALITY AND PARENTS' EXPECTAtIONS

Parents were asked to rate the quality of their child's school. Table X-8

shows the results. It is impressiVe that over 75 percent of all parents rate

the school's quality as excellent or good. Title I students' parents rate

the schools almost as high as regular students' parents. These ratings are

in marked contrast to the stereothe expressed by some of the media and some

political sources. One hears schools characterized as "disasters," "incom-

petent,". "incredibly poor," etc. At least in the minds of parents these

stereotypes are far from accurate. It will also be remembered from Chapter V

that all groups of students increase the level of their academic performance

from year to year. _No doubt schools could be improved and students could

learn more, but parents give schools a positive report card.

Table X-8

Parent's Rating of Quality of Child's School

Percent Regular Percent Title I
Students

. Students

Excellent 34 25

Good 53 53

Fair 12 19

Poor 2 3

Source: Report 4, Table 4-13.

A final indication of parents' attitude toward the academic process is given

by their expectations regarding how much education their children will achieve.

Table X-9 shows the highest educational level parents expect for their chil-

dren.
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Table X-9

Parent's Expectation for Child's Educational Attainments

Parent's Expectation of Level Percent Regular Percent Title I

of Child's Final Schooling
Students Students

Less than High School 1

High School Graduates
38

Some College
16

College Graduate
39

.-Ist Graduate
6

Source: Report 4, Table 4-11.

4

58

14

21

2

Practically all parents, of both regular and Title I'students, expect their

child to graduate from high school. Title I parents have a somewhat lower

academic aspiration for their children than the parents of regular students.

Almost 45 percent of the parents of regular students expect their child to

graduate from college .but only about 25 percent of Title Z parents do.

In summarizing this material we see that the typical home of an elementary

school child is A two-adult family home, with the parents about 35 years old,:

they are white, living in a single family dwelling and have graduated from .

high school. But there are 20 to 25 percent of the students who come from

single-adult family homes, with younger (or older) parents, who are black or

from an Hispanic background, living in multiple dwelling homes and whose

parents did not graduate from high school. Although the relationships are

not strong, there is a tendency for students to do better academically who

come from the two-adult families, of smaller 'size, who are white, living in

a single family' dwelling, whose parents are
better educated. These relation-

ships are stronger for regular students than they are for Title I students.
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At home, the typical student spends about two hours a day playing, an hour

doing chores, about two hours watching TV, an hour reading for pleasure, and

an hour on homework. Most .students bring homework home, but about 25 percent

either never do, or do so only once a month. When the students bring homework

home they usually receive help with it from their mother or from older chil-

dren. Most children have books in the home they can read for pleasure,

although about 10 percent have'no such books.

Most of the children come from homes where the parents are involved In school

related extra - curricular activities and most of the students are involved in

such activities. The vast majority of'parents attend parent-teacher confer-

ences which are initiated by the school. Most of these meetings are for a
general review of student progress, although about 20 percent are called
because of student- problems.

Parents rate the quality of their students' schools as excellent or good over
75 percent of the time. ,Very few characterize them as poor, a finding in
marked contrast to the image often reflected by the media and some politi-
cians. Generally parents expect their children to graduate from high schodl
and over 25 percent expect them to graduate from college.

When Title I students are compared with regular students one is impressed-with
the fact that Title I students' home environments are quite similar to regular
students on the above characteristics. There is, however, a tendency for more
of the Title I students to come from homes of less well educated.paretns, from
minority homes, from homes with a somewhat less intellectual atmosphere, and
with somewhat lower expectations regarding school attainment. While the dif-
ferences are not Large, they may be quite influential and we will see in the
next section how much influence they have on differences in student perfor-
mance.
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CHAPTER Xi. WHAT ARE THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF BACKGROUND
AND SCHOOLING.TO STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT?

Swnmary

The data from the Sustaining Effects Study were analyzed to throw Light

on the controversy that had existed regarding the relative importance of

background factors and schooling factors in accounting for educational

achievement. Data at thel
,

individual student eve were available regard-

ing home background, economic status, the characteristics of the sc;locZ

attended, and achievement over a three year period. Three different

composites were formed: iStudent Background, School Characteristics, and

School Learning Experience. The relationship between these and student

achievement was expLorediusing the techniques of causal anaLysis. It

was found that white background characteristics were important determiners

of achievement, the schoaL Learning experiences were also

particuLarLy in the early grades.

INTRODUCTION

The Sustiining Effects Study was designed primarily to study compensatory

education and the process of elementary education. However, in collecting

data to study these areas we also obtained information that shoat throw

light on the controversy that has surrounded the question of equality of

educational oppottunity. As is well known, the Coleman report; titled

Equality of Educational Opportunity, concluded that "schools bring little

influence to bear on a child's achievement that is independent of his back-

ground and general social context," (4). This conclusion has been much

debated aftd It is generally agreed that the data available were not ideal for

establishing this conclUsion. Data from the Sustaining Effects Study are

superior to those previously available because we have quite good home back-

ground and economic data for individual students (see Chapter IV), and we also

have achievement data:for each student for three successive years. (No

individual student data were available in the Coleman study.) In addition,
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we have quite detailed data on each school attended by the students. Since

these data were available we undertook an analysis of the relative contribu-

tion of the students' background, of the schools attended, and of the instruc-

tion received as they affect student achievement:.

Report 20 is devoted to a discussion, of.the,strengths and weaknesses of

previous studies, and to the analysis of these new data.. In this cheater we

simply report the way our analysis was done and give the major results Those

more deeply concerned with this compleX subject will want to examine Report 20

in detail. The'general nature of the analysis was to develop a theoretical

model.of.the direct" and indirect influences of socio-economic background,

characteristics of the'school attended, and educational experiences, as they

influenced students' achievements on tests.of'reading and math. The analysis.

depended on the technique known'as."causal modeling" mentioned previously 'in

Chapter IX. The analysis used' data collected, in the "Participation Study,'"

which involved the selection.of a nationally reoresentative sample of element&

school students and the conducting of home interviews'.with their parents- (Se,

Chapter IV for a more detailed description of the sample and the data Collec-

ted.) Although the Participation Study initially involved 15,579 students, by

the end of three years there were only 2,966 students remaining on whidh there

were complete data. An analysis of this'attrition shows that the greatest

losses were sustained by the'least advantaged socio-economically, but. it is

still believed that the sampre'is sufficiently representative to'allow genere

alizable conclusions to be drawn'.

Three different composite variables were formed: one for socio-economic back-

ground, called the Background Composite (13); one for the, Characteristics of
0,

the School (S); and one for the School Sducational Experiences (X). Each

composite was formed by regressing lacer achievement on earlier achievement,

cohort, and a set of variables that were thought to represent the factor

making up the component. This method of forming the composites means that :
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the variables selected to make up the components were those most important in

accounting for the achievement gain from the fall 1976 to the spring 1979.

THE BACKGROUND COMPONENT

By means of this regression analysis, eight variables were selected from a

set of twelve to define the Background Component (B). These variables. were:

1. Father's education (.40)

2. Mother's education (.40)

3. Occupation of the household head (.30)

4. Family income (.37)

5. Race/ethnicity (.38)

6. Number of parents in the home (.20)

7. Number of books in the home at the child's reading level (.47)

8. Parent's attendance at school events (.26)-

Sown after each of the variables is the correlation of that variable with the

Fall 1976 achieVement measure. It is interesting to note that the highest

correlation is between achievement and number of books in the home at the

child's reading level, which implies that background is more than just socio-

economic status, but rather the intellectual emphasis typically found in homes

of higher socioeconomic status.

It should be noted that these correlations reflect how much the factors

influence the achievement level of the students when they entered the study

and for cohort 1 they reflect the student's achievement level on entering the

first grade. Thus, the Background Composite measures the abilities the stu-

dent brings to school based on several factors: native ability, the motivation

given by parents and other non-school experiences, the influence of education

related factors in the home such as the presence of books, and also the

influence of preschool peers and their attitude toward learning.
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THE SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS COMPONENT

In addition to a student's background, the characteristics of the school

attended affect the student's learning. These characteristics can be defined

in a number of ways and include such factors as the affluence of the neighbor-

hood surrounding the school, the school's physical facilities, the char-

acteristics of the student body, and the characteristics of the staff. Again

the regression technique was employed to select the variables to make up the

School Characteristics (S) composite. The variables defining the composite

were:

1. The racial /ethnic composition of the student's grade at the school

(.34)

2. The average academic achievement of the grade at the school in the

fall of 1976 (.52)

3. The educational attainment of the school's principal (-.11)

4. The level of compensation given teachers for inservice training (.00)

5. The presence of a central library at the school (-.02)

There were fifteen other school characteristics included in the regression

analysis but they would not have improved the prediction of achievement. These

other variables included'per-pupil expenditures, the presence of reading and/or

math resource centers, relative size of staff, receipt of CE funds, hours of

instruction in the school, teaching experience of the staff, etc. Again the

correlations.between the variables and fall 1976 achievement scores are given.

in parentheses.

:t will be seen that the two largest correlations are for the average achieve-

ment level'in the school and grade, and the racial/ethnic composition of the

school and grade. These two correlations are between the individual student's

fall achievement scores and the school-by-grade average attainment and racial

composition. Thus, the School Characteristics (S) composite is almost com-

3 4 3
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pletely defined in terms of the characteristics of the students attending the

school. The correlation of factors making up the School Characteristics

Composite, such as the average school achievement level, with the factors

making up the Background Composite is quite high. For example, the correla-

tions between average school achievement and race/ethnicity in the Background

Composite is .51, with family income it is :46, and with father's education

it is .40. Thus, in many wayS the School Characteristics Composite is simply

a reflection of the background of the students attending the school.

Peer characteristics are a good predictor of a student's achievement largely

because these characteristics are highly related to the student's background.

THE SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES COMPONENT

In accounting for a student's achievement, we have pointed to the native intel-

ligence, to socioeconomic background, and to the characteristics of the school

attended. In addition there are the actual School Learning Experiences (X)

that take place in the classroom. Again a number of Nariables were explored

to make up the School Learning Experience (X) composite. The significant

variables were

1. The average academic achievement of the student's homeroom (.51)

2. The racial/ethnic composition of the student's homeroom (.34)

3. The average teaching experience of the teachers (.11)

4. Whether or not the student received compensatory education services

(-.35)

5. The weeks of student's attendance at school (.16)

6. The number of hours of regular instruction in reading received by

the student during the school year (-11)

7. The number of hours of regular math instruction received by the

student during the school year (.07)
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8. The number of hours of special reading instruction received during

the school year (-.22)

9. The number of hours of special math instruction received during the

school year (-.15)

The correlations given after each variable are between that variable and the

student's spring 1977 achievement score.

We see that the characteristics of the student's homeroom, which are a.'.so

related to the student's background, are closely related to the student's

individual achievement. Variables related more directly to instruction such

as hours of instruction and receipt of compensatory education are related to

the student's achievement, but to a smaller degree than many of the group

membership characteristics. Incidentally, it should not be surprising that

the receipt of'compensatory education and the amount of special instruction

are negatively related to achievement, since these instructional activities

are the ones most intensively received by the lowest achieving students.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE COMPONENTS TO ACHIEVEMENT

We have shown how the three components were formed and we have shown the

relationship betWeen the variables and measures of achievement. But we have

not yet emphasized the idea that these composites have both direct and

indirect effects on how such the student learns. For example, the number of

books in the home that the student can read, directly affects the achievement

shown by the student when he enters school.. But this variable also indirectly

affects the student's motivation. Since the parents have provided these

materials they have given motivation for the student to read well in school,

and because the student initially does well in school, he receives additional

rewards that motivate him to, continue superior achievement. All of the com-

posites and their variables are interrelated in complex ways and also have
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direct and indirect effects on later achievement. In an effort to understand

how these factors influence the acquisition.of reading and math achievement,

we developed a model of the background and schooling process and analyzed the

relationships involved, using the methods of causal, analysis. These analyses

were done for each cohort since the relationships for students just entering

school might well be different from those for students in the more advanced

grades. We should remember that students in cohort 1 start in the first grade

and are followed through the third grade, and similarly with each cohort so

that cohort 4 starts in the fourth grade and goes through the Sixth 'grade.

With cohort 1 we have students who are just entering school and the influence

of background and school characteristics might well be different than or

students from cohort 4 who started the study with three years of school

experience before we had any achievement measures on them. FiguA XI-1 shows

the results of the analysis for each of the four cohorts. Ih the figrxe, 'B'

stands for the Background Composite, '51 for the School Characteristics Com-

posite, 'X' for the ',earning Expetionce Composite, '.AD' stamli-: for clle achieve-

ment level at the beginning of the sudy, and 'Al' stands for the achievement

level three years late., The results are based on academic growth from the

beginning of the first yeaz to the. end of the third year. Similar analyses

were performed on yoar-by-yei:;!_- data, that is yeas 1 to year 2 and yea: 2 to

year 3., The results were substantially similar to those reported here and are

given in Report 20.

We will examine the relations;dps starting with the composite.: on the left

hand side of the Model since these are the most removed from the level of

achievement at the end of three years. First note that Background is related

to Initial Achievement (A0) with coefficients between .49 and 58.. From'

cohort to cohort these coefficients are fairi.v siAailar in size and donot

show any systematic variation: They do indicate I fairly strong relationship

between the student'z background and his initial level of achievement Next

note that the relationships between Background and School Characteristics are
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Figure XI-1

Path Diagrams With Estimates of Standardized Coefficients.

(With Nonsignificant Effects Omitted)

Source; Report 20, Figure 3-2.
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between .21 and .32 and again without any particular pattern.. They are smaller

than those between Background and Initial Achievement, but show a tendency for

students from backgrounds with greater resources to attend schools having more

resources. The relationship between School Characteristics and Initial Achieve-

ment (AD) range from .10 to .27. These are generally of the same magnitude as

those between Background and School. Characteristics, indicating that students

attending schools having more resources tend to have higher initial achieve-

ment. Both the background of the student and the characteristics of the

schools they attend are significantly related to their initial achievement.

Next we will examine the relation of these background related factors to the

School Learning Experience (X). The path.from Background '%,.) School Learning

Experience has practically no variation across cohorts and is about .28; show-

ing that students with a background with more resources tend to have better

school learning experiences, but the magnitudes of the path coefficients are

only modest. The coefficients from School Characteristics to School Learning

Experiences range from .07 to, .23, with the average being about .17; this

finding suggests that schools with superior characteristics tend to have good__ _

learning experiences for their 'students, but the relationship is quite modest

in strength. The path coefficients from Initial Achievement to School Learn-

iag Experiences are considerably larger than the previous ones, ranging from

.41 to .48. This shows that those students who have high initial achievement

levels are in school learning' situations that are also quite favorable.

Finally the relationship between Initial Achievement and achievement at the

end of three years is high for all cohorts, starting with .44' for cohort 1,

increasing to .64 for cohort 2, being .65 for cohort 3, and growing up to .72

for cohort 4. These high relationships are important since they show'that,the

highest relationship to year three achievement is the achievement at which the

child entered the school for cohort 1 or enters'the study for other cohorts.

But alSo'note that the strength of the relationship grows from cohort to

cohort; this says that as-the student progresses through school his level of
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performance becomes progressively more related to his previous level of

performance. The fact that it is the lowest for cohort 1 says that there is

a greater possibility of influencing future achievement in the first and

second grades. Also note that the paths from Background to Final Achieve-

ment are quite weak, ranging from .08 to .14. This indicates that Background

has relatively Little direct influence on final achievement but rather that

its influence is indirect, through Initial Achievement, School Characteristics,

andthe School Learning ExperienceS.

Finally note the path coefficients between School Learning Experiences and

Final. Achievement, which are .35 for cohort 1, .06 for cohort 2 (somewhat

low, but complemented by the significant direct coefficient between School

Characteristics and Final Achievement unique to this cohort), .18 for cohort 31

and .06 for cohort 4. These figures are very important. They imply that in .

the beginning grades, school learning experiences are quite effective, almost

as effective as Initial Achievement and perhaps as important as Background.

But as grade progresses, the influence of School Learning Experiences decrease!

until by the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades School Learning Experiences seem.

to exert very little influence on Final Achievement. At the same time Back-

ground is only very modestly related to final achievement in any direct, way,

although it still exerts a considerable influence indirectly through its

relationship to Initial Achievement. It will be remembered from Chapter. V

that the strongest influence of compensatory reading education was also seen

in the beginning grades. These two lines of evidence strongly suggest that .

the time to influence students' achievement is early in their school

experiences.

It should be mentioned that a similar model was developed in which the

achievement variables were analyzed as two components, one for reading and

one for.math. The results were quite similar to those already presented

except that for math the Background factor was not quite as strong as it was

for reading, and .the influende of School Learning Experience. was stronger for
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math than for reading. Again we see that reading is influenced by factors

that occur outside the school to a much greater extent that is the case for

math. As we would expect, academic subjects that are learned more formally

are more uniquely learned in school, whereas those of a more general nature

may frequently be learne'd in other than the school context, particularly by

students from advantaged backgrounds. These results are quite compatible

with the recent findings of Welch, Anderson, and Harris (37) who found a

quite significant schooling effect for high school math.

The data presented are relevant to Coleman's conclusions about the importance

of students' background and the unimportance of school experiences. The

present data certainly confirm the importance of background characteristics

but leave unanswered the question of what proportion of background is rela-

ted to influenceable home factors and how much is simple native intelligence.

Our opinion is that both factors are involved and that with proper support

the home factors could be improved for students coming from disadvantaged homes.

This would involve making reading materials available inthe home and getting

parents to see that the child used them. It would also involve motivating

the parents to value intellectual experiences. In addition, the data show,

contrary to Coleman's results, that in 'the early school years the'character-

istics of the School Learning Experiences is of considerable importance.

These findings would seam to place emphasls on the importance of positive

learning experiences in the early grades and give support to efforts to

improve school experiences in the beginning grades.

It is worthwhile to speculate that early childhood experiences are very impor-

tant in determining a child's later acadeMic performance. If at a young age

the child has parents who provide early opportunities for experience with

books, who motivate the child to excel in verbal areas, and who give him

early preschool experiences, it seems that initial achievement will bi-, high.

If initial. achievement is,high, then the child has the best chances of con-

tinuing to experience successful academic achievement. It would seem that
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whutever can be done to bring about these favorable early childhood experiences

should be done if we value good academic performance. Such measures would be

particularly important in the homes of disadvantaged children
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